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Abstract
There is now convincing evidence from imaging and polarization studies that the 
appearance of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN ) depends strongly on orientation. 
This thesis proposes to address this question by imaging a sample o f low-redshift 
radio-selected galaxies in the infrared, where the obscuration due to dust is re­
duced, in the hope of providing an unbiased survey of the line-of-sight extinctions 
towards AGN and the relative numbers o f hidden sources. The low redshift o f the 
sample allows the study o f similar luminosity Fanaroff-Riley class I and class II 
sources, with the opportunity to explore the nuclear luminosity function of lower 
luminosity objects than in previous studies.
Infrared A and V  images were obtained for 28 galaxies. The non-therm al nu­
clear contribution to the 1\ band flux is then estimated by subtracting a fitted 
two-dimensional surface brightness galaxy model from each image. The stellar 
contribution to the L' flux is estimated by fitting simple stellar population models 
to the optical spectra o f a subsample of the objects and calculating the infrared 
A — L' colour o f these fitted populations. Optical spectra were obtained for 13 
objects in the sample.
The reddening towards the nucleus is calculated by subtracting the intrinsic K —L' 
colour o f a quasar or starburst from the observed value. Nuclear sources are de­
tected in 10 members o f the sample. The intrinsic luminosities o f all these sources 
would put them above the quasar/Seyfert dividing line of M y <  —23, making 
them possible candidates for obscured radio-loud quasars. The correlation be­
tween extinction and orientation is then explored. The expected anti-correlation 
between core-t.o-lobe ratio R  and extinction is not apparent, whilst a possible cor­
relation between extinction and galaxy size is observed, larger galaxies appearing 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
There is now convincing evidence that the appearance o f active galactic nuclei 
(A G N ) depends strongly on orientation. This thesis proposes to address this 
question by imaging a sample of low-redshift radio-selected galaxies in the in­
frared, where the obscuration due to dust is reduced. This is done in the hope of 
providing an unbiased survey o f the line-of-sight extinctions towards AGN , and 
therefore o f measuring the relative numbers o f hidden sources.
This introductory chapter will begin by explaining briefly the history o f research 
into AGN over the last century. AGN are highly luminous right across the elec­
tromagnetic spectrum from the radio regime to hard X -rays, so as different parts 
o f the spectrum have revealed themselves owing to improvements in technology, 
so too have the different properties o f active galaxies at these wavelengths. This 
has produced a confusing array of names for objects, depending on their observed 
properties at various wavelengths, with the nomenclature often being o f a more 
historical than physical origin.
Only very recently, with the advent of sensitive telescopes at all wavelengths 
are the different pieces of the jigsaw being fitted together successfully into a 
unified scheme for AGN (Urry & Padovani 1995 and Antonucci 1993). The basic 
idea is that all AGN are essentially the same object being viewed from  different 
orientations. In the centres of these objects are supermassive (M  >  10s M q ) 
black holes surrounded by accretion disks o f matter spiralling into the hole. As 
the matter falls into the deep gravitational potential well o f the black hole it 
heats up; potential energy is converted into kinetic energy, resulting in the highly 
luminous radiation seen in quasars. There also exists a ring o f dust, or torus,
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around the accretion disk which causes the emitted radiation to be attenuated at 
wavelengths which are susceptible to absorption, such as the UV  and the optical. 
The torus therefore causes the asymmetry seen between different classes o f AGN.
The current observational evidence for supermassive black holes as the central 
engines of AGN is discussed in section 1.2, the evidence which points towards 
some kind o f axisymmetric obscuration around the central engine is then covered 
in section 1.3. There are still many questions remaining that require answers, 
such as understanding the connections between A G N /black  hole formation and 
galaxy formation. A summary o f unanswered questions is given in section 1.5.3.
If the unified scheme for radio-loud objects is to stand the test o f time then 
obscured quasar nuclei must be present in the centres of radio galaxies. The diffi­
culties in observing these directly come from uncertain knowledge o f the nuclear 
stellar populations in radio galaxies, which can make galaxy nuclei intrinsically 
red. The most recent work on finding obscured nuclei is reviewed and also the cur­
rent understanding o f the stellar populations of elliptical galaxies before outlining 
the work involved in this dissertation.
1.1 The history and taxonom y o f A G N
The history o f active galaxies began when Fath (1908) took an optical spectrum 
o f NGC 1068 and discovered emission lines in its spectrum, these lines were not 
found in the spectra o f “normal” galaxies. In the following years the progress 
in understanding these objects was slow, more emission-line galaxies were dis­
covered, but it was not until Seyfert (1943) that these objects became a distinct 
class which are now known as Seyfert galaxies. The spectra of these objects 
all had broad emission lines o f varying widths >  1000 kms-1 and an unresolved 
stellar-like core. An understanding of the physical processes behind the obser­
vations was attempted by Woltjer in 1959. He noted that the stellar-like nuclei 
were unresolved and therefore must be contained within the central 100 pc of the 
Seyfert galaxies. From virial arguments M ~  v 2r/G  where v >  1000 kms“ 1 and 
r <  100 pc, the nuclei must also be massive M ~  109 M (r,. He also made initial 
estimates of the lifetime of the process creating this unusual emission: from the 
fact that Seyfert nuclei were found in about 1 in 100 spiral galaxies and an age 
of the Universe of the order o f 1010 years he estimated that the nuclear emission
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must last for at least 10s years. This assumes that all spiral galaxies go through 
a Seyfert phase and is therefore a lower limit on the lifetime.
Many more Seyfert galaxies were discovered in the following years until in 1974 a 
new slightly more com plicated classification scheme was introduced by Khachikian 
& Weedman (1974). Class 1 Seyferts (S y l) have broader Balmer (perm itted) lines 
than forbidden lines, whilst class 2 Seyferts (Sy2) have all lines o f about the same 
width. Broad emission lines are caused by emission from fast moving clouds o f 
gas. A single cloud has a radial velocity causing the emission from it to be slightly 
doppler-shifted from the rest-frame wavelength, the total emission from all the 
clouds then appears as a broadened emission line. The differences in widths o f 
the lines in Syls imply that the permitted lines originate from a different region 
to forbidden lines, whilst in Sy2s they probably arise from the same region. Here 
was the first hint that some asymmetric emission may be occurring.
The next m ajor step in the history of AGN involved the discovery o f quasars. 
Thejf were initially found when astronomers were looking for the optical coun­
terparts to some bright radio sources. The first quasar to be discovered was 3C 
273 (Hazard, Mackey & Shimmins 1963), the optical component at first appeared 
to be a star, hence the name quasar or ‘ cjuasi-stellar radio source*. A spectrum 
revealed that the object had broad lines, similar to those seen in Seyfert galaxies 
but shifted, implying a redshift o f ~  0.16 if the shift could be attributed to the 
cosmological expansion. It was previously thought that the redshift could pos­
sibly be gravitational in origin, but Greenstein & Schmidt (1964) showed that 
here this was not possible, as differential redshifts over the line-em itting regions 
would wash out the lines. The luminosity o f 3C273 was then calculated to be 
L =  4.8 x 1O12L0 , fifty times more luminous than the most luminous galaxy 
known at the time. Inspection of archival photographic plates showed that the 
quasar was also variable on timescales shorter than a year, so from a light cross­
ing time argument the diameter of the emitting region must be less than one 
light year. The problem now was to explain how the enormous amount o f energy 
observed could be generated in such a small volume. Type II supernovae could 
technically produce this much energy, but only over a timescale o f a few seconds. 
Therefore supernovae were unlikely to be at the centres o f quasars as quasars 
were thought to exist for at least 10s years. Advocates o f the starburst model 
still claim that hot, dense star clusters at the centres o f galaxies could reproduce 
this phenomenon, providing the rate o f supernovae was high enough. It is in­
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deed possible that starbursts may be powering less luminous AGN than quasars, 
but supernovae definitely cannot explain the extremely high luminosities seen in 
quasars. See section 1.4 for a more complete discussion on this issue. The more 
accepted explanation nowadays is that the energy arises from accretion onto a 
supermassive black hole. Whilst the existence o f black holes is hotly debated it 
seems that they must exist at the centres o f quasars as no other known phys­
ical process can explain the high luminosities and long timescales. Historically 
it is important to realise that it was Fowler & Hoyle (1963) who first proposed 
collapsed supermassive stars as a possible source of gravitational energy, whilst 
Zel’dovich and Novikov were the first to mention supermassive black holes as 
an energy source in 1964. The main evidence to date towards black holes being 
situated at the centres o f quasars will be covered in section 1.2.
Quasars were not only found as the optical counterparts to bright radio sources, 
many were also found from their stellar-like appearance on photographic plates. 
As quasars have very blue spectra compared with stars, a U V  excess technique 
was used to separate the quasars from the stars on photographic plates by com ­
paring the U and the B  plates. Ten times more quasars were found than expected 
from the radio surveys (Sandage 1965) and these objects became known as radio­
quiet quasars (R.QQ) as opposed to the previously known radio-loud quasars 
(RLQ ); in fact it is something o f a misnomer as they are not radio ‘ quiet’ , but 
their radio flux is around 100 times lower than the RLQs. The quantitative cri­
terion for radio loudness is such that F5/Fb >  10, where F5 is the radio flux at 
5 GHz and Fb is the B  band flux.
Quasars can be represented over limited regions of their spectral energy distribu­
tion as a power law
f i y )  oc/W ( i . i )
although this is most usually plotted as log10(t// J/) vs log10(z/); which represents 
the actual energy emitted per unit frequency interval. For example, a source 
which emits an equal amount of energy at all frequencies would have a value of 
a  =  —1, so on a log10( i / /„ )  plot, the emission would be a horizontal line, which 
intuitively implies that the source is equally bright at all wavelengths, whilst on 
a log10( / „ )  plot the emission would have a slope of —1.
Figure 1.1 shows the average spectral energy distributions of RLQs. RQQs and 
Blazars. It can be seen that although RLQs and RQQs are very similar in the






Figure 1.1: The average spectral energy distributions o f RLQs, RQQs and Blazars 
taken from the Palomar-Green survey (Sanders et al. 1989).
optical and infrared parts of the spectrum, it is in the radio regime that the 
main differences occur. There are two ‘bumps’ in this plot, not thought to be 
directly caused by the non-thermal radiation from the quasar central source: a 
‘big blue bum p’ in the ultraviolet portion of the spectrum and an infrared bump 
long-wards o f 2qm . The infrared emission occurs from thermal reradiation from 
a dusty disk, with the near infrared (1-5 /.rai) ‘ bum p’ being reradiation o f heated 
gas from the outer edges of an accretion disk, or the inner edges o f the dusty 
torus. B lack-body emission from an accretion disk peaks in the ultra-violet part 
o f the spectrum, causing the observed ‘big blue bum p’ . The hard X -ray  emission 
is thought to be due to thermal comptonisation in flares above the accretion disk, 
see section 1.2.3.
The next confusion in the AGN puzzle came from radio surveys. The first quasars 
to be discovered were associated with radio sources, but it soon becam e obvious 
that not all radio sources were associated with quasars, the m ajority were just 
ordinary elliptical galaxies, now referred to as radio galaxies. The structure o f the 
radio emission in all these objects was extended, with two thin, highly-collim ated
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jets ending in large lobes either side of the galaxy. The radio structure o f the 
radio galaxies was found to have larger linear dimensions than in RLQs (Barthel 
1989) which implied that RLQs were just a subset of the radio galaxy population 
but with their jets pointing towards us. This was a m ajor step in the process of 
unifying RLQs and radio galaxies.
A morphological classification was introduced by Fanaroff & Riley (1974) for ra­
dio sources, both radio-loud quasars and radio galaxies. Class I (FR  I) sources 
are weaker and of lower luminosity than class II (FR  II) objects and are brightest 
in the center with weak symmetrical lobes. FR IIs are the classical double radio 
sources with highly collimated jets extending out towards two edge-brightened 
lobes. Bridle & Perley (1984) give the break luminosity between the two classes 
as L„(1 .4G H z) =  1032 ergss_1 Liz“ 1 =  1025 W H z“ 1 whilst Owen & W hite (1991) 
found the break luminosity of the classes to be an increasing function of both 
optical and radio luminosity. Considering the optical luminosity to be a measure 
o f the size o f the galaxy, this implied that the jets needed to be stronger in big 
galaxies to break through the interstellar medium and emerge as FR  II sources. 
All radio-loud quasars are FR  IIs, but even these can be divided into two classes 
depending on the relative strengths of the central and lobe components. Core­
dominated sources have flat radio spectra, whilst lobe-dom inated sources have 
steep spectra. This could be a hint that orientation effects are playing a role in 
the observed properties o f quasars. Lligh resolution radio imaging (VLBI) obser­
vations of RLQs also showed that they exhibited superluminal motion, meaning 
that the jets appeared to be moving faster than the speed of light. This can best 
be explained by the bulk motion of the source close to the line of sight (Blandford, 
M cKee & Rees 1977). Radio galaxies do not exhibit this property as expected by 
orientation dependent unified schemes.
Compact steep spectrum (CSS) radio sources were found to form another group 
oi objects. These are apparently small sources whose linear size is subgalactic 
(<15kpc). They were found in both radio galaxies and quasars and made up 
about 15-30% oi radio sources in catalogues (Fanti et al. 1990). Statistically it 
has been shown that most o f these objects are not intrinsically large objects seen 
close to the line of sight. Their small size can either be explained by the jets 
being trapped by a dense interstellar gas or by the fact that they are young radio 
sources, seen at an early evolutionary stage. This second scenario is favoured on 
the basis that the objects are mainly found at high redshift (z>0.2) and are found
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in both radio galaxies and quasars.
Another population o f radio-loud objects were then discovered which have flat, 
emission-line free, strongly polarized spectra. These were called BL Lacs after 
the first ob ject discovered with these properties, BL Lacertae. A subset o f quasars 
with similar, but more luminous, properties to BL Lacs was then found. These 
were referred to as optically violently variable quasars or OVVs. The two new 
populations were lumped together and termed ‘blazars’ . The number o f objects 
found in this category was so small compared to the number o f known quasars 
and radio-galaxies it became apparent that the blazar phenomenon was special. 
It is now thought that blazar activity is a view o f a radio galaxy or quasar directly 
down the jet axis. The flat radio spectrum is produced by beamed synchrotron 
emission in the jet. Emission features from the galaxy itself are difficult to distin­
guish as the highly beamed synchrotron emission completely swamps the galaxy 
spectrum.
Although radio galaxies at first sight appeared to be normal elliptical galaxies 
with exceptional radio emission, the optical spectra also provided some clues that 
the objects contain some t}q:>e of active nucleus. The spectra split into two types: 
broad line radio galaxies (BLRG) and narrow line radio galaxies (N LRG ). Similar 
to the Seyfert 1 and 2 classes, the emission is thought to com e from two distinct 
regions, a fast moving broad line region close to the nucleus and a larger, slower 
moving, more isotropic narrow line region. It was Osterbrock & Parker (1965) 
who were the first to conclude that the strength of the highly excited emission 
lines could not be due to photoionisation by an ultraviolet source, but could 
possibly be explained by collisions between fast moving clouds o f gas. It was at 
this point that the similarities between Seyferts and Quasars becam e apparent, 
although Seyferts were lower luminosity objects and appeared to be contained 
within spiral (Heckman 1978) rather than elliptical galaxies. Weedman (1976) 
was the first to realise that Seyferts and quasars formed a continuous luminosity 
sequence. It probably took such a long time to tie the two classes together as 
the first objects discovered in each class were extremes, which magnified their 
differences.
The most recent puzzle in the history o f AGN has concerned the host galaxies 
o f quasars. It was thought that a difference in host galaxy type may cause the 
radio-loud and radio-quiet divide. Although quasars were initially identified as 
stars, Matthews & Sandage (1963) did detect a diffuse halo around a couple of
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the early quasars and it has since been generally accepted that all quasars are 
situated within a host galaxy. The morphology o f quasar host galaxies is difficult 
to ascertain due to the high nuclear:host galaxy ratios. The most successful 
studies have been in the near infrared where the nuclear:host ratio is lower than 
at optical wavelengths (Taylor et al. 1996) and using the increased sensitivity of 
the Hubble Space Telescope (LIST) (McLure et al. 1999). Earlier studies showed 
that although radio galaxies and RLQs were situated in elliptical hosts, R.QQs 
were more likely to occur in spiral galaxies. The most recent works have turned 
this accepted scenario around and shown that all luminous RQQs also reside in 
elliptical hosts and there is also no formally significant differences between the 
properties o f these host galaxies at least in the current, albeit small, samples.
The other important wavelength where AGN have been detected but not men­
tioned in detail so far is the X -ray regime. The first X -ray satellite, UHURU 
was launched in 1970, since then generations of X -ray telescopes have detected 
X -ray  emission from quasars and Seyferts. The nature o f this emission will be 
discussed in more detail in section 1.2.3. The importance of the X -ray  regime is 
that hard X -rays (energies >  2 keV) can penetrate through almost all obscuring 
material. They have now been detected coming from galaxies that were otherwise 
thought to be inactive. This has resulted in growing evidence for a population of 
galaxies with significant X -ray  emission (Boyle et al. 1995; Almaini et al. 1997 
and McHardy et al. 1998). The X -ray fluxes are very faint, but due to the large 
numbers of these objects found in deep X -ray  surveys, it means they could con­
tribute significantly to the X -ray background. They have been called narrow line 
X -ray  galaxies (NLXGs) as their optical spectra always contain narrow emission 
lines with line ratios which would normally classify them as being on the border 
between star burst and Seyfert 2 objects. The high X -ray luminosities are diffi­
cult to attribute to stellar processes, so it is thought that they are low luminosity 
obscured AGN, with perhaps some starburst activity. The existence o f their hard 
X -ray  spectra also adds further weight to the obscured AGN hypothesis as this 
cannot be explained by stellar processes (Almaini el al. 1996).
As mentioned in the previous paragraph NLXGs could contribute significantly 
to the X -ray background. The X -ray background has been a mystery since its 
discovery in the 1960s as the spectral shape does not imitate the spectrum of any 
known X -ray  emitting source. A huge population of unknown X -ray  emitters 
must exist in the Universe, as integrating the emission from all known AGN
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underestimates the magnitude of the background by at least a factor o f four 
(Fabian et al. 1998). It is thought that obscured AGN, such as the newly found 
population o f NLXGs, which do indeed have the necessary hard X -ray  spectra, 
could actually make up the shortfall (Setti & Woltjer 1989 and Comastri et al. 
1995). If this is true, hard X -ray chosen samples of objects could, in the future, 
be the only way to find complete samples o f AGN in an unbiased way.
The taxonom y of AGN is still extremely confusing, so a summary o f the picture 
presented so far is given in figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: A summary of the taxonomy of AGN. The more aligned objects are 
positioned to the right o f each sub-category and the higher luminosity objects 
are positioned slightly higher than the low luminosity ones. The abbreviations 
are as given in the text.
1.2 The observational evidence for
supermassive black holes in A G N
Nowadays there are two lines of evidence used to demonstrate the existence of 
supermassive black holes as the central engines o f AGN. The first relies on ob­
taining the physical parameters of the black hole i.e. the mass, constraining the
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volume within which this mass is contained and then arguing that the central 
density is so high that the only physically plausible object must be a black hole. 
This can be done in two ways which are very different and probe very different 
regions of the galaxy nucleus. X -rays originate from very hot regions close to the 
central source (<  20 R s) giving a very important upper limit on the size o f the 
central source. Rs is the Schwarzschild radius of a black hole which is given by
R s  =  — j —i ( 1.2 )c
so the Schwarzschild radius of 10s M 0 black hole is around 2AU.
Ivinematical evidence from very fast moving stars probes the velocity field around 
the central source but from regions much farther out than the X -rays. Accurate 
values o f the mass contained within this larger central region can be obtained, 
but the implied densities using these methods can be explained without having to 
invoke massive black holes. Central stellar clusters could produce the necessary 
density, but as the central object is seen in most o f these cases to be dark i.e. 
the m ass-to-light ratio is between ten and few hundred, only a cluster o f stellar 
remnants remains as a possibility. Begelman & Rees (1978) have shown that a 
cluster o f stellar remnants would have a two-bocly relaxation time of less than 
10s years so that if any of these exotic objects did once exist they would have 
collapsed to a black hole by now anyway. This could be an important stage in the 
formation of black holes. The second method of probing the existence of a black 
hole relies on studying the shape o f X -ray emission lines which are distorted by 
relativistic effects due to their proximity to the central mass.
1.2.1 X -ray  variability
The night-to-night variability of quasars and Seyfert galaxies in optical light 
(Pension & Cannon 1969; Cannon, Pension &; Brett 1971) o f the order o f a 
magnitude, showed that the size of the emitting region must be less than a light 
day, as no source o f isotropic radiation can vary faster than the time taken for 
light to cross it. X -ray variability shows even higher amplitudes and shorter 
timescales, of the order of minutes (Ulrich, Maraschi & Urry 1997), which indicate 
that emission is coming from the innermost regions of the galaxy, e.g. 10-1000 
Rs for some luminous Seyfert Is.
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1.2.2 Direct kinematical observations
The M ilky W ay: The centre of the Milky Way around the radio source Sagit­
tarius A* is too dusty to see directly using optical imaging. Only in the infrared 
can the central star cluster be seen. Two separate groups (Ghez el al. 1998 and 
Eckart & Genzel 1997) have monitored the proper motions o f the stars in the 
central 0.3 pc o f the Galaxy over the past few years by using speckle imaging on 
the 10m Keck and the 3.5m N TT telescopes respectively. The results from both 
groups agree within their errors and they find a massive central object coincident 
with the radio source, of around 2.5 x 1O6 M 0 within the central 10_ 6 p c3. The 
density of the central dark mass 1012 M 0 p c -3 is indicative o f a central supermas- 
sive black hole. This is indeed a revelation as it is the first convincing piece o f 
evidence that a galaxy that would not normally be classified as an AGN contains 
an object dense enough to be a black hole. However, Donald Lynden-Bell did 
predict many years ago (Lynden-Bell 1969) that the nuclei o f most large galaxies 
should contain a supermassive black hole, which when inactive should have an 
anomalously large m ass-to-light ratio.
External Galaxies: An extensive review of this area is given by Korm endy 
& Richstone (1995). Most extragalactic candidates have evidence for a central 
massive dark object (M DO ) either from measures o f their stellar or gas dynam­
ics. The stellar dynamics are measured from observed changes in the velocity 
dispersion towards the centre (Van Der Marel 1999). The most successful gas 
dynamical measurements have been made using the Faint O bject Spectrograph 
on the Hubble Space Telescope to measure the actual velocity o f the gas either 
side o f a nuclear disk in M87 (Harms et al. 1994) implying a mass o f ~  3 x 109 M 0 
within the central 20 pc. Although this is not cpiite as convincing as the more 
recent observations o f the Galactic centre, it is claimed that there is no other 
form of mass concentration that could ‘ fit’ inside this region other than a black 
hole.
The existence of water rnasers in NGC 4258 (Miyoshi et al. 1995) using VLBI is 
perhaps one o f the most elegant observations indicating a central massive black 
hole. Masers can only be seen when they and their source of energy are either 
directly along our line of sight or at 90° to us. This is indeed the observed spatial 
distribution o f the maser spots, indicating a slightly warped Iveplerian disk, with 
a central ob ject well within the central 0.13 pc, the location o f the innermost
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Figure 1.3: Enclosed mass as a. function o f distance from Sgr A*, taken from 
Ghez et al. 1998. The dotted lines show various power-law fits to the data for 
dark clusters of stellar remnants. They provide equally good fits to the current 
data as the flatter black hole model (solid line), but remain physically inviable 
as the evaporation and collision timescale for such models is less than the age o f 
the Galaxy.
rnaser spot. The central mass is very accurately measured to be ~  3.6 x 1 0 'M q . 
The important point here is that the motion o f the masers is nearly perfectly 
Keplerian, if there were many distinct dark objects within the central 0.13pc, 
then the gravitational potential would have a very different shape.
Reverberation mapping is another technique used to determine the kinematics of 
the emission-line regions (Peterson 1993). Briefly the idea is that by carefully 
monitoring the delays between variations in the continuum and the broacl-line 
profiles the size o f the broad-line region can be determined. It is assumed that the 
broad lines respond to changes in the continuum immediately and the time delay 
is caused by the light travel time between the central source and the broad-line 
regions (BLR). The distance to the line emitting cloud is then determined whilst
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the velocity o f the cloud is known from the width o f the emission feature, so the 
size o f the central mass can then be measured directly. It has been found that 
there is also some stratification in the BLR as some emission lines always respond 
faster than others. The downside to reverberation mapping is that enormous 
amounts o f telescope time are required to monitor even a small number o f quasars 
continuously.
1.2.3 Distortion of Fe spectral lines in the X —ray regime
E m ission  L ine
B lack H ole A ccretion  D isk
Figure 1.4: Schematic showing the observed hard X -ray  emission from an accre­
tion disk. The reflected spectrum has a hump caused by thermal comptonisation, 
peaking at about 20 keV, superimposed on the direct spectrum of the flare, plus 
an emission feature caused by fluorescence.
Lines emitted by a disk-like structure have a characteristic double-horned profile 
due to the shifted emission from the approaching and receding sides o f the disk 
respectively. In X -rays a prominent emission feature is the Fe K a  line, seen 
mostly in Seyfert galaxies. The hard X -ray  emission is thought to originate in 
flares above the accretion disk in a similar manner to the X -ray  emission from 
the sun. The resulting observed spectrum (see figure 1.4) consists o f a sum of 
the direct emission plus emission back-scattered from the disk. Fluorescence 
occurs at line energies, causing the observed Fe K a  feature. As this originates 
from a very hot, fast moving region of the disk close to the central potential, 
relativistic effects as well as line-broadening need to be taken into consideration 
when trying to predict the shape o f the line profile. Beaming along the direction 
of m otion would cause the blue horn to appear brighter than the red horn whilst
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time dilation effects would cause the innermost regions to be redshifted, resulting 
in a skewed, broad line profile. These broad skewed lines are exactly what is seen 
in the X -ray  spectra of most Seyfert 1 galaxies (Fabian et al. 1995; Nandra et al. 
1997a) and some Seyfert 2 galaxies (Turner et al. 1998) indicating that accretion 
onto a black hole is taking place from a standard ‘ cold ’ thin disk. In the case of 
iVICG-6-30-15, a Seyfert 1 galaxy, the line was shifted to such low energies during 
a minimum state that it implied that the emission must have arisen less than 3Rs 
from the black hole. The most likely explanation is that it must be a spinning 
Kerr hole (Tanaka et al. 1995; Iwasawa et al. 1996) as the minimum stable orbit 
for a Schwarzschild hole is 3Rs and only 1.577s for a Kerr hole. Interestingly this 
emission line is not seen in the X -ray  spectrum of quasars, as it has been found 
that the strength o f the line decreases with increasing luminosity (Nandra et al. 
1997b). It is thought that the accretion disk becomes increasingly ionised as the 
accretion rate, and therefore luminosity, increase.
This is probably the best evidence for a black hole given so far. The quality o f 
the data, taken with the ASCA satellite, is still quite noisy so further observa­
tions using the new CH AN DRA and XM M  satellites will allow more accurate 
comparison with the models.
1.2.4 The black hole vs. galaxy parameter correlations
Once black hole masses have been estimated using one o f the above techniques 
it has been tempting to try to correlate black hole mass with a variety of host 
galaxy parameters. Magorrian et al. (1998) find M bii / ~  const ~  0.006,
with a fairly large scatter, whilst earlier work (Kormendy & Richstone 1995) 
found M b h /Mguige ~  0.003. This has been thrown into doubt more recently as 
more reliable black hole mass estimates seem to reduce the black hole masses by 
around an order of magnitude, increasing the scatter in the correlation even more 
and questioning whether the correlation exists at all. Franceschini, Vercellone 
&: Fabian (1998) have correlated black hole mass not only with bulge mass but 
also the i nfrared, X -ray and radio emission for a small sample o f thirteen nearby 
objects. They confirm the postulated correlation with bulge mass and also find 
a tight relationship with black hole mass and total radio luminosity at 5 GHz, 
¿ 5GHz oc M gfj, once the estimated radio emission due to star-formation has been 
subtracted. There currently appears to be no significant relationship between
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Figure 1.5: Profile o f the Fe Kcs line in MCG-6-30-15. The lines show the expected 
profile around a Schwarzschild and Kerr black hole. The Kerr hole fit is extremely 
good.
infrared or X -ray  emission and black hole mass, but as they are predicted to 
originate in or above the accretion disk this is not surprising. As mentioned 
above the black hole mass estimates are in doubt and the samples are small, 
so only time and more accurate measurements will allow a proper analysis of 
these results, which should be able to shed light on many o f the unanswered 
questions relating to black hole formation. Factors such as accretion efficiency, 
galaxy merger history and star-formation history could also play a large part in 
determining the final observed black hole mass. M cLeod & Rieke (1995) have 
suggested that rather than there being actual correlations between black hole 
mass and various galaxy parameters there is an upper envelope, so that there is 
a maximum size black hole that a certain size galaxy can accom m odate, which 
could explain the large scatter in the above relationships. In fact thejf argued 
this for quasar luminosity rather than black hole mass, but the implications are 
the same.
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1.3 The observational evidence for dusty tori in 
A G N
Having discussed the evidence for central supermassive black holes in AGN, it is 
now important to show the various lines of evidence supporting an axisymmetric 
form of obscuring material, which shall be referred to as a dusty torus (although 
it may not be exactly torus shaped). Dust affects the central nuclear light in two 
ways, firstly by dimming, so that any observed flux is greatly attenuated, often 
allowing faint, scattered light with a polarized spectrum to be seen. Secondly 
any observed flux is reddened by the obscuring material, as shorter wavelength 
light is more easily attenuated than longer wavelengths, making the observed 
spectrum appear redder. The amount o f reddening is then related to the amount 
o f obscuring material present along the line o f sight.
The most convincing evidence for an obscuring torus is the appearance of Type 
1 or broad-line spectra in polarized light of objects that would be classified as 
Type 2 or narrow-line objects normally. Light is polarized as it is scattered into 
our line-of-sight by material above and below the obscuring torus. Antonucci & 
Miller (1985) were the first to use spectropolarimetry to display broad lines in the 
spectrum of NGC 1068, a nearby well studied Seyfert 2 galaxy. The scattering is 
mostly caused by electrons as it has been shown to be mainly wavelength indepen­
dent, whilst some scattering off dust clouds, which is wavelength dependent, has 
been found for this object (Miller, Goodrich & Mathews 1991). The wavelength 
dependence o f the scattering can be studied by examing the relative amounts of 
polarized light at different wavelengths. Packham et al. (1997) take this further 
and use infrared imaging o f polarized light to detect the regions of enhanced scat­
tering and directly observe the nuclear torus as a silhouette in scattered light. 
They estimate the diameter of the torus to be 220 pc.
Hidden broad line regions have now been detected in many other Seyfert 2 ’s 
(Heisler, Lumsden &; Bailey 1997) and FRII radio galaxies (Cohen et al. 1999). 
It is important to point out that not all narrow-line objects studied reveal hidden 
BLRs. This could be due to either a lack of scattering material or an actual 
lack o f fast moving broad-line region clouds. Therefore statistical studies o f the 
relative numbers of hidden BLRs found in polarized light should not be taken 
too seriously. Cohen et al. (1999) have studied three objects in common with the 
sample used in this study: 3C 33 and Cygnus A which are NLRGs and 3C 445,
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the only BLRG in the sample. Both NLRGs do show hidden broad-line regions 
whilst 3C 445 shows slight reddening which they interpret as a view o f the BLR. 
close to the edge o f the torus, seen through a very small amount o f dust.
Reflection and scattering of light are not the only means of looking inside the 
torus, infrared wavelengths also provide a more direct m ethod since optical depth 
decreases with increasing wavelength. Hill, Goodrich & DePoy (1996) successfully 
used spectrophotom etry in the infrared to search for broadened wings on the Paa 
infrared emission feature. They were also able to demonstrate increased reddening 
with increasing obscuration. In their sample o f eight NLRGs, two BLRGs and one 
quasar they find the broad-lines more reddened than the narrow lines in all but 
the quasar and one of the BLRGs. This implies that the obscuring dust is situated 
between the BLR. and the NLR, with one o f the BLRGs seen through a smaller 
amount o f dust than the NLRGs, consistent with the obscuration picture given 
by polarization studies. Economou et al. (1995) also used infrared spectroscopy, 
this time to study the H o line in the high redshift (z  =  0.937) object 3C 22. 
Although the object had previously been classified as a radio galaxy, the broad 
H a feature detected allowed it to be reclassified as a reddened quasar, showing 
that some quasars are seen through modest amounts of dust. Much more will be 
said on this issue in section 1.6 as the main theme o f this work is to use infrared 
wavelengths to probe the dusty torus.
There have also been many studies attempting to correlate increasing reddening 
or extinction with viewing angle. The viewing angle is estimated using the pa­
rameter R, which is the observed core-to-lobe ratio or core-dom inance parameter 
relating the radio core emission to the emission from the lobes (Orr & Browne 
1982). It is thought that the lobe, emission is radiated isotropically, whilst the 
core emission which originates in a jet close to the central engine is highly beamed 
along the line o f sight. This means that R  can be taken as an orientation indica­
tor, high R, sources having the beamed component along the line o f sight. This 
is a similar but more quantitative method o f classifying radio sources into ‘fla t- 
spectrum ’ (high R) and ‘ steep-spectrum ’ (low R) as beaming causes the observed 
flat radio spectrum.
Other orientation dependent indicators have also been shown to correlate with 
the R. parameter. Jackson & Browne (1990) compared the luminosity o f the 
[0111] A5007 emission line in what was claimed to be an equally matched sam­
ple o f quasars and radio galaxies and found the line to be 5 10 times brighter
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in quasars. The sample of galaxies has now been shown to be biased towards 
bright quasars with bright emission lines (Simpson 1998) thereby magnifying the 
difference between the two classes, but the result still remains that quasars are 
about twice as luminous in [OIII] than radio galaxies. It is assumed that the 
line is extinguished in radio galaxies owing to the presence of some obscuring 
material. lies, Barthel & Fosbury (1993) then performed a similar analysis, this 
time looking at the [Oil] A3727 doublet and found no difference between the two 
classes. This caused a puzzle as the shorter wavelength [Oil] line would be ex­
pected to suffer more extinction if they were produced in the same region o f the 
galaxy. They suggested that most o f the [OIII] emission must Ire produced close 
to the nucleus whilst the [Oil] emission is produced farther out and is therefore 
unaffected by any putative torus. Baker (1997) finds an increasing [O il]/ [OIII] 
ratio with decreasing R, which strengthens the case for [Oil] being isotropically 
emitted whilst [OIII] is anisotropic.
As mentioned previously, the infrared ~  3 fim bump in the spectral energy distri­
bution o f all radio-loud and radio-quiet quasars is thought to arise from thermal 
reradiation o f dust from the outer edge o f an accretion disk or inner edge o f a 
dusty torus. The existence of this bump is thought to be substantial evidence for 
the existence of a torus. Dust sublimates at about 1500 K so the torus cannot 
exist in regions where the radiation field is hotter than this. Higher luminosity 
objects will be hotter farther out, causing the inner edge o f the torus to be pushed 
farther out. This is known as the receding torus model (Lawrence 1991), see fig­
ure 1.6 for a schematic representation. The advantage o f the model, assuming 
the height of the torus remains constant, is that as the torus recedes the open­
ing angle increases so that the more luminous objects are more likely to be seen 
along a, line-of-sight directly into the nucleus. This could explain the existence of 
the large numbers of low-luminosity obscured AGN needed to explain the X -ray  
background.
Another piece of evidence supporting an axisymmetric form of obscuration comes 
from the actual imaging of cones of ionised gas either side of the nucleus (Pogge 
1988; Tadhunter & Tsvetanov 1989; W ilson & Tsvetanov 1994). The opening 
angles o f the cones seen so far vary between 30°-100°. The images are taken in 
narrow-band filters centered on the wavelength of an emission feature such as 
[OIII] A5007. The continuum radiation is removed to leave a pure emission image 
by subtracting another image taken in a different filter centered on a continuum
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Figure 1.6: Schematic representing the receding torus model. The bottom  source 
is more luminous, pushing the inner edge o f the torus out and increasing the 
opening angle.
region just to one side o f the emission feature. This cone of ionised gas is some­
times referred to as the extended narrow-line region (ENLR) or the extended 
emission line region (EELR). The edges o f the cones are sharp and linear which 
point away from this feature being intrinsic to the gas distribution and instead 
caused by an anisotropic radiation source exciting the clouds in these regions. 
W hat is still uncertain though is whether the radiation illuminating these regions 
is anisotropic due to the presence o f a torus or whether it is collimated closer to 
the black hole in a similar manner to the optical radiation.
The ‘alignment effect’ (M cCarthy et al. 1987; McCarthy 1993; Dunlop & Peacock 
1993) is the tendency o f EELRs and both the optical and (to a lesser extent) the 
infrared continuum emission to line up with the axis o f the radio jet at high 
redshift. This is thought to arise from a combination o f a couple o f processes: 
the scattering o f some o f the hidden quasar light into the line o f sight i.e. the 
polarized light, and star-formation induced by the radio jet passing through the 
interstellar medium.
Considering the evidence from the imaging of ionisation cones in Seyfert galaxies 
and from the alignment effect it is becoming clear that the ionising photons can 
only travel freely out of the nucleus along the radio jet directions. As a test o f this,
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Kinney et al. (1991) compared the amount o f available ionising photons observed 
in the U V  continuum with the observed optical emission line fluxes in a sample of 
Sy2s. They found that in most cases the observed U V  flux could not account for 
the strength o f the emission lines. This means that the clouds in the ionisation 
cones are situated in a much stronger U V  radiation field than is observed from 
Earth. Mulchaey et al. (1994) carried out a similar multiwavelength analysis on 
a larger sample of Seyfert Is and 2s and find that whilst the infrared continuum, 
hard X -ray  flux and [OIII] A5007 ratio are similar, the U V  and soft X -ray  fluxes 
are deficient in Seyfert 2s, consistent with an obscuring dusty torus.
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Figure 1.7: Direct and polarized spectra o f some NLRGs and BLRGs, taken from 
Cohen et al., (1999). The broad lines can clearly be seen in the polarized spectra 
o f the NLRGs. 3C445, 3C33 and Cygnus A are objects in the sample used in this 
study and are all shown to have broad lines.
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1.4 The starburst m odel for quasars
Before moving on to discuss the intricacies o f Unified Schemes for AGN it is 
important to mention other models which could reproduce the observed quasar 
luminosities. The starburst model advocated by Roberto Terlevich and his col­
laborators (Terlevich et al. 1992; Terlevich et al. 1995; Aretxaga, Cid Fernandes 
& Terlevich 1997) has probably been the most serious alternative for radio-quiet 
AGN. Briefly the starburst model proposes that gravitational infall produces a 
high density o f stars in the centre of the galaxy which causes massive nuclear star- 
formation activity. The resulting supernovae are then powerful enough to explain 
the nuclear luminosities in some AGN without the need for invoking black holes. 
Although the original models were successful in explaining the high luminosities 
o f quasars, as long as sufficient supernovae were occurring, the main problems 
with the starburst model were the inability to explain quasar variability, radio 
emission and morphology, the existence of the broad and narrow-line regions and 
the lag between the response of the continuum and the emission lines exploited 
during reverberation mapping. It has since been claimed that rapidly cooling, 
com pact supernova remnants, can form fast-moving shocks which can produce 
the observed broacl-line regions in low-luminosity AGN such as LINERS (Low 
Ionisation Nuclear Emission-line Regions) and Seyferts. Optical variability is 
attributed to supernovae explosions and the rapid expansion o f their compact 
remnants. The lag is explained by the time delay between the actual supernova 
explosion and the time taken to increase the density of the surrounding medium 
and cause shocks. Unfortunately the starburst model still fails to explain rapid, 
high amplitude X -ray  variability or the shape o f the broad iron lines cliscuSsecl 
in section 1.2.3.
It is fast becoming accepted in the astronomical community that mergers play an 
important part in galaxy formation and associated with the mergers are bursts 
o f star-formation (Kolatt et al. 1999). An understanding of the starburst phe­
nomenon and the whole process of galaxy evolution is therefore extremely im­
portant in understanding the processes occurring in AGN, but from the evidence 
given in sections 1.2 and 1.3 for the existence of supermassive nuclear black holes 
and some form of obscuring torus surrounding it, it is clear that the starburst 
model on its own will not suffice.
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1.5 Unified schemes for A G N  and rem aining ques­
tions
The evidence towards supermassive (106 — 10s M 0 ) black holes at the centres of 
galaxies, powering the AGN phenomenon, has now been presented. It is now im­
portant to consider how this and the evidence towards some type o f axisymmetric 
obscuration blocking the view o f the central source at certain angles fit together 
into a unified scheme for AGN.
The first step in the construction of a unified scheme came when Rowan-Robinson 
(1977) suggested that the differences between various types o f AGN could be 
simply down to orientation effects. Scheuer & Reaclhead (1979) then attempted 
to show that radio-loud quasars were radio-quiet quasars, but seen more end 
on (more aligned). This was quickly ruled out due to the lack o f diffuse radio 
emission in the radio-quiet objects. Orr & Browne (1982) were more successful 
when they claimed that fiat-spectrum  radio quasars (FSRQ) were more aligned 
versions o f steep-spectrum  radio quasars (SSRQ), which were again more aligned 
versions o f FRII radio sources (Barthel 1989) with the OVVs being the most 
highly-aligned objects. Compact steep spectrum objects form the early stage 
o f evolution o f these sources. These types of unified schemes are referred to as 
“weak” schemes as they treat raclio-loud and radio-quiet objects as intrinsically 
different beasts and try to explain the differences within these subgroups simply 
by orientation effects. Good review articles are given in Antonucci (1993) and 
Urry & Padovani (1995). The newer “grand” unified schemes attempt to unify 
all types o f AGN using extra parameters such as luminosity and black hole spin 
as well as orientation. In fact the luminosity can also be considered as dependent 
solely on black hole parameters i.e. accretion rate and mass.
1.5.1 “Weak” unified schemes
Figure 1.8 shows a cartoon of the unified scheme for radio-loud AGN. Radio­
quiet objects, such as Seyfert galaxies and RQQs are thought to have a similar 
geometries but without the radio jets. The radio-quiet analogues o f radio galax­
ies, which should be around ten times more numerous than radio galaxies from 
the relative numbers of observed RLQs and RQQs, have been difficult to find, 
so most efforts have concentrated on unifying the smaller radio-loud population
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Figure 1.8: Cartoon showing the unified scheme for radio-loud AGN (not to 
scale).
o f objects. However, since the launch of the IRAS satellite a new population of 
ultra-luminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGS) was discovered. They emit much of 
their radiation in the infrared which is possibly non-thermal radiation re-radiated 
from a. dusty torus and are the most likely candidates for the radio-quiet ana­
logues o f powerful radio galaxies.
Concentrating on unification schemes for radio-loud objects briefly, these are 
split into two schemes, those for FRI sources and those for the more powerful 
FR.II sources. As mentioned in section 1.1 Barthel (1989) found that the radio 
structure o f FRII radio galaxies in the redshift range 0.5 < z <  1 has larger linear
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dimensions than that o f RLQs in the same redshift range, as would be expected if 
the objects were identical except for their orientation. He also went on to suggest 
that from the relative numbers of RGs (71%) and RLQs (29%) in the sample, 
assuming a randomly oriented set of sources, an opening angle o f ~  45° would 
mark the border between the two types o f object. Obviously this does not take 
into account the possibility o f a receding torus, mistaken quasar identity at high 
redshift (Econom ou et al. 1995) or a fuzzy-edged torus. It has since been shown 
(Singal 1993) that this statistical analysis does not conform to expectations using 
a different redshift range, so whilst the unification by orientation idea remains 
unchallenged, it is probable that other factors do indeed need to be taken into 
consideration as well. The lower luminosity AGN, BL Lacs and FRIs have also 
been successfully unified by considering the relative number densities o f each type 
and their luminosity distributions.
1.5.2 “Grand” unified schemes
As mentioned in section 1.1 new results are pointing towards the host galaxies of 
all luminous radio-loud and raclio-quiet objects being virtually indistinguishable 
from each other and from normal giant elliptical galaxies out to a redshift o f z  =  1. 
This has allowed “ Grand” unification schemes to surface, which consider all AGN 
phenomenon to be connected via a few intrinsic parameters. New fully relativistic 
modelling o f the black holes, accretion disks and jet dynamics (Koide, Shibata & 
Kudoh 1999 and Meier 1999) has successfully reproduced the Fanaroff-Riley class 
dichotom y and the existence of radio-quiet objects mainly by varying the spin 
o f the black hole. A new unified scheme is presented by them and reproduced in 
figure 1.9, the details of which may not be correct but the ideas may be something 
to consider in future. The plots are of radio power verses black hole mass and are 
similar to the Owen & Laing (1989) plot of radio power versus optical luminosity, 
where FRI and FRII sources inhabit different areas. Their classification o f the 
objects into type A and type B is from Jackson & Wall (1999) where type A are 
high accretion rate (m  =  0.1) objects such as quasars, “N” radio galaxies (those 
containing strong, point-like nuclei) and Seyfert galaxies whilst type B are low 
accretion rate (m — 0.01) objects such as the m ajority o f radio galaxies, weak 
radio cores and objects with weak or no narrow line emission. Here m  is the
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accretion rate in units o f the maximum Eddington limited accretion rate
jMEdcl =  AtvG M b H I  £KesC (1-3)
where M bh is the mass of the central black hole, e the accretion efficiency and 
Kes the electron scattering opacity. The angular momentum j ,  is in units of the 
maximum angular momentum of a Kerr black hole
Jmax — G M gH/c. (1.4)
and jcrit is a critical rotation rate distinguishing between FRI and FRII sources.
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Figure 1.9: A grand unification scheme for AGN, taken from Meier, 1999. The 
right panel shows the scheme for type A objects (quasars, Seyferts, “N” radio 
galaxies) high accretion rate objects and the left panel for low accretion rate type 
B (radio galaxies, weak radio cores).
1.5.3 Remaining questions
There are still many questions which need to be answered before even a pro­
visional understanding of the AGN phenomenon can be reached. Most of the 
evidence today is pointing towards a coherent picture of galaxy evolution and 
AGN formation (Kauffmann & Haehnelt 1999) whereby supermassive black holes 
are formed and fuelled during mergers between galaxies. Nevertheless we still
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need to understand:
1 -  W hat triggers black hole formation?
2 -  How are supermassive black holes made?
3 -  W hy are dormant black holes so dark?
4 -  W hat is the feeding/accretion mechanism?
5 -  How does the accreting material lose its angular momentum?
6 -  How are the jets so highly collimated?
7 -  W hat does the R L /R Q  dichotomy actually mean?
8 -  W here are the RQ analogues o f radio galaxies?
9 -  Does host galaxy brdge mass actually correlate with black hole mass?
10 -  Do all galaxies contain a black hole?
11 -  What is the lifetime of the activity?
12 -  How do mergers and environment play a. part in the eventual parameters of 
the AGN?
13 -  How does black hole formation connect with star formation?
14 -  How do starbursts and the star -formation histories o f galaxies affect the 
AGN parameters?
This thesis does not directly address any o f these questions, however any conclu­
sions reached from assessing how and whether the extinction towards the central 
source correlates with viewing angle will be able to clarify the picture for ques­
tions 3, 9 and 10. This in turn will then lead on to provide evidence to answer 
the remaining questions.
The possibility of finding obscured nuclei in radio galaxies first became realised 
when Lilly, Longair &; Miller (1985) discovered non-stellar radiation in radio 
galaxies with strong emission lines at 3 .5pm (L band). They used aperture 
photometers rather than modern infrared arrays so the spatial extent o f the L 
band flux was unknown. It was therefore impossible to determine whether the 
excess was connected with an unresolved transmitted quasar continuum or simply 
a resolved red galaxy nucleus. The invention o f infrared arrays allowed Djorgovski 
et al. (1991) (D W M G ) to claim the first detection of an unresolved infrared 
nucleus, in the “archetypical powerful radio galaxy” Cygnus A, although the
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claim has since been disregarded as the techniques used have been shown to be 
flawed (see section 1.6.1). Since then workers have been looking for obscured 
nuclei in radio galaxies to test the orientation dependent unified schemes for 
radio-loud AGN. They have concentrated on two galaxies in particular: Cygnus 
A, the most powerful nearby radio galaxy; and IC 5063, an intermediate radio 
power galaxy, which has been classified as both a Sy2 and a NLRG by different 
authors. A summary o f the conclusions reached so far for these two galaxies is 
given in the next two sections along with a brief discussion of the methods used 
to detect the buried nucleus.
1.6.1 Cygnus A
Cygnus A has been used extensively as a galaxy with which to test unified 
schemes, it is the most luminous radio source in the nearby universe (z  <C 1) 
and is possibly our nearest laboratory for studying the properties of radio galax­
ies at high redshift (.~ >  1). Although it is possible that Cygnus A is anomalously 
radio-loud due to its location in a dense X -ray halo (Barthel & Arnaucl 1996) and 
not at all representative o f the general population of radio galaxies, the evidence 
for the existence of an obscured AGN in Cygnus A is strong. Ionisation cones 
have been detected in both long-slit spectra (Tadhunter, Metz & Robinson 1994) 
and narrow-band images (Jackson, Tadhunter & Sparks 1998). Hard nuclear 
X -rays have been detected by Ueno et al. (1994) implying an extinction towards 
the nucleus o f Ay  =  170 ± 4  mag assuming a Galactic dust-to-gas ratio, where 
Ay  is the magnitude o f extinction in the V  band. The most impressive evidence 
is provided by the existence of broad emission lines seen in scattered light (Ogle 
et al. 1997), see figure 1.7. The detection of the unresolved nucleus itself has been 
a little more controversial. Thornton, Stockton & Ridgway (1999) have carried 
out the most recent detailed optical and infrared spectroscopic analysis o f the 
object and find no evidence for broad wings on Paa, implying that the nucleus 
remains hidden at 2//,m. Ward et al. (1991) used the lack of observed broad lines 
to predict a lower limit on the extinction to the broad line regions to be Ay  >  24 
mag.
Moving onto imaging studies of Cygnus A, DW M G showed that whilst the optical 
images show a prominent double morphology caused in part by a central dust 
lane (Stockton, Ridgway & Lilly 1994), the infrared isophotes becom e generally
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rounder until at L' the underlying galaxy is not even detected and only the nucleus 
is seen (see figure 1.10). To enable an estimate of the extinction towards the 
nucleus to be made, the contribution of the transmitted quasar flux to the I\ and 
L' images needs to be quantified. DW M G used a primitive ‘scale and subtract’ 
m ethod to deconvolve the A band image, this involved normalising the images 
at J  and A so they contained equal light in an annulus a few arcseconds from 
the nucleus, subtracting the shorter wavelength image from the longer one and 
performing photometry on the residual. As explained in detail in Simpson (1994b) 
this m ethod is extremely unsatisfactory. The resulting residual will almost always 
be caused by the fact that the scale lengths of elliptical galaxies tend to decrease 
with wavelength and is not a representation of the unresolved nuclear component 
at K . D W M G  also assume that the L1 flux is entirely non-stellar in origin and 
do not attempt to estimate the stellar contribution, which turns out to be n on - 
negligible, thereby overestimating the K  — L' colour o f the nuclear component. 
More x'ecently Stockton, Ridgway & Lilly (1994) have shown that the infrared 
I\' source remains resolved at OW7 using higher resolution ground-based images, 
whilst Tadhunter et al. (1999) have found a nuclear point source at 2.25 gm  
which is ~  4 times fainter than that estimated by DW M G by using the increased 
angular resolution of the NlCMOS camera on the Hubble Space Telescope. Once 
the point source has been subtracted from the ~  A band image Tadhunter et al. 
also find a sub-arcsecond scale biconical structure which they attribute to an 
outflow hollowing out material in a disk either side o f the nucleus, similar to 
structures seen around young stellar objects.
DW M G  have estimated the extinction towards the nucleus of Cygnus A in two 
ways. They assume the nuclear K —L' colour can be attributed to a quasar nucleus 
“shining through” . They then estimate the shape of the intrinsic spectral energy 
distribution o f the quasar at these wavelengths. Extrapolating the high frequency 
radio data to infrared wavelengths they predict a value o f a  =  —0.18 ±  0.03, 
whilst extrapolating a parabolic fit to all the radio data points gives a value of 
a  ~  —1.0. It is worth noting that the median value of a quasar SED in the infrared 
is a  =  —1.4 (Neugebauer et al. 1987) which is a far more reliable estimate of 
the intrinsic quasar spectral shape, extrapolating the radio data recorded over 
three orders of magnitude in frequency to points two orders of magnitude away is 
extremely dangerous (Simpson 1994a). Landau et al. (1986) obtained some good 
fits to the observed data using this method o f extrapolation, but their baseline
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data spanned six orders o f magnitude rather just three, and still often failed 
to accurately fit small portions of the spectrum such as the I i -L '  region. The 
intrinsic K  — L' colour o f the quasar using the different spectral indices is then 
calculated and subtracted from the observed colour to leave the reddening due to 
dust extinction, which is then converted to an extinction in visual magnitudes. 
DW M G then calculated the extinction to be either Ay =  56 ±  15 or Ay =  38 ±  15 
depending on the choice of spectral index. Tadhunter et al. carry out a similar 
analysis using their fainter ~  K  flux and find Ay  =  86 or 70 mag using spectral 
indices o f —0.18 and —1.5 respectively. The second method DW M G employed 
used just the observed value of L' and the extrapolated fits to the radio data to 
obtain a value of A / /  which give higher visual extinctions of A y — 83 ±  13 and 
Ay  =  35 ±  14. This procedure is equally dangerous owing to the possible stellar 
nature o f the IJ flux and continual use o f the extrapolations to the radio data.
The most likely value of the extinction towards the infrared nucleus in Cygnus A 
is that given by Tadhunter et al. (1999) of around 70 magnitudes. Unfortunately 
this is still significantly lower than that estimated from the hard X -ray  flux. 
It is thought that the discrepancy may be because the infrared point source is 
dominated by hot dust emission from the near-nuclear regions, whilst the X  
ray value represents the true extinction to the quasar nucleus. However, X -rays 
are absorbed by gas and infrared radiation is absorbed by dust. The X -ray  
extinction is estimated by assuming a standard Galactic gas-to-dust ratio. If 
the intrinsic gas-to-dust ratio is higher than standard in the centre o f Cygnus A, 
then the inferred extinction would be lowered, resolving the discrepancy between 
the X -ray  and infrared values. Another interpretation is that the X -ray  emitting 
region being more compact than the infrared region is intrinsically more obscured. 
Packham et al. (1998) have also found the nucleus to be highly polarized in K , 
which could point towards the infrared source being a reflection nebula situated 
near the nucleus behind a modest amount of foreground dust, therefore being 
obscured at optical wavelengths.
1.6.2 IC 5063
IC 5063 is a nearby SO galaxy with a very red K  — / /  colour o f 2.15 in the 
central 5" compared with a normal elliptical galaxy value of ~  0.3 (Axon, Bailey 
& Hough 1982). The evidence for a hidden AGN nucleus is the presence o f broad
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Figure 1.10: Optical and infrared images o f Cygnus A taken from Djorgovski et 
al. (1991).
Ha in scattered light (Inglis et al. 1993). Although hard X -rays have also been 
detected (Koyama et al. 1992) the extinction value inferred from this observation 
is uncertain as the X -rays may come from a region of gas surrounding the nucleus 
as well as from the nucleus itself. A nuclear dust lane has has been inferred from 
the radial gradient of the J — K  colour by Colina, Sparks & M acchetto (1991) 
who were the first to attempt to detect the hidden infrared nucleus directly. 
Unfortunately they also use the ‘scale and subtract’ method to estimate a K  band 
excess o f 12.88. Simpson, Ward & Kotilainen (1994) use a more novel approach 
o f deconvolving the galaxy and nucleus at K  in the presence o f a central dust 
lane by reconstructing the dust profile from the difference between the observed 
profile and an r 1//4 fit to the profile at J (see chapter 4) and then using this to 
recover the true galaxy surface brightness profile at K . A K  band excess o f 15.2 
mag is then needed to fit the observed K  band profile. Using the observed [OllI] 
A5007 to infer the intrinsic infrared magnitudes using
m =  (11.145 ±  0.775) +  2.51og10/ 0/ / 5oo7
+ 2 .5a log10A( ^  ^  +  2.51og10( l  +  z) (1.5)
500741
from  Simpson (1994a) where a  here is the spectral index between 5007 A and the 
infrared, they manage to constrain the possible values o f a  and A y  to be a  ~  — 1 
and A y  ~  65 mag.
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A more recent study of this galaxy using FIST (Kulkarni et al. 1998) finds an 
unresolved 12.86 magnitude excess in the ~  K  filter after scaling this image to 
match the ~  Ii  band image at 7.5 pixels or 0.57", similar to the values found 
by Colina, Sparks & Macchetto (1991) and Axon, Bailey & Hough (1982). They 
ascribe the excess to hot dust emission in the inner parts of the torus, but it is 
probably more likely to be an artifact of the scale and subtract procedure due to 
less nuclear dust emission at I\ than at H .
1.6.3 This project
One of the main aims of this thesis is a systematic attempt to search nearby radio 
galaxies for nuclei that are heavily extinguished, but still detectable at L' band 
if A y  <  45 mag. The sample is selected at low-frequency radio wavelengths to 
ensure that inclusion is not biased by any a priori knowledge o f the strength of 
the nuclear source or depth of obscuring material. The sample contains both FR 
I and FR. II sources o f similar luminosities to test whether the incidence o f ob­
scured nuclei correlates with radio morphology. The galaxies are not selected on 
the basis o f their emission line spectra as it has already been shown for the pow­
erful 3CR. galaxies that emission line strength does correlate with infrared excess 
(Lilly, Longair & Miller 1985). The important point here is to establish whether 
this extends down to the less powerful radio galaxies. From the above studies 
o f Cygnus A and IC 5063 it is obviously important to accurately deconvolve the 
galaxy and nuclear light at both K  and IJ wavelengths to provide accurate esti­
mates of the extinction towards the nucleus or infrared source. This will give an 
estimate of the relative numbers of hidden sources, their intrinsic luminosities, 
and provide some insight into the geometry of the obscuring material.
Simpson, Ward & Wall (1999) are in the process of carrying out the most similar 
analysis to this work to date. They use an almost identical two-dimensional 
modelling technique to deconvolve the galaxy and nuclear light at A', but use a 
less detailed method of predicting the stellar component to the V  flux, using just 
the spectrum of a star on the red giant branch, ¡3 Peg, rather than fitting model 
stellar populations. Two objects in their sample are in common with the sample 
here, 3C 33 =  0106+130 and 3C 98 =0356+102. A comparison of the model fits 
is given in chapter 4 and their results are used to supplement the results obtained 
here when drawing conclusions from the extinction estimates.
1.7: Radio galaxies, elliptical galaxies and stellar populations
1.7 R adio galaxies, elliptical galaxies and stellar 
populations
An accurate detection o f an obscured nuclear source in a radio galaxy depends 
crucially on an understanding o f the nuclear stellar population. As one o f the 
most clear-cut results in AGN research is that radio-loud AGN always have 
elliptical host galaxies, we should concentrate on an understanding o f the stellar 
populations in elliptical galaxies.
Galaxies are assembled from two components, a bulge and a disk. The ratio of 
the bulge to the disk component generally classifies the galaxy on the Hubble se­
quence. The star-formation histories within the bulge and disk are very different 
as ongoing star-formation occurs in the gas-rich disks, such as is happening in 
our own galaxy the Milky Way. In bulges, to first order, the stars are all formed 
in a single burst of star-formation and then left to age passively. Elliptical galax­
ies are m ostly bulges, with perhaps only a small disk component and therefore 
their spectra are dominated by the old, red (G and K type) stars left after the 
hot massive stars have evolved off the main sequence. In fact elliptical galaxies 
are thought to form from mergers between spiral galaxies (Toom re & Toomre 
1972; Toomre 1977) where the massive burst o f star-f’ormation is caused by the 
merger, subsequent bursts o f star-formation being due to subsequent mergers. 
The star-form ation history of an elliptical galaxy is therefore intricately linked 
to the merger history of the galaxy. It is surprising then that the structural prop­
erties of elliptical galaxies are so uniform. There are a variety o f tight scaling 
relations which describe the region o f parameter space occupied by ellipticals. 
The Fundamental Plane (Djorgovski & Davis 1987; Dressier et al. 1987) is the 
correlation between velocity dispersion, effective radius and surface brightness, 
with a scatter o f around 20%. The equation of the plane as given by Bender, 
Burstein & Faber (1997) is
log10?y =  1.251og10o\, +  0.32 <  f.ie >  -fconst (1.6)
where re is the effective radius, av the velocity dispersion and <  /ic >  the mean 
surface brightness at the effective radius. Projections o f this plane with larger 
intrinsic scatter are the Faber-Jackson relation (Faber & Jackson 1976)
L cx <7.“ , (1.7)
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with L the luminosity o f the galaxy, a  ~  3 — 4, and the Kormendy relation 
(Korm endy 1977)
re oc ^ ;°-83±0'08. (1.8)
Owing to the tightness of the Fundamental Plane it was originally thought that 
ellipticals were formed in one massive burst of star- formation some time after the 
Big Bang. Their stellar populations could then be characterised by two properties, 
age and metallicity. Although it is still true that galaxies can be age-dated, what 
exactly this age means is confusing. It can be considered to be the age of the 
m ajority of the stellar population, i.e. a luminosity weighted age. Sometimes 
there have been no serious episodes of star formation since the formation o f the 
galaxy so the inferred age is the age of the system whilst in other cases the age 
is just the time since the last major burst of star-formation as most o f the stars 
in the system were reprocessed at that time.
An old stellar population will appear to have a red spectrum but m etal-rich 
populations also appear to be quite red, as the individual stars are cooler than 
their appropriate m etal-poor identical mass counterparts. This leads to the well- 
known age/m etallicity degeneracy problem demonstrated by W orthey (1994), 
whereby the integrated spectrum of two old stellar populations, separated such 
that A in age/A in  Z fa —3/2 , will appear almost identical. Much more will be 
said on the methods for breaking this degeneracy in chapter 5. Reddening by 
intervening dust will also cause a stellar population to appear red, so whilst ob­
servations point towards the nuclear regions of elliptical galaxies being redder 
than surrounding regions it is often difficult to pinpoint the cause o f this redden­
ing.
1.8 Thesis outline
Chapters 2 and 3 set the scene by describing the reduction and preparation of a 
sample o f infrared images and optical spectra. Chapter 2 introduces the sample of 
radio galaxies to be studied and then concentrates mainly on the acquisition and 
reduction of infrared (A and L' band) images o f these. Older optical images and 
some newer ones are also described along with accurate photometric calibrations. 
The whole catalogue o f images obtained is appended at the end o f the chapter. 
Chapter 3 moves on to describe the acquisition and reduction o f the spectroscopic
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sample. Accurate redshifts and central velocity dispersions are necessary for the 
subsequent index analysis so these are also estimated here. A catalogue o f the 
spectra is also appended at the end o f this chapter.
The bulk o f the infrared image analysis is carried out in chapter 4. W hen looking 
for obscured nuclei it is vital to deconvolve the elliptical galaxy light and the 
emission from the non-thermal nuclear source. In 17 the galaxy is practically 
undetected, whilst at K  the galaxy is still strong; two dimensional modelling is 
therefore carried out to estimate the galaxy component, leaving a residual source 
in many cases. Initial extinction estimates are then made without consideration 
of the stellar contribution to the L' flux. This is considered in chapter 5, where 
simple stellar population models are fitted to the optical spectra and nuclear 
broacl band colours to gain a handle on the central stellar populations in the 
galaxies. The contribution to the infrared flux is estimated from the models and 
a reassessment of the nuclear extinction estimates is carried out.
The final chapter studies the correlation which is expected between extinction and 
viewing angle in most orientation dependent unified schemes. The viability o f the 
obscured sources being unified with radio-loud quasars is considered. Finally the 
work presented here is summarised.
Throughout a notation for the dimensionless Hubble constant o f h =  /To/100 is 
used. The value o f the cosmological density parameter is taken to be if =  1.
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Chapter 2
Optical and infrared imaging of 
radio loud galaxies
2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the acquisition and reduction of observations o f a sample 
o f radio galaxies at both optical and infrared wavelengths. The observations 
were taken on the 3.8m United Kingdom Infrared Telescope ( U k i r t ) on Mauna 
Ivea. in Hawaii and the 4.2m W illiam Herschel Telescope (W H T ) on La. Palma in 
the Canary Islands. Also described briefly are older optical images taken on a 
variety o f telescopes between 1986 and 1989 which are described in full in David 
Nicholson’s thesis (Nicholson 1990).
The purpose o f obtaining calibrated L' images is to see if a nuclear point source 
is detectable at this wavelength and, if detected, to obtain the magnitude of the 
nuclear source. K  band images are also obtained to provide infrared surface 
brightness profiles of the galaxies which enable a deconvolution o f galaxy and 
nuclear point source to give a I\ — L' colour o f the nucleus. Optical images are 
necessary to aid this analysis, providing optical surface brightness profiles and 
optical-to-infrared radial colour gradients which can give a handle on the radial 
stellar population gradients within the objects.
The chapter begins with a description o f the sample o f galaxies used throughout 
this entire study, then describes the general points to consider when imaging at 
optical and infrared wavelengths. The reduction procedures employed for all the 
images are explained with special attention to the reduction o f the L' data, where 
problems were encountered. Photometry within a standard aperture is carried out
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on all but the L' images. The use of a standard aperture enables readers to convert 
the photometry result easily to that for any slightly differently sized aperture. For 
the L' images, where the underlying galaxy is not detected, photometry is carried 
out using an aperture which contains essentially the total observed flux from the 
object. It is also important to determine the radio morphology of each object, i.e. 
which Fanaroff-Riley class they belong to. An internally systematic method of 
determining this is presented in section 2.8. A catalogue o f all the galaxy images 
is then appended at the end of the chapter.
2.2 The sample
The sample of radio galaxies presented in the thesis is taken from the radio galaxy 
redshift survey o f Peacock & Nicholson (1991). The survey consists o f a volum e- 
limited, radio-selected sample o f sources with approximate flux density S >  0.5 Jy 
at 1.4 GHz over an area of 9.3 steradians. The all-sky survey was compiled 
from 4 separate radio surveys, whose properties are presented in table 2.1. The 
completeness o f the survey is about 90%.
Survey Frequency Sky Coverage References
Parkes 2.7 GHz S <  24°r̂ i Bolton, Wright & Savage (1979)
Bologna B2 408 MHz 24° <  S <  40° Grueff & Vigotti (1972)
Grueff & Vigotti (1979)
Jodrell Bank 966 MHz 40° <  6 <  70° Cohen et al. (1977)
Bonn S5 5 GHz S >  70° Kühr et, al. (1981)
Kühr et al. (1987)
Table 2.1: Radio surveys from which the Peacock & Nicholson radio galaxy red­
shift survey has been compiled, taken from Nicholson (1990).
The redshift limits of the survey are 0.01 <  2  <  0.1. These limits have been 
chosen such that the higher limit o f z =  0 . 1  corresponds to an apparent magnitude 
of B  ~  17, so that galaxies at the edge of the survey are still relatively bright 
and easy to image in the optical. Very nearby radio galaxies are lost from radio 
surveys owing to over-resolution, so the lower limit of z =  0.01 avoids this. The 
extra limit of |6 | >  15° avoids obscuration along the line-of-sight in the galactic 
plane. The total survey contains .310 galaxies of which ~  1 0 % are known to be 
bright quasars or BL Lac objects, which are already thought to be harbouring
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accreting black holes. The other 90% may, or may not, be found to contain hidden 
quasar nuclei. Redshifts and exact positions for all the galaxies are available and 
Nicholson (1990) has also already obtained some optical (B  & /  band) images 
o f the sample. The relatively low redshift limits o f the sample means that it is 
possible to obtain high-resolution, high signal-to-noise images o f a large number 
o f the sample in only a few observing nights.
The subsample o f galaxies presented in this thesis contain twenty-six galaxies 
from the Parkes survey, nine from the Bologna survey, four from the Jodrell 
Bank survey and none from the Bonn survey, owing to the declination limits 
introduced by the infrared imaging at UKIRT. Therefore all the objects are se­
lected at a frequency o f 2.7GHz or less. The Bologna and Jodrell Bank surveys 
are particularly useful as a basis to obtain an unbiased sample o f radio galaxies, 
as the low selection frequencies employed pick up objects independent o f their 
orientation. Low frequencies are less affected by dust obscuration than higher 
frequencies, so the sample is not limited to those galaxies associated with strong, 
com pact, and possibly beamed radio sources. This means that any orientation 
effects implied by unification schemes for radio galaxies and raclio-loud quasars 
(Urry & Padovani 1995) do not affect inclusion in the sample. However, it is im­
portant to question whether the Parkes sample could contain a high proportion 
of core-dom inated sources with spectral indices o f a >  —0.5. Core-dom inated 
sources are generally found in quasars which represent a very small fraction o f the 
radio sources at redshifts less than z =  0 .1 , therefore no significant bias should 
be introduced.
Figure 2.1 shows a histogram of the redshift distribution o f the entire survey com ­
pared to the sub-sam ple o f galaxies presented in this thesis. It can be seen that 
the chosen objects are not a representative sample o f the survey, concentrating on 
objects around z =  0.03. This is to enable a study o f similar luminosity, similar 
redshift FR I and FR, II sources, as inferring any properties from  a comparison 
o f nearby F R  I sources with higher redshift FR, II sources would be meaningless. 
Fanaroff & Riley (1974) note that there is a sharp division in radio power be­
tween the two classes, occurring at A.-ighz — 1025 W H z-1 . At 2  =  0.03 a radio 
luminosity o f 0.5 Jy corresponds to a power of P  ~  8  x 1023 W H z - 1  implying that 
many FR. I sources as well as the more powerful FR II sources can Ire detected.
Table 2.2 introduces the sample of radio galaxies observed for this study. One of 
the objects, 2221—023, is a broad-line “N” radio galaxy whilst another, 1652+398,
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Figure 2.1: Histogram of the redshift distribution of the sample of observed galax­
ies. The width o f each redshift bin is 0.005.The solid line shows the distribution of 
the observed sample o f galaxies, whilst the dashed line is the redshift distribution 
of the entire survey normalised to the number o f observed galaxies.
is a BL Lac. The radio morphology is not presented in this table as it is not avail­
able in the literature for all the objects and is worked out systematically in the 
manner o f Owen & Laing (1989) using the total radio power and I  band absolute 
magnitude in section 2 .8 .
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2.3 Infrared Observing
2.3.1 Introduction to infrared observing
The main advantage to observing in the infrared (IR) over observing at optical 
wavelengths is the increased optical depth, which means that we can see fur­
ther into dusty regions. The optical depth is roughly inversely proportional to 
wavelength. The measured extinction in the infrared is given by t\ oc A_ i -8 5 ± 0 -05 
(Landini et al. 1984). For example, in the Milky Way, towards the Galactic 
centre A y  =  25 mag whilst A j( — 2  mag.
Stars are approximate blackbody radiators. The emission from a blackbody is 
isotropic, unpolarised and has a smooth continuous spectrum. The Planck func­
tion describes the spectrum of emission from a blackbody and is defined by the 
equation
2  hv3
=  c2 êhu/kr _  i ) ’
where B v is the intensity o f radiation emitted per unit frequency interval at 
frequency v  from a blackbody of temperature T (K ). The peak o f the Planck 
function for objects at about 300-1500 K, such as the emission from hot dust 
and cool stars is in the near infrared (2 -lO p m ). Old, evolved stars are also more 
easily detectable in the IR and tend to trace the old stellar populations in galaxies 
better than in the optical, where small amounts of newly-form ed, hot, luminous 
stars swamp the observations.
One o f the main problems with ground-based observing in the infrared is the 
transmission through the atmosphere. Observations are severely hampered by 
absorption from water vapour and other molecules such as C O 2 , CO and O3. At 
wavelengths between 1-2.5 pm  it is the dense forest of OH lines which dominate 
the atmospheric absorption, the strength o f which can vary by a factor of two or 
more in half an hour. The OH absorption comes from a thin layer o f atmosphere 
at an altitude o f around 90 km and the variations are thought to be due to large 
scale wave motions in the mesopause, an isothermal layer between the mesosphere 
and the thermosphere. As the background intensity varies so significantly, for 
successful subtraction of the sky photons exposures must be limited to much 
less than the variation time-scale, i.e. C  10 mins. At longer wavelengths (i.e. 
L') thermal emission dominates over the OIi emission. As the atmosphere is 
at a finite temperature it emits blackbody radiation with an emissivity e. The
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emissivity is a measure of how opaque the atmosphere is at a certain wavelength, 
e =  1 . 0  implies it is totally opaque whilst e =  0 . 1  represents low absorption where 
observations are possible. These semi-transparent regions in the infrared sky are 
called “ windows” and the filters used have been developed to sample the spectrum 
within these regions. Table 2.3 shows the wavelengths and half-m ax width of the 
main broad-band infrared filters, a plot o f the atmospheric transmission and filter 
profiles is also given in figure 4.47 where it can be seen that the standard infrared 
profiles generally follow the shape o f the transparent windows in the atmosphere.
Band A ( /.mi) A  A ( /.¿m)
.J 1.25 0.3
H 1.65 0.3
K 2 . 2 0.4
L 3.45 1 . 0
V 3.8 0.65
M 4,7 0.7
nb M 4.65 0.25
Table 2.3: Positions and sizes of the main infrared broad-band filters. The second 
column gives the central wavelength and the third column gives the half-m ax 
width of the filter.
At wavelengths >  13 /.mi it is the thermal background from the telescope rather 
than the atmosphere which plays the most destructive part in the observations, 
as the telescope is generally a few degrees warmer than the atmosphere. In 
an attempt to reduce this component, all the instruments are cooled to very low 
temperatures (35 K) with liquid helium. The mirror is covered in a low emissivity 
(e =  0.07) coating of silver and the telescope environment is cooled and carefully 
ventilated to reduce local atmospheric turbulence. To reduce the atmospheric 
background emission infrared telescopes need to be sited in high, dry and cold 
sites such as the top of the 4200m extinct volcano Mauna Ivea on Hawaii or in 
Antarctica.
Infrared detectors are fundamentally different from optical charge-coupled de­
vices (CCDs) not only in the material they are made from, but in the way they 
are read out. They are constructed from a. semiconductor material such as In,SI) 
(indium antimonide) in the 1-5 /.mi range or HgCdTe (mercury, cadmium and 
tellurium) in the 1-2.5 gm  range which is connected to a layer o f silicon readout
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material by small columns of indium. The silicon readout slab contains separate 
circuits so that each pixel can be read out independently, rather than using the 
charge-coupling principle of CCDs which works by shifting the charge around so 
that only one pixel is being read out at at time, a much slower process. The 
direct readout o f IR detectors allows lor a process called non-destructive read­
out (N D R). This means that the array can be read without affecting the signal 
level. Each pixel reading has an uncertainty associated with it called the read 
noise, caused by fluctuations in the voltage during readout. By fitting a slope to 
multiple independent measurements o f the signal in a pixel as it builds up, the 
effective read noise can be reduced: aNDR =  (n/12)~1/2aRD for large n (Chapman 
et al. 1990), where n is the number of independent measurements. The quantum 
efficiency (QE) o f the InSb array is around 80%, although it decreases slightly 
towards shorter wavelengths. It is much higher than for CCDs where the QE 
peaks at around 50% at the optimised wavelength and drops off either side.
2.3.2 U K IR T observations
The infrared observations were taken during two observing runs in 1996 using 
the 1—5 /im  imaging camera IRCAM 3. The first run, on the nights of 30th-31st 
March, succeeded in obtaining images in K  and L' of 20 radio galaxies and was 
carried out by Paul Hewett1. The second run, carried out by myself and John 
Peacock2, on the nights of 6 th - 8 th October, imaged a further 19 radio galaxies 
plus Cygnus A and 2 radio-quiet galaxies, for comparison with the radio-loud 
objects. Some H  band frames were also taken for those galaxies where a tentative 
detection o f a nuclear source was seen in L'. See table 2.2 for a summary o f the 
observations taken.
The observing procedures for the H  and K  band images were almost the same 
for both runs. For the first run two separate K  band mosaics o f each ob ject were 
taken which were eventually summed together, whilst only one was taken for the 
second run to make sure observations of as many different galaxies as possible 
were obtained. An SBRC (Santa Barbara Research Center) InSb 256x256 array 
chip was used in “non-destructive” ND-STARE mode. This means that when 
the chip is reset it is read immediately and then read again after integration.
1 Institute of Astronomy, University of Cambridge, Madingley Road, Cambridge
institute for Astronomy, University of Edinburgh, Blackford Hill, Edinburgh
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The difference between these two readings is recorded, so removing the bias level 
automatically. This also lowers the readout noise from about 60 e~ to about 47 
e~ (Leggett 1998).
The galaxy image was moved around the chip to obtain 9 frames with 20" offsets. 
This is com m on for infrared observations as the galaxy is in a different position 
on the detector for each o f the 9 frames and allows a different Hatfield image to 
be created for each object by median filtering the 9 frames. Dark frames were 
taken at around two hourly intervals throughout the entire observing run. The 
exposure times for each frame were 60 seconds for the first run and 1 0 0  seconds 
for the second run in K ,  whilst an exposure time o f 90 seconds was used for the 
H band frames. The chip still only takes about 20 seconds to saturate at these 
wavelengths, so to achieve the required exposure time a number o f “coadcls” were 
taken of 10—15 seconds each and summed together to obtain the final frame. The 
pixel scale o f the detector is 0.28"/pixel, so each frame has a 72"x72" field of 
view.
The observing strategy in L' was different for each run. L' is a technically difficult 
waveband to observe in, the sky background is high and unstable, meaning that 
the chip saturates very quickly. A ‘deepwelh bias setting was used, meaning that 
the bias level is lower than the standard setting, doubling the capacity o f the 
chip which is necessary to avoid entering the non-linear regime o f the chip. Even 
so, the full-well capacity o f the chip is 144,000e_ , which combined with the high 
thermal background means that the maximum exposure time per coadd is about 
0.01 seconds. The readout time for infrared detectors is roughly proportional to 
the number o f pixels so reading out the whole 256x256 chip takes 0.12 seconds. 
It is therefore necessary to use a smaller 64x64 pixel sub-array to reduce the 
readout time to less than the exposure time.
The smaller chip size gives an 18" x 18" field of view, which is smaller than the size 
of most ellipticals at the redshift range of the sample. Fortunately the detector 
area is large enough for these purposes as only the unresolved nuclear source is 
being imaged, the underlying galaxy is not visible at V . It was necessary to use 
the S t a r e  observing mode, where the bias is not subtracted automatically, as the 
exposure time was much less than 1 second and the extra readout time needed if 
using the ND-STARE mode makes this type of observation unfeasible.
For the first run 1000 coadds each of 0.01 seconds were summed together to make
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a 10 second frame. The galaxy image was moved horizontally across the chip to 
obtain 3 frames with 5" offsets. This was carried out 42 times for each object 
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (S /N ). A dark frame was taken before each 
set o f 42 images. For the second run a slightly different procedure was adopted 
with 1500 coadds o f 0.01 seconds each summed together for each 15 second frame. 
The image was moved around the chip both vertically and horizontally with 5" 
offsets, so the final image was constructed of 9 frames rather than just 3. This 
was done a minimum of 4 times for each object. Dark frames were again taken 
at regular intervals throughout the observing run.
Standard stars were taken from the UKIRT standard star lists3. “Faint” standards 
were used for the K  and 11 band whilst “bright” standards were used for L' cali­
bration. Typically five standard star exposures were obtained for each waveband 
during each night. The K  and H  band standards were generally observed for a. 
total o f 5 seconds whilst the L' standards were obsei'ved for 10 seconds.
2.4 R eduction  o f infrared images
For both optical and infrared images, the raw frames do not just contain signal 
from the astronomical object o f interest, but also from various other components 
related to the electronics of the detector and the emission from the sky. These 
all need to be quantified and carefully removed to leave just the signal from the 
object (or most usually the signal from the object plus the sky). The raw signal 
components are:
• bias. The initial voltage across the readout device before integration.
• dark current. This is electronic noise which accumulates over tim e even when 
the detector is shielded from outside radiation.
• sky and telescope background.
• astronomical signal.
Any signal measured is also subject to a wavelength dependent p ixel-to-p ixel 
variation. This means that different pixels would measure different signal even if 
they were illuminated by a uniform source. The quantification o f this variation 
is very important, which is why Hatfield frames are constructed. Flatfield is a bit 
of a misnomer as the frames themselves are not flat. The point is that when the
3Available online at www.jach.ha.waii.edu/UKIRT.new/astronomy/standards.html
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image frame is divided by a flatfield frame, the output frame should Ire flat apart 
from any sky artifacts or astronomical objects.
2.4.1 H  and Ii band images
As the emission from the sky varies with time, the colour of the sky also varies 
with time, meaning that the sky emission at a particular wavelength is tim e- 
dependent. The p ixel-to-pixel response is also wavelength dependent, meaning 
that individual Hatfields need to be constructed for each observation. The most 
common way of doing this at infrared wavelengths is to create the Hatfields from 
the images themselves. The nine images with different offsets are median-filtered. 
The value of pixel p ( i , j ) is compared with itself in all nine frames and the median 
is taken to be the flatfield value at pixel p ( i ,j ) .  This flatfield image is then 
normalised to have a mean of unity. The position o f the galaxy is different 
in each o f the nine frames, so its presence should not affect the median value. 
Problems only arise using this method when the size of the galaxy is large: i.e. 
it covers most o f the chip. In these cases the median value is biased on the 
high side, division by the flatfield image causes the galaxy counts to be lowered, 
therefore underestimating both the size and the luminosity o f the galaxy. A 
few of the radio-galaxies were quite large (0325+023, 2229—086, 0206+355) and 
the final images did appear to be cosmetically inferior to the images o f more 
com pact galaxies. To test the extent o f this problem another flatfield was created 
from frames with the galaxy completely masked out. Final mosaics using both 
flatfields were then created and compared. From the comparison it appeared that 
the median-filtering flatfield creation method does produce small dents o f about 
1% in the flatfield. This accuracy is still acceptable for the analysis in chapter 4 as 
any dents only affect the wings of the galaxy surface brightness profile and most 
of the important information is obtained from fits within the central regions.
After experimentation with various reduction techniques it appeared that the 
U k i r t  standard reduction software ( I r c a m d r ) was the simplest and most ap­
propriate package to use. An ICL (Interactive Command Language) script, which 
was really an augmentation of the “stred” command in IRCAMDR was written and 
all the raw frames were input into this. A sketch of the reduction procedure is as 
follows:
• subtraction o f a dark frame, scaled to the exposure time of the image;
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• median-filtering flatfield creation;
• division by a normalised flatfield;
• airmass correction to unit airmass, this is described in detail in section 2.5:
• improved offset calculation, initial offsets being taken from the header files;
® sky level corrections between each o f the 9 mosaic tiles ai'e calculated and 
applied;
• bad-pixel masking by replacement with good pixels from overlapping frames;
• final image construction by mosaicing using the improved offsets and averaging 
all overlapping pixel values;
• K  band duplicate images of objects from the first run were averaged, to improve 
the signal-to-noise.
• scaling to 1 second exposure time.
The telescope was supposed to slew by exactly 20" between individual frames and 
these frames are then mosaiced together to form the final image. Unfortunately 
it was necessary to recalculate precise offsets from the images by comparing the 
location o f the centres o f objects present in multiple frames as the nominal offsets 
(20") were found to be unreliable by up to 5" and were generally around 0.5" in 
error even with the autoguider switched on. The newer offsets were then capable 
o f producing final mosaiced images with the point spread function o f any stars in 
a mosaiced image equal to the seeing width as measured from a single frame.
The differences in the sky level between mosaic frames were found by first calcu­
lating the median o f the pixels in each overlap region, then finding the optimum 
correction for each frame to obtain a “flat” sky across the final mosaic. The bad 
pixels are actually hot, or non-functioning pixels, whose location is known for 
each detector. They are easily flagged by using a standard mask available with 
the reduction software. The standard stars were reduced in the same manner.
2.4.2 L ' images
Initially the L' images were reduced identically to the H  and K  band images, but 
this was found not to be ideal as structure was present in the rows and columns 
of the raw frames. This appears to have been caused by the electronics o f the 
readout, owing to the very short exposure times and high number o f summed 
coadds. It is also possible that the structure is caused by saturation (Simpson, 
private communication) as the detector is susceptible to saturating every fourth
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row. The problem with reducing V  images is illustrated in figure 2 .2 (a) which 
shows one o f the worst cases of the problem. At worst, the actual level o f the 
structure in the frames was very small at only 0.08% of the sky level. Although 
it was not known whether the effect was additive or multiplicative, the extremely 
low level of the effect allowed it to be treated in an additive fashion, thereby 
ensuring that the resulting photometry values remained unaffected.
(a.) Standard Reduction (b) Modified Reduction
Figure 2.2: Example of a reduced L' image highlighting the reduction problems
A successful technique was found that initially removed the chessboard structure 
and prepared the frames for further reduction. It was as follows:
• Removal of fram e-to-fram e variation: the mean value of each frame was found 
and each frame was then divided by this average.
• Scaling: the average value over a set of nine frames was found, a global average, 
each frame was then multiplied by this.
• Flatfielcling: a normalised median-filtered Hatfield was created and the frames 
were divided by this.
• Residual structure removal: a cr-clipped column-mean was calculated for each 
column in a frame and the column was divided by this value. The same was then 
done for the rows of the frame. A clipping value o f 2.5a was used for both the 
columns and rows.
The next step in the reduction procedure, creating the final mosaics, was similar 
to that described in section 2.4.1 for the II and A band data, with some slight 
differences to try to correct for telescope offset inaccuracies. It is important to
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try and register the frames properly as the final objective is to assess whether any 
of the nuclear sources detected are unresolved and could harbour a quasar-like 
central engine. Unfortunately the signal in all the individual frames was too faint 
to be able to estimate accurate offsets, so all the frames from a particular offset 
were summed together before being processed. If the telescope offset variations 
were systematic and the nuclear signal strong enough, then new improved offsets 
could be obtained before final mosaicing although this was only possible in a very 
few objects (see figure 2.3(b)). For the rest o f the objects the residual structure 
corrected frames were simply dark-subracted, meclian-filtered and flatheicled, 
bias-level corrected, airmass corrected, bad-pixel masked and then mosaiced (see 
figure 2.3(a)). The similarity of the two images in figure 2.3 is encouraging as it 
implies that the default telescope offsets for the smaller 5" slews o f the telescope 
in the L' data are not as faulty as those found using the larger 20" slews. All the 
images o f the same object were then summed together. The standard star frames 
were also reduced in this way.
One of the aims o f this project is to examine the unresolved nature o f the L' 
source, however the uncertainty in offsets meant that this was not a realistic 
possibility. Comparing the photometry of the total source with that expected of 
the nuclear stellar component still allows an estimate of the relative amounts of 
stellar and non-stellar flux, so very little information is lost.
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(a.) Telescope Offsets (b) Improved Offsets
Figure 2.3: PKS 0356+102 in L' reduced using two different reduction procedures.
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2.5 Photom etry o f infrared images
Photom etry is the measurement of the brightness (or magnitude) of an object on a 
standard system. The basics of digital aperture photometry involve summing up 
the observed counts within a given radius o f the centre of the object, subtracting 
the contribution from sky background within that region, leaving just the counts 
from the object. The sky background level is measured in an annulus far enough 
away from the object to be uncontaminated by object flux, whilst being close 
enough to give a. representative measure o f the sky flux beneath the object. The 
counts are then converted to magnitudes on a standard system via observations of 
standard calibrating stars. The apparent magnitude of an object in a particular 
waveband is defined as:
+  zPt (2.2)
where zpt is the zero point and ‘exp ’ is the exposure time. The system used here 
defines the zero point so that the star Vega (ct-Lyrae) has a magnitude of zero in 
all wavebands.
Photom etric calibration equations need to be determined first from the standard 
star observations, in order to quantify the change in zeropoint with airmass and 
time. The calibrations take the form of
m — —0 .5 log 10
counts
exp
V  =  a  +  /3(secx -  1) +  7 [t -  t0) (2.3)
where a  is a constant offset term, ¡3 is a term proportional to the airmass (sec \ ) 
and 7  is a term which can be added in cases where the conditions are not stable 
(photom etric) and the zeropoint changes with time. However the frames have 
already been corrected to unit airmass by the standard software. The airmass 
correction was done by multiplying the observed counts per second by io a m x e v / 2 -5 
where ‘am ’ is the airmass of the observation and ‘ev ’ is the extinction coefficient 
(in magnitudes per unit airmass) for the filter used. The extinction coefficients 
used here were: / /  =  0.060, A =  0.080 and L' =  0.090, which were the default 
values provided by the IRCAMDR software. They appear to be reasonable values 
to use since the measured values are variable. The median Mauna Kea extinction 
values from 1980-1996 were4 H  =  0.059, K  =  0.088, V  =  0.093, whilst the
4 http://w ww.jach. hawaii.edu/UKIRT.new/astronomy/exts.html
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median values for the 1980-1986 period (Krisciunas et al. 1987) were H  =  0.051, 
K  =  0.070, V  =  0.088.
Ideally the airmass correction would be incorporated into the calibration equation 
to obtain a more accurate zeropoint and standard stars would be taken to cover 
the whole range o f airmasses the objects cover. In this case though, the objects 
and standard stars chosen for observation were those in the galaxy survey or 
standard star list which were close to the zenith at the time o f the observation, the 
maximum airmass from both observing runs was 1 . 6 8  and the median was between
1.05 and 1.1, therefore making the maximum correction for airmass around 0.05 
magnitudes. If the extinction coefficient used for this correction was in error by 
0 . 0 1  then the error in the photometry would be less than 0 . 0 1  mags: which is 
much less than the measured dispersion in zeropoints or the Poisson noise errors 
on each standard star measurement. So whilst the airmass corrections em ployed 
would be inappropriate for observations at high airmass, they are suitable for the 
range o f airmasses used here.
Photom etry was carried out firstly on the standard stars. An aperture was chosen 
which contained effectively all the flux from the star whilst avoiding including a 
large amount o f sky-only pixels, which increase the uncertainty in the measure­
ment. This was generally around 10 pixels in radius, or a 5.5" aperture. The sky 
was calculated as a a -clipped  mean in a 1 0  pixel annulus around the star, at a 
radius o f 15 pixels. The uncertainty associated with the zeropoints on each night 
was estimated by summing in quadrature the various sources of error: Poisson 
noise errors; error in the actual published magnitude of the standard star; and 
finally the rms variation of the zeropoint over the night o f observations.
Table 2.4 gives the zeropoint and associated error for each night o f observations. 
Although no tim e-dependent term is included, figure 2.4 shows the zeropoint 
estimated from each standard star and the time at which it was taken, which 
gives an idea o f the fluctuations of each zeropoint over time. The conditions 
were photom etric on all but the final night of observations. The zeropoints given 
here for the final night are only for a single standard taken during the middle 
o f the observing period, where the conditions were believed to be stable. The 
photometry from this night can only be considered as an upper limit o f the 
magnitude of the object. The lower limit o f the magnitudes can be estimated 
from figure 2.4. The I i  band magnitudes estimated from images taken towards 
the beginning o f the night are probably no more than 0.5 magnitudes too high,




K  run 1 22.364 0.029
L' run 1 20.811 0.060
A run 2  night 1 22.398 0.099
L' run 2, night 1 20.717 0.109
K  run 2, night 2 22.357 0.103
H  run 2, night 2 22.889 0.027
L' run 2, night 2 20.670 0.186
H  run 2, night 3 <  22.889
L' run 2, night 3 <  20.893
Table 2.4: Table o f nightly zeropoint measurements from standard stars
whilst those taken at the end of the night, where the conditions have deteriorated 
drastically, could be up to 1.5 magnitudes in error. The lower limits on the L' 
magnitudes from the final night have similar sized errors associated with them. 
The infrared photometry has been compared where possible with published values 
in the literature (mainly for objects which are also in the 3CR catelogue) and the 
values all agree within the quoted errors.
2.6 Optical observing
Optical images are obtained to supplement the infrared images and to gain infor­
mation on the optical to infrared colours of the stellar populations. In addition 
surface photometry of the I  band images is used in conjunction with the radio 
luminosity measurements to predict the radio morphology.
Imaging at optical wavelengths (~  3000-8000 A) is generally more straightforward 
than infrared imaging. The main problem encountered is the noise introduced 
by cosmic rays passing through the detector, producing very high counts in the 
affected pixels. Luckily these events are random and can usually be removed by 
averaging multiple observations of one object and ignoring pixels that are many 










Figure 2.4: Plot of the nightly zeropoint changes with time from the beginning 
o f observations
2.6.1 W H T  observations and reduction
The new optical images were taken on 26th-29th November 1997 by myself, 
John Peacock and Raul Jimenez5 during a run mainly devoted to spectroscopy. 
They were taken using the auxiliary port of the 4.2m W illiam Herschel Telescope 
(W H T ). The objects chosen were those for which we already had infrared im­
ages obtained at UKIRT the previous October. The detector was a TEK5 CCD 
with 1024x1024 pixels, each 24 /m i square. The pixel scale was 0 .1 1 "/pixel. Two 
exposures were taken o f each object for cosm ic-ray removal purposes. The expo­
sure times were around 180 seconds in B  and 120 seconds in / ,  but this varied 
slightly depending on the magnitude of the object. No standards were taken as 
the conditions were not photometric. Twilight Hatfields and a dark image for 
each waveband were also taken.
The raw optical images were all reduced using standard procedures in the IRAF6 
software environment. Prior to exposure, a voltage is applied across the readout
5Institute for Astronomy, University of Edinburgh, Blackford Hill, Edinburgh
6 Image Reduction and Analysis Facility.
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device which results in an initial number of counts, called the bias or zero level. 
The astronomical signal is then the number o f counts above this level. The bias 
level can be easily determined from the overscan regions and then subtracted from 
the frames. The overscan regions are regions at the edges of the chip where the 
CCD has continued to clock across and read out beyond the edge of the actual 
detector. The bias level is subtracted line-by-line from each individual frame 
by linear interpolation between the overscan regions at the edges o f the frame. 
This is preferable to subtracting just a single number for the whole frame as the 
readout device, and therefore the bias level, is sensitive to temperature. The 
temperature o f the detector can vary over the time taken taken to read the chip, 
causing a gradient across the chip. Unfortunately there may also be p ixel-to-p ixel 
variations in the bias level which cannot be removed by a subtracting a simple 
linear polynomial. These variations can be determined by taking bias frames. A 
bias frame is a frame that is read out before the detector is exposed, sometimes 
called a zero-second exposure. Bias frames were taken at the beginning and end 
o f each night of observations. These frames were summed together to create a 
master bias frame for the whole run. The bias level was then subtracted from 
the master frame as explained above to leave a frame containing just structure in 
the bias. This bias master frame was then subtracted from both the object and 
Hatfield frames.
A Hatfield image is a measure of each pixel’s response to a uniform source. The 
best way to create a representation of this is to use the twilight sky as a uniform 
source. The raw twilight-flats were processed by first bias-level correcting them 
and then subtraction of the bias master frame. A dark frame was not subtracted 
as it was found that the dark current was practically zero: the mean of a 600 
second dark frame was 1 count. The Hatfield images from each waveband were 
then combined together using a cosm ic-ray rejection algorithm. Pixels with values 
higher than 3<r away from the expected pixel value (I )  were rejected from the 
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where crrcad is the read noise in electrons (4.34 e_ ), g the gain in electrons per data 
number (1.13 e_ /A D U ) and ( / )  the median value of the pixels being compared. 
As cosmic ray events often affect the pixels around them at a lower level, all pixels
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next to a rejected ‘high’ pixel were also rejected.
After preparation o f the bias and Hatfield frames the object frames were then 
reduced as follows:
• bias-level subtraction;
• trimming o f the overscan regions;
• subtraction o f bias frame;
• division by the appropriate waveband Hatfield frame;
e com bining o f individual frames to remove cosmic rays;
® normalisation to 1 second exposure time.
Accurate photometry combined with galactic extinction corrections (see sec­
tion 4.4.2) were not made owing to the lack of calibration images as the images 
were taken in non-photom etric observing conditions.
2.6.2 Pre-existing optical images
1 band and some B  band images were taken during the late 1980s on the Uni­
versity o f Hawaii’s 8 8  inch telescope (UH 8 8 ) on Mauna Kea, the 3.9m A nglo- 
Australian Telescope (A A T) in Australia and the 2.5m Isaac. Newton Telescope 
(IN T) on the Canary Island o f La Palma. The best observations were from the 
ULI8 8  run where the seeing was sub-arcsecond. Typical exposure times were 
180 seconds in /  and 300s in B. The reduction o f these images is described in 
Nicholson (1990).
Telescope, Detector Pixel Size Pixel Scale Weather
Size ( pm) ("/p ixe l) Conditions
UH If A CCD 15 0.67 Good,
8 8 inch 500x500 Pointing Problems cloudless
AAT Thompson CCD 19 0.16 Acceptable
3.9 m 1024x1024
INT RCA CCD 30 0.74 Run 1 -  Dusty
2.5m 350x512 Run 2 -  Okay
Table 2.5: A summary o f the observing runs. The UH8 8  pixel scale was re­
measured by myself by comparison with frames in common with other telescopes 
and was found to be ~  0.67"/pixel, not 0.41 as quoted in Nicholson (1990).
The value o f the gain and readout noise were not given in Nicholson (1990), so 
they have had to be estimated. Most of the frames were well exposed, so it
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has been assumed that the readout noise is neglible and the noise in the sky 
background is Poisson noise. If this were the case the standard deviation o f the 
sky would be expected to be a =  \Jn where n is the number of photons/pixel. I 
have measured y Jja from the frames and hence estimated <7 , the gain, which is 
~  le~ /A D U  for all the CCDs used here.
2,7 Standard aperture photom etry results
Table 2.6 presents photometric measurements within a standard diameter for 
the entire sample of optical and infrared images except those taken in the L' 
waveband. The L' photometry is presented in table 2.7. A standard diameter 
aperture o f 2 0  h~l kpc was chosen as it should contain nearly total light for 
all but the very biggest ellipticals, and is a typical diameter to use for local 
measurements. For example, Mobasher, Sharpies k  Ellis (1993) used a standard 
isophotal aperture of — 23.6 mag arcsec-2 , which contained nearly all the 
galaxy light and turned out to be between 20 and 30 /?,_ 1kpc.
Also given in table 2.6 is a value a  (Gunn k  Oke 1975), which parameterizes the 
growth in metric luminosity o f the galaxy as a power-law:
L (<  r) oc ra , (2.5)
This has been calculated by constructing a growth curve (figure 2.5). A line has 
been fitted between the points on the growth curve in log-log space, the gradient 
of this line is a. A plot o f the change in a  as a function o f distance from the 
centre o f the galaxy is then constructed (see figure 2.6). This curve has then been 
interpolated to find the value o f the power -law exponent, a, at the radius o f the 
standard aperture.
Some of the galaxies in the sample have bright objects nearby. For those cases
where it was not possible to obtain 2 0  /z_1kpc apertures we obtained 1 0  h" 1kpc
apertures which can be simply corrected to the standard diameter via an aperture 
correction
A =  2.5alog1 0 (0.5) (2.6)
so now
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Radius from  centre o f galaxy (pixels)
Figure 2.5: I band luminosity growth curve for the galaxy 0055—016
Radius from  centre o f galaxy (pixels)
Figure 2.6: Change in a  as a function o f galaxy radius for 0055—016
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Object Waveband m ( 2 0  h 1 kpc) a Notes
0055-016 I 13.427 ±  0.023 0.531
K 10.922 ±  0.100 0.433
0106+130 I 4.332 ±  0.026 0.503
II <  12.418 0.308 1
K 11.997 +  0.100 0.315
0206+355 I 12.860 ±  0.031 0.623
II <  10.550 0.429 1
K 10.286 ±  0 . 1 0 0 0.413
0207+095 B 17.549 ± 0 .0 4 6 0.734
I 14.803 ±  0.028 0.711
K 12.287 ±  0.103 0.641
0208-067 B 15.703 ±  0.027 0.423
K 11.163 ±  0.103 0.265
0217+017 B 15.544 ±  0.026 0.554
I
K
13.169 ±  0.022 
10.697 ±  0.103
0.474
0.284
0300+162* B 16.592 ±  0.034 0.527 2
I 14,166 ±  0.024 0.461
II <  12.383 0.362 1
K 11.781 ±  0.103 0.367
0325+023 B 15.357 ±  0.025 0.696
I 12.958 ±  0.022 0.671
K 10.749 ±  0.103 0.357
0356+102* B 16.306 ±  0.030 0.481 2
I 13.879 ±  0.034 0.505 1
II <  11.565 0.357
K 11.604 ±  0.100 0.329
0419+140 B 19.075 ±  0.088 0.625
/(u h ) 15.332 ±  0.034 0.578
K 12.063 ±  0.103 0.418
0431 -1 3 4* B 16.305 ±  0.030 0.564 2
/(u h ) 13.819 ±  0.023 0.523
K 11.403 ±  0.103 0.423
0502-103 B 15.585 ±  0.026 0.488
I 13.569 ±  0.022 0.408
K 11.123 ±  0.103 0.225
0755-379 B 15.092 ±  0.024 0.639
1 12.678 ±  0.021 0.604
K 10.488 ±  0.029 0.348
0833-016 B 14.226 ±  0.022 0.483 double object
I 12.091 ±  0.021 0.522
continued on next page
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O bject Waveband m ( 2 0  h 1 kpc) a Notes
1004+146 B 14,386 ±  0.022 0.527
I 12.067 ±  0.021 0.493
1040+317 B 15.630 ±  0.029 0.419 triple object
I 13.313 ±  0.022 0.404
K 11.366 ±  0.030 -0 .00 6
1131+493 B 12.942 ±  0.021 0.458
I 12.379 ±  0.021 0.458
K 10.492 ±  0.029 0.179
1132+492 B 15.149 ±  0.029 0.332
I 12.018 ±  0 . 0 2 2 0.314
K 11.034 ±  0.029 0.107
1309+210 I 13.414 ±  0.023 0.361
K 10.746 ±  0.030 0.083
1350+316 I 13.477 ±  0.023 0,578
K 11.219 ±  0.030 0.208
1359-113 K 10.422 ±  0.029 0.308
1422+268 I 13.948 ±  0.026 0.513
K 11.334 ±  0.029 0.309
1452+165 I 13.317 ±  0.023 0.597
K 10.635 ±  0.029 0.353
1452-054 B 15.721 ±  0.034 0.320
I 13.616 ±  0.024 0.264
K 11.596 ±  0.030 -0 .03 7
1514+072 I 12.554 ±  0.022 0 . 8 6 8
K 10.652 ±  0.029 0.452
1601 +  173 I 12.786 ±  0.022 0.437
K 10.626 ±  0.029 0.223
1602+178* K 11.166 ±  0.029 0.458 2
1602+240 I 1 2 . 2 1 2  ±  0 . 0 2 1 0.764
K 10.165 ±  0.030 0.409
1652+398 K 10.023 ± 0 .0 2 9 0.206
1658+302* I 13.337 ±  0.023 0.841 2
K 11.116 ±  0.029 0 . 6 8 8
1706+094 I 13.125 ±  0.022 0.417
K 10.897 ±  0.029 0.179
1717-009 I 13.918 ±  0.025 0,542
K 11.141 ±  0.030 0 . 0 2 2
1842+455 B 1 . 0 2 1
1 14.572 ±  0.028 0.963
K 11.933 ±  0.103 0.895
Cygnus A II 11.501 ±  0.027 0.921
continued on next page
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Object Waveband m ( 2 0  h~l kpc) a Notes
A' 11.086 ±  0 . 1 0 0 0.860
2221-023 B 16.827 ±  0.036 0.193
I < 15.168 saturated image
11 < 12.197 0.075 1
K < 11.085 0.069 saturated image?
2229-086 B 16.620 ±  0.034 0.768
I 13.935 ±  0.023 0.747
K 11.509 ±  0.103 0.626
2243+394* I 15.744 ±  0.049 0.714 2
H <  13.387 0.553
K 12.851 ±  0.100 0.510
2308+073 K 10.506 ±  0.100 0.466
2320-067 B 15.340 ±  0.025 0.542
I 12.909 ±  0.022 0.524
K 10.606 ±  0 . 1 0 0 0.360
Table 2.6: Photom etry results within a 20/r- 1  kpc metric aperture. Note I indi­
cates that the results are only an upper limit on the magnitude. The H  band 
results from the final night of infrared observations are uncertain as the condi­
tions were non-photom etric. A * indicates that it was not possible to measure a 
large enough aperture owing to the presence of a nearby object, so these objects 
have been measured through a smaller 10 h~l kpc aperture (note 2). Also given 
is the value of the exponent a, such that L (<  r) oc r " , where r is either 10 or 20 
h~l kpc.
2.7.1 Ll Photometry Results
The photometry values for the L' frames are presented in table 2.7. The values 
are lor the total L' flux in a similar manner to the total flux from the standard 
stars. The apertures were generally between 3-5", but depended on the accuracy 
of centering, the photometric aperture, and the observed spatial extent of the 
source. The 3cr background detection limit of the sources was generally between
13.5 and 14 magnitudes.







0055-016 12.91 0.17 6 . 0
0106+130 11.73 0 . 2 0 13.2
0206+355 11.75 0 . 1 2 15.0
0207+095 12.96 0.19 5.7
0217+017 12.28 0.23 7.0
0300+162 13.05 0.28 3.8
0325+023 12.45 0.23 5.8
0356+102 11.95 0 . 1 2 14.6
0419+140 13.43 0.27 4.3
0431-134 12.33 0.23 6 . 2
0502-103 11.92 0.14 9.9
0755+379 12.37 0 . 1 0 10.9
1040+317 13.33 0.14 6 . 6
1131+493 12.49 0.09 1 2 . 0
1132+492 12.65 0.09 1 1 . 6
1309+210 11.72 0.07 19.2
1350+316 12.48 0.08 14,3
1422+268 13.15 0 . 1 1 8.3
1452+165 12.76 0 . 1 0 10.7
1514+072 13.84 0.24 3.5
1652+398 10.15 0.06 43.4
1842+455 12.72 0.23 6.3
Cygnus A 12.07 0.13 1 1 . 0
2221-023 9.02 0 . 1 1 109.0
2229-086 12.99 0.28 3.8
2243+394 12.69 0.23 7.7
2308+073 1 2 . 0 2 0.13 11.9
2320+203 1 2 . 1 1 0.13 10.7
Table 2.7: Total L' magnitude o f all the objects with L' frames. The statistical 
value o f the detection in a  is also shown.
2.8 R adio m orphology
The radio morphology of each object in the sample is an important parame­
ter to possess when attempting to compare any infrared excesses and extinction 
estimates with unified schemes. FR. II sources are expected to be either more lu­
minous or less extinguished than FR I sources, so an initial guess would be that 
excesses are more likely to be found in FR II sources. The radio morphologies 
for the powerful and well-studied 3CR sources in the sample are easily found 
from the literature, whilst the rest are from fainter flux-lim ited surveys such as
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the 4 0  catalogue, so are expected to be on the whole FR I sources. An exten­
sive search of the literature was carried out to find the morphology of as many 
objects as possible, the results of this search are presented in table 2.8. Radio 
contour maps o f each object were obtained from the NRAO V LA  Sky Survey 
(NVSS) archive. Some objects were also available on the higher resolution VLA 
FIRST (Faint Images o f the Radio Sky at Twenty centimetres) survey. It was 
possible to obtain morphologies from the FIRST survey, however the resolution 
o f the NVSS survey was not high enough to determine the morphology of all the 
objects accurately, so a more systematic approach needed to be found. Owen & 
Laing (1989) (0 1 ) and Owen <V W hite (1991) (0 2 ) plotted the absolute radio flux 
against the absolute R  band magnitude for a sample of low redshift radio galax­
ies whose morphology was already known. They found that the FRI/FR.II break 
was a function o f both radio and optical luminosity. The FRI and FRII objects 
inhabited almost distinct regions of the plot. A similar plot for the objects in 
this sample is shown in figure 2.7. The radio data is taken from table 2.2 whilst 
the optical luminosity is estimated from the /  band images since R  band images 
are not available. Surface brightness profiles were constructed to determine the 
position o f the ¡ij — 24.5 mag arcsec- 2  isophote. The flux was then summed 
within this isophote and converted to an apparent magnitude. For this analysis 
values of Hq =  75kms - 1  M pc - 1  and 0 = 1  were used for ease o f comparison 
with 0 1  and 0 2 , the apparent magnitudes were then converted to absolute mag­
nitudes. No corrections have been made for Id-dimming, galactic absoption or 
objects along the line o f sight as the galaxies are concentrated around the same 
redshift and the aim is only to determine an internally systematic measure o f the 
radio morphology in the absence of high resolution radio maps. 0419+140 has 
significantly more Galactic dust extinction than the other objects (see table 3.3, 
E (B -V )=0.831) the result of any correction would be to move the point in fig­
ure 2.7 to the right perhaps shifting it into the FR I region o f the plot. The 
dotted line on the plot is hand-drawn to guide the eye to distinguish between the 
two regions of the plot. Apart from the two objects which sit on the boundary it 
is clear that the morphology of the other unknown objects is undoubtedly FR. I. 
The NVSS ra dio maps of the two borderline objects are presented in figure 2 .8 , 
the lack of two distinct edge-brightened lobes, hint at the objects being FR I 
galaxies.
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Object FR, class Reference
0055-016 I I-IST, P P 8 8 , FIRST
0106+130 II 0 1 , PPS8
0206+355 I L97, PP 8 8
0208-067 I FIRST
0300+162 I PW 81, PP 8 8
0325+023 Il LIST, P P 8 8
0356+102 II HST, 0 1 , PP 8 8
0431-134 I 02
0755+379 1 0 1 , FIRST
1004+146 I 01
1040+317 I FIRST
1131+493 I 0 2 , FIRST
1132+492 I 0 2 , FIRST
1309+210 I FIRST





1652+398 C PP 8 8 , FIRST
1658+302 I FIRST
1717-009 II HST
1842+455 II LIST, 0 1 , PP 8 8
Cygnus A II
2221-023 II LIST, FIRST
2229-086 I 02 , FIRST
2243+394 II LIST
Table 2.8: FR  classes obtained from the literature and archive data. HST is 
Martel et al. (1999), L97 is Lara et al. (1997), PP 8 8  is Prestage & Peacock 
(1988), PW81 is Peacock & Wall (1981), O'l and 0 2  are as in the text. FIRST 
denotes an image has been obtained from the FIRST survey. 1652+398 is marked 
C, as it is one of the core-dom inated BL Lac objects, which are thought to be 
aligned versions o f FR  I radio sources.
2.9 Images
The images presented here are all 30/r-1 x 30/?_1kpc, to allow for easy comparison 
o f actual galaxy sizes. This also allows an eyeball estimation o f the region o f the 
galaxy used in the metric aperture photometry, which was a 2 0  /i-1 kpc diameter 
circle, centered on the centre of the galaxy. North is at the top, east to the left. 
The greyscaling is between S — 3cr and S +  3cr, where S is the sky level and a  is
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Figure 2.7: The log o f the absolute radio power at 1.4 GHz (W  Hz-1 ) versus the 
absolute M 24.5 /  band magnitude. Objects with known Fanaroff-Riley classes 
from the literature are plotted as ‘ F and ‘ II’ and unknown objects a,s ‘ ? ’ . The 
line is drawn on by eye to guide the reader to the different regions of the plot 
occupied by the FR I and FR II sources.
the standard deviation in the sky level. The contour spacing is equidistant in log 
intensity.
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NVSS: 0 2 0 7  ( l e v s = + / - 1 ,1 .4 ,2 .2 .8 ,4 . . .m J y /b ) NVSS: 0 4 1 9  ( l e v s = + / - 1 ,1 .4 ,2 ,2 .8 ,4 . . .m J y /b )
R igh t A sce n s io n (B 1 9 5 0 .0 )
(a) 0207+095
R ight A scens ion(B 1 9 5 0 .0 )
(b) 0419+140
Figure 2.8: Radio maps from the NVSS archive o f the two borderline FR J/FR II 
objects.
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Figure 2.9: Images of 0055—016
(a) INT I  Band (b) UKIRT K  Band
(Oct run)
Figure 2.10: Images of 0106+130
(a) INT I Band (b) U k irt H  Band (c) U k irt K  Band
(Oct run) (Oct run)
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Figure 2.11: Images o f 0206+355
(a) INT I  Band (b) U k irt H  Band (c) U k irt  K  Band
(Oct run) (Oct run)
Figure 2.12: Images o f 0207+095
(a) UH B Band (b) UH I Band (c) U k i r t  K  Band
(Oct run)
Figure 2.13: Images of 0208—067
(a) UH B Band (b) UH I Band (sat- (c) U k i r t  K  Band
urated centre) (Oct run)
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Figure 2.14: Images o f 0217+017
(a) UH B Band (b) UH I  Band (c) U k i r t  K  Band
(Oct run)
Figure 2.15: Images of 0300+162
(a) WHT B Band (b) UH B  Band (c) WHT I  Band
(d) UH I Band (e) U k i r t  H Band (f) U k i r t  K  Band
(Oct run) (Oct run)
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Figure 2.16: Images o f 0325+023
(a) UH B Band (b) UH I  Band (c) U k i r t  K  Band 
(Oct run)
Figure 2.17: Optical images o f 0356+102
(a) W HT B Band (b) UH B Band (c) WHT /  Band
(d) UH I  Band (e) W HT R Band
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Figure 2.18: Infrared images o f 0356+102
(a.) U k ir t  H  Band 
(Oct run)
(b) U k ir t  K  Band 
(Oct run)
Figure 2.19: Images of 0419+140
(a) WHT B Band (b) UH B Band (c) WHT I  Band
(d) UH I Band (e) ÀÀT I  Band (f) U k irt K  Band
(Oct run)
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Figure 2 .2 0 : Images o f 0431 — 134
(a) W HT B Band (b) UH B Band (c) W HT I  Band
(d) UH I  Band (e) A AT I Band (f) U k ir t  K  Band 
(Oct run)
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Figure 2.21: Images of 0502—103
(a) W HT B Band (b) UH B Band (c) WHT I Band
(d) UH /  Band (e) U k ir t  K  Band 
(Oct run)
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Figure 2.22: Images of 0755—379
(a) WHT B Band (b) UH B Band (c) W HT /  Band
(d) UH I  Band (e) U k irt K  Band
(Mar run)
Figure 2.23: Images of 0833—016
(a) UH B Band (b) UH I Band
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Figure 2.24: Images of 1004+146
(a) UH B  Band (b) UH I  Band
Figure 2.25: Images of 1040+317
(a) UH B Band (b) UH I  Band (c) U k ir t  I< Band 
(Mar run)
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Figure 2.26: Images o f 1131+493
- ,
•-:+ ' u -s ,
2 f t ■ P  1 f  ■
■j
(a) INT B  Band (b) INT I  Band (c) U k i r t  K  Band
(Mar run)
Figure 2.27: Images o f 1132+492
(a) INT B  Band (b) INT I  Band (c) U k i r t  K  Band
(Mar run)
Figure 2.28: Images o f 1309+210
(a) INT I Band (b) U k ir t  K  Band
(Mar run)
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Figure 2.29: Images o f 1350+316
(a) 1NT /  Band (b) U k i r t  I< Band
(Mar run)
Figure 2.30: Images of 1359—113
(a) U k i r t  K  Band 
(Mar run)
Figure 2.31: Images of 1422+268
(a) INT I  Band (b) U k i r t  K  Band
(Mar run)
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Figure 2.32: Images o f 1452+162
(a) INT I Band (b) U k i r t  K  Band
(Mar run)
Figure 2.33: Images o f 1452—054
(a) INT B  Band (b) INT I  Band (c) U k i r t  I< Band
(Mar run)
Figure 2.34: Images o f 1514+072
(a) INT I Band (b) U k ir t  K  Band
(Mar run)
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Figure 2.35: Images of 1601+173
(a) INT I Band (b) U k i r t  K  Band
(Mar run)
Figure 2.36: Images of 1602+178
(a) U k i r t  K  Band 
(Mar run)
Figure 2.37: Images of 1602+240
(a) INT I Band (b) U k i r t  K  Band
(Mar run)
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Figure 2.38: Images o f 1652+398
m m
WS’ÿ-....................
(a) INT B Band (b) U k i r t  K  Band
(Mar run)
Figure 2.39: Images o f 1658+302
a a g g g
mwam
 _    _
(a) INT I  Band (b) U k i r t  K  Band
(Mar run)
Figure 2.40: Images of 1706+094
(a) INT I  Band (b) U k ir t  K  Band
(Mar run)
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Figure 2.41: Images o f 1717—009
(a) INT /  .Band (b) UKIRT Ii Band
(Mar run)
Figure 2.42: Images o f 1842+455
(a) INT B Band (b) INT I  Band (c) UKIRT A' Band
(Oct run)
Figure 2.43: Images of Cygnus A
(a) U k ir t  Ii Band (b) U k ir t  K  Band
(Oct run) (Oct, run)
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Figure 2.44: Images of 2221—023
(a) WHT B Band (b) UH B Band (c) W HT I  Band
(d) UH I  Band (e) W HT R Band (f) U k ir t  H  Band
(O ct run)
(g) U k ir t  K  Band 
(O ct run)
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Figure 2.45: Images o f 2229—086
. .. ..
*  - Ê :
Ü
(a) UH B Band (b) UH /  Band (c) U k i r t  K  Band
(Oct run)
Figure 2.46: Images of 2243+394
(a) WHT B Band (b) WHT /  Band (c) INT I  Band
(d) U k i r t  H Band 
(Oct run)
(e) U k i r t  K  Band 
(Oct run)
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Figure 2.47: Images o f 2308+073
(a) WHT B Band (b) W HT I  Band (c) U k ir t  K  Band
(Oct run)
Figure 2.48: Images o f 2320—067
(a) UH B  Band (b) UH I  Band (c) U k ir t  K  Band 
(Oct run)
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Chapter 3
Long—slit optical spectroscopy of 
a sample of radio loud galaxies
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the acquisition and reduction o f long-slit optical spectra of 
two samples o f elliptical galaxies obtained at the 4.2m W illiam Herschel Telescope 
(W H T ) during 4 nights in November 1997.
The main aim behind obtaining both sets o f galaxy spectra, is to study various 
absorption-line features which can allow the age and metallicity o f the stellar 
populations to be predicted and ultimately enable a estimate o f the nuclear stel­
lar population. For this to be possible, careful treatment o f each spectrum is 
necessary to ensure that the wavelength calibration, spectrophotom etric fluxing 
and redshift determination are as accurate as possible.
The sample observed is described in section 3.2. Section 3.3 describes the tele­
scope, instruments and observing procedure used to obtain the spectra. Sec­
tion 3.4 describes the preliminary reduction applied to the two-dim ensional frames 
to remove structure owing to the CCD itself. This is similar to the initial reduc­
tion o f optical images described in chapter 2 , so these aspects are only touched 
upon again. After spectral extraction, wavelength calibration, flux calibration 
and extinction correction the spectra are in their final form and ready for the 
index analysis in chapter 5. Although redshifts for all the galaxies in the sample 
have been published, they are re-determined in section 3.6 by comparison with 
velocity standards so that any small errors in the wavelength calibration will not 
affect the rest-frame wavelengths of the absorption features to be measured and
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fitted. Velocity dispersion measurements are also necessary for a careful index 
analysis, so tfiese are calculated via a cross-correlation technique in section 3.7. 
A catalogue o f the nuclear spectra obtained is presented in section 3.8.
3.2 Spectroscopy sample
The sample consists of a subset o f the radio galaxies presented in chapter 2. The 
choice of objects was largely dependent on whether they were available in the sky 
at the time o f the spectroscopic observing run, although preference was given to 
those objects with a confident L' detection from the previous imaging observing 








3.3 Observing procedure and setup
Spectroscopy was carried out using ISIS, a double-armed, medium-resolution 
spectrograph attached to the Cassegrain focus of the W H T. Light travels through 
the slit and hits a dichroic mirror which splits the incoming light into a red and a 
blue beam. The beams are directed into separate spectrographs each with optics 
optimised lor their respective wavelength ranges. Inside each spectrograph there 
is a diffraction grating which disperses the light onto a CCD. Spatial information 
is recorded along one axis of the CCD whilst the spectral information is dispersed 
along the other axis. The main instrumental parameters and the setup used are 
listed in ta ble 3.1.
The EEV10 detector is a very large (2148 x 4200) blue-sensitive CCD which 
takes 300 seconds to read out. To reduce the readout time the chip was win­
dowed to use just 500 columns and the object was positioned in the centre of this




Slit W idth 
Dekker Position 
Channel
J. McAllister & J. Peacock & R. Jimenez 
26 -  29 November 1997 
6100 A (500 A wide)
1 "
7
Blue Arm Red Arm
Grating R300B R316R
Ac (central wavelength) 4802 A 6548 A
Detector EEV10 TEK2
Spectral Range 3050-6585 A 5860-7350 A
Dispersion 64 A/m m 62 A /m m
1.44 A /p ixel 1.49 A /p ixel
Pixel Size 1 3 . 5 x 1 3 . 5 / m i 2 2 4x2 4 /u n 2
Spectral Resolution (FW H M )
•<CO? ~  2.9 A
Spatial Scale 0.19"/pixel 0.33'Vpixel
Detector Area Used 500x4200 1250x300
Row Binning 1 1
Column Binning 2 1
Readout Speed Standard Quick
Gain 0.75 e - /A D U 1.62 e~ /A D U
Read noise 7.5 e " 5.77 e~
Table 3.1: Spectroscopy parameters and setup.
window, avoiding any non-functioning columns. The readout time could have 
been reduced even further by using a “quick” readout speed, but this would have 
increased the read noise quite considerably and was not considered a sensible 
option. All 4200 rows were kept to allow as large a spectral range as possible. 
Initially observations in the blue arm were read noise dominated when using the 
device without any binning. Binning the chip by 2 pixels in the spectral direction 
appeared to reduce this problem. Soon after the observations were taken, the 
EEV10 was taken off line as it was found that binning caused high read noise. 
It is therefore possible that the quoted read noise in table 3.1 is actually a little 
low (~  10%). The red arm chip was a little less volatile and the only changes 
made were to window the chip, using 300 rows out of a possible 1025 and to use a 
quick readout speed, as the increase in readnoise of 4.99 to 5.77 from the standard 
setting was more than compensated for by a decrease in the readout time from 
112 to 73 seconds.
The aim o f the spectroscopy is to measure absorption features which can help dis-
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tinguish between the age and metallicitj* o f the stellar populations. The strongest 
metallicity indicators are M gb at 5177 A, the Fe features at 5270 and 5335 A and 
also the C2/F e feature at 4668 A, so the gratings and dichroic were chosen with 
this in mind.
Generally a minimum of two exposures were taken of each object to allow for 
cosmic ray removal. Exposure times were between 600 and 1200 seconds. The 
slit was positioned across the nucleus of the galaxy. The orientation of the slit on 
the galaxy depended on the ellipticity of the galaxy. For high ellipticity galaxies 
the slit was oriented along the major axis of the galaxy to get as much spatial 
information as possible, whilst for the low ellipticity galaxies and standard stars 
we chose to orientate the slit at the parallactic angle.
Bias frames and Tungsten Hatfield frames were taken at the beginning and end of 
each night o f observations. CuAr+CuNe arc-lamp frames were taken at regular 
intervals throughout each night to aid wavelength calibration. Observations of 
some spectrophotometric standard stars were taken for flux calibration purposes. 
Observations o f some late-type K and M stars were also taken. These stars 
have spectra similar to the observed galaxy spectra and are used as templates for 
velocity dispersion measurement and correction.
Night 1 2 3 4
Weather Good Good Poor Fair
Seeing 0.9" 1 .1 " 2.5" 1 .2 "
Hours lost to 1 : 2 0 0 : 0 0 2 : 1 0 1 : 0 0
bad weather
Table 3.2: Summary of observing conditions
3.4 Tw o-dim ensional data reduction
3.4.1 Initial reduction
Initially the reduction procedures for images and spectra were the same. Sep­
arate blue and red master bias frames were constructed in the same way as in 
section 2 .6 .1 . Profiles of the bias frames collapsed along dispersion and spatial 
axes are presented in figure 3.1. It can be seen that there is structure present in
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the frames, so careful removal o f this is indeed necessary.
Column (p ixe ls )
(d) Blue, spectral axis (e) Blue, spatial axis
Column (p ixe ls)
(f) Red, spectral axis (g) Red, spatial axis
Figure 3.1: Collapsed profiles of bias frames. The left panels show the profile 
along the longer spectral axis, whilst the right panels show the profile along the 
spatial direction. In the first panel it can clearly be seen that there is a small step 
in the structure. In the second panel the spikes are non-functioning columns of 
the detector.
The flatfields were combined together to produce a master Hatfield for each arm. 
The spectrum of the Tungsten comparison lamp has a smooth continuum shape 
to it, which is sometimes fitted and removed from the flatfield frame prior to use, 
leaving only the p ixel-to-p ixel variations in the chip. This is unnecessary as the 
correct shape of the spectrum is restored by careful flux calibration, as long as 
the standards have been reduced in the same manner. The shape o f the Tungsten 
spectrum was therefore left in the flatfield frames for this set o f reductions. The 
bias frames were then subtracted from the flatfields. The two-dimensional im-
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age frames were then bias-subtracted, trimmed, divided by appropriate Hatfield, 
multiple exposures were combined to remove most cosmic rays and the combined 
image was normalised to 1 second exposure time.
3.4.2 Cosmic ray removal
Most, cosmic rays were successfully removed by combining multiple raw frames 
using the imeombine task in IRAF, using the c r r e j e c t  pixel rejection algorithm, 
with pixels adjacent to cosmic ray affected pixels also being rejected. Section 
2 .6 . 1  describes this.
If multiple exposures of an object were not obtained, say if the weather conditions 
prevented a second exposure from being taken, cosmic ray removal was more 
difficult. A very low order polynomial was fitted along each of the spatial axes 
o f the frame using the l in ec lean  routine in IRAF. Any pixel that was more 
than 6 cr from the fit was rejected and replaced with the fitted pixel value. Again 
pixels next to a rejected pixel were also rejected. This appeared to be a successful 
m ethod of cleaning the frames as illustrated in figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Greyscale images of a raw blue-arm frame, before and after cosmic 
ray removal. The dark column on the left of the first frame and the fainter one 
near the right-hand side are non-functioning columns. The dark spots are the 
cosmic ray affected pixels. The galaxy spectrum can be clearly seen down the 
centre of the images.
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3.4.3 Sky subtraction
(a) No sky subtraction
Column (p ix e ls )
(b) Linear sky subtraction
(c) Com plete sky subtraction
500
Colum n (p ix e ls )
Figure 3.3: Subtraction o f sky emission features. Each frame shows the average 
o f the same sixty rows o f the sky region of in a red arm frame. In (a) the sky 
has not been subtracted at all. In (b) a linear fit has been used to subtract 
the sky, notice that some o f the stronger sky lines are still present. The final 
frame demonstrates the results of using the optimum sky subtraction technique 
described in section 3.4.3. Note the different scales used on each panel.
The next step was to subtract the sky from the two-dimensional images. Sky
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regions, were defined either side of the central galaxy spectrum and a polynomial 
fitted along each of the spatial axes. The sky regions were set to be as large as 
possible whilst still excluding the galaxy. The resulting fit was then subtracted 
leaving only the galaxy spectrum along the centre of frame.
The main problem encountered here was the accurate subtraction of the sky 
lines. These occur at wavelengths where the sky has strong emission features. 
The strength of the features varies with the thickness of the atmosphere, i.e. it 
varies spatially along the slit. Normally a linear fit is good enough to subtract 
the normal background sky level, but it was found that along sky lines, a higher 
order fit was necessary to remove them. Figure 3.3 demonstrates this by showing 
a red arm frame averaged along 60 columns within the background regions, after 
being fitted with different order polynomials. Eventually an optimum method 
was found, whereby the median of a nine pixel moving box within the sky regions 
was fitted with a third order polynomial. For the red-arm frames the median of 
a seven pixel moving box was used. From figure 3.4 the success of this technique 
can be viewed.
Figure 3.4: Section of a red-arm frame before and after sky subtraction. The 
galaxy spectrum can be clearly seen dispersed along the rows, with the sky emis­
sion lines along the columns.
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1 6 3 .7
1 6 3 .6
16 3 .5
QJ
: 5  1 6 3 .4
16 3 .3  
1 6 3 .2  
163.1
Figure 3.5: Example o f the trace being fit to a red-arm  frame
3.4.4 Spectral extraction
Having previously mentioned that spatial information is recorded along one axis 
o f the detector and spectral information along the other, it is now important to 
point out that this is not quite the case. Owing to the optics o f the spectrograph 
and differential atmospheric refraction between the blue and red ends o f the 
spectrum, the final spectrum is curved slightly tilong the spectral direction. The 
curve can be followed by tracing out the brightest pixel along each line (or column 
in the case o f the red arm frames) and fitting a low order polynomial to the fit as 
illustrated in figure 3.5. For the faint objects, locating the brightest pixel was a 
tricky business, so the centre of the galaxy profile was found by summing around 
twenty lines o f the frame to improve the signal. At the ends o f the spectrum the 
data becomes very noisy as the flux tails off, so these regions have been excluded 
from the fit. For the red-arm  spectra the maximum shift between each end of 
the frame was about half a pixel, whilst for the very large CCD on the blue arm 
the shift was up to three pixels.
The one-dimensional spectra were then obtained by defining an aperture for 
extraction and summing all the pixels within this aperture whilst following the 
trace along the two-dimensional frame. The same trace was used for all radial 
extractions o f a galaxy, just the central pixel and width of the aperture were 
changed each time.
-i+ I i i i i rL
0 2 0 0 4 0 0 600 800 1000
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3.5 O ne-dim ensional data reduction
3.5.1 Wavelength calibration
Dual arc lamp frames of CuAr+CuN e were taken for wavelength calibration. 
CuAr was necessary to cover the whole wavelength range o f the blue arm, whilst 
CuNe was needed to cover the red arm. Initial dispersion solutions were obtained 
using the IRAF id e n t i f y  task for both the red and the blue arm by careful com ­
parison with line-lists. The RMS residuals of both fits were less than 0.06 pixels 
or about 0 . 1  A, so the error in velocity estimation should be less than 6 kms~ . 
The approximate dispersions were 1.5 A /p ixel for the red arm and 1.73 A /p ixel 
for the blue arm. The solutions for the rest of the comparison spectra were ob­
tained using the IRAF re id e n t i fy  task which takes the initial wavelengths and 
line centres and uses them as a starting point for the fit. Each object spectrum 
was then assigned the closest dispersion solution in time to when the observation 
was taken. The solution was then applied and the output spectra were sampled 
on a linear wavelength scale.
3.5.2 Flux calibration
Four spectrophotometric standards were taken over the course o f the observing 
run. These were reduced identically to the galaxy frames, except that the aperture 
chosen for extraction was wide enough to contain all the flux from the star.
The first step in the process o f flux calibrating the spectra is to compare the 
observed standards with tabulated values of the fluxes o f these stars. This was 
done with the IRAF standard task. The spectral resolution of the observed 
standards was much higher than that in the tabulated calibration file, so the 
standards were smoothed slightly before use, using a 3-pixel median filter. The 
counts within bandpasses of width 10 A were summed and tabulated alongside the 
actual flux, / „ ,  within the bandpass. At this stage regions of the spectrum with 
prominent atmospheric absorption features were deleted, to avoid them being 
included in the fit. The next step is to calculate a sensitivity function, which 
is obtained by fitting a function to the calibration points C,\.
C\ =  2.51og10 +  A E x, (3 .1 )
where 0\ is the observed counts in the bandpass, T is the exposure time (but
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here all images are already normalised to 1 second exposure), B\ is the width 
o f the bandpass, F\ is the tabulated flux of the standard star, A is the airmass 
and finally E,\ is the atmospheric extinction in magnitudes per airmass. The 
extinction curve used here was the latest one available on the ING website1.
An average sensitivity function for each arm was obtained by interactively fitting 
a cubic spline to the average of the calibration points from all but one o f the 
standard stars. This star was excluded from the fit as it was taken during a 
period o f poor weather conditions. Some points near the ends o f the spectra were 
also excluded from the fit. It was necessary to use a fairly high order (5 -7 ) cubic 
spline to fit the rapidly changing function closely enough. Finally, this function, 
S\, was applied to all the galaxy spectra by use o f equation 3.2.
As the conditions for the run were not photometric it was not possible to ob­
tain absolute flux values from the fluxing procedure but it was still possible to 
obtain relative values, ensuring that the shape o f the spectrum is accurate even 
if the values are only correct up to a multiplicative constant. For this reason it 
was possible to average the calibration points and only determine one sensitivity 
function for each arm.
3.5.3 Extinction correction and dereddening
The next step is to correct the spectra for the effects o f interstellar dust along the 
line o f sight within the Milky Way towards the observed galaxy. The dust affects 
the light in two ways: extinction and reddening. Extinction is the loss o f light 
due to absorption and scattering as it travels through the interstellar medium. 
Blue light is scattered more than red light, so the galaxy appears redder than it 
actually is, this is called reddening.
The amount o f extinction towards an object is normally given in magnitudes in 
a filter-band. Observations o f an object in the V  band with no intervening dust 
would have apparent magnitude ???.0, whilst in the presence o f dust the magnitude 
would be ???,£), therefore the extinction A y  is given by
(3.2)
A y  =  m D -  m 0.
1 www.ast.cam.ac.uk/ING/lpinfo/wlext.html
(3.3)
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The reddening or colour excess E, is the difference in extinction at different wave­
bands and is a measure of the amount o f dust along the line o f sight to the 
object.
E ( B - V )  =  A b - A v
=  (m B -  m v )D -  [mB -  m v )o, (3.4)
where A B is the extinction in the B  band. The extinction law is then the depen­
dence o f extinction A\ on wavelength A. For ease o f use, the various extinction 
laws, seen through different amounts o f dust are normalised. Normally
v- ... E ( A -  V)
' E ( B - V )
is plotted against A-1 . A further parameter R is defined such that
-A '(A  -+ oo) =  E J ' _  V ) =  R, (3.5)
since when A —> oo, A\ —> 0. So R  is the point where the extinction curve crosses 
the ordinate axis and is defined as the ratio of total-to-selective extinction; it 
compares the total extinction along the line of sight A v  to an object with the 
wavelength dependent extinction E (B  — V ). The value of R varies from 2.6 to
5.5 depending on the density of the obscuring material, with a mean o f 3.1 in the 
diffuse regions of the Milky Way. This is valid all the way from the ultra-violet 
portion of the spectrum to 1 0  /mi (Cardelli, Clayton k  Mathis 1988; Rieke k  
Lebofsky 1985; Mathis k  Cardelli 1992).
1 he Galactic interstellar extinction law has been determined observationally by 
comparisons of reddened and unreclclened stars. The most recent estimates are 
by Cardelli, Clayton k  Mathis (1989) (CCM ) and Fitzpatrick (1999) and it is 
the CCM  parameterisation that has been used to deredden the spectra presented 
here. In this parameterisation the extinction in the optical region (3000 — 8000 A) 
of the spectrum is fitted by an equation of the form
=  a(x ) +  K x )/R  (3.6)
where
x =  1 /A
a(x)  =  0.574a’ 1 '61 
b(x) =  -0 .5 2 7 a 1-61
R =  3.1 (3.7)
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Av  is calculated from equation 3.5 using the relevant estimate o f E ( B  — V)  for the 
ob ject (see table 3.3) and used in equation 3.6 to calculate A\ for each wavelength. 
The spectra are dereddened by applying
fxo =  fxD x 10°-4A\  (3.8)
The value o f E ( B  — V)  used, the selective extinction along the line o f sight to the 
object, was estimated from the new full-sky dust maps o f Schlegel, Finkbeiner 
& Da.vis (1998). The dust maps are constructed from the CO B E /D IR B E  and 
IRAS/ISSA  surveys with point sources and zodiacal light removed and are twice 
as accurate as the older Burstein-Heiles reddening estimates (Burstein & Heiles 
1978). The extinction value for each object is given in table 3.3.
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Objects Galactic Coordinates E ( B  -  V)
0055-016 126.46 -64 .22 0.035
0106+130 129.44 -49 .32 0.027
0206+355 140.28 -24 ,43 0.094
0207+095 152.80 -48 .44 0.080
0208-067 169.07 -62 .09 0.024
0217+017 162.72 -53 .96 0.048
0300+162 163.06 —35.96 0.136
0325+023 180.97 -42 .02 0.124
0356+102 179.84 -31 .05 0.224
0419+140 180.81 -24 .26 0.831
0431-134 209.78 -36.41 0.146
0502-103 210.14 -28 .28 0.107
0755+379 182.68 28.83 0.046
0833-016 227.22 22.07 0.027
1004+146 222.87 49.68 0.048
1040+317 196.23 61.83 0.025
1131+493 152.03 63.46 0 . 0 2 0
1132+492 151.96 63.63 0.016
1309+210 340.58 82.12 0.033
1350+316 54.59 76.06 0.017
1359-113 328.98 47.68 0.064
1422+268 36.91 69.23 0.019
1452-054 349.93 45.62 0.070
1452+165 18.58 59.59 0.023
1514+072 9.42 50.12 0.037
1601 +  173 44,50 47.59 0.051
1602+178 31.55 44.54 0.046
1602+240 39.96 46.49 0.073
1652+398 63.60 38.86 0.019
1658+302 51.93 35.90 0.030
1706+094 29.79 26.97 0.108
1717-009 22.93 20.56 0.340
1842+455 74.70 2 0 . 2 2 0.078
Cygnus A 76.19 5.76 0.374
2221-023 61.87 -46.71 0.085
2229-086 55.87 -52 .05 0.055
2235+408 97.53 -15 .07 0.255
2243+394 98.13 -17 .06 0.140
2308+073 84.23 -47 .57 0.067
2320+203 96.37 -37 .66 0.099
Fable 3.3: Extinction estimates calculated using the dust maps from Schlegel, 
Finkbeiner & Davis (1998).
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3.6 Redshift determ ination
For the index analysis in chapter 5 it is necessary to shift the spectra to their rest- 
frame wavelengths. The precise shift from observed to rest-fram e wavelengths for 
each observation needs to be determined to ensure that all the absorption features 
to be measured are at exactly the correct wavelengths. Although the redshifts for 
the entire sample are known, these values are heliocentric rather than observed 
values, which could introduce systematic errors into the shift. The wavelength 
calibration could also have small errors, owing to the fact that each spectrum has 
been assigned the closest dispersion solution in time to the observation. Exact 
results would have required arcs to be taken before and after each object exposure 
ensuring the telescope is not moved in the interim. The redshifts have been 
redetermined for all the blue arm spectra and those red arm spectra where it was 
possible. As the index analysis is carried out on the blue arm spectra it is more 
important to have values for these.
Most radial velocity measurements have been obtained by using a Fourier cross­
correlation technique, but when it was difficult to get sensible answers i.e. for 
those galaxies with large emission rather than absorption features, the shift was 
calculated from the positions o f the most prominent emission features.
3.6.1 Using absorption features
The cross-correlation technique (Tonry & Da,vis 1979; Statler 1995) can be used to 
measure both redshifts and velocity dispersions. Though it is reasonably simple to 
measure redshifts using the IRAF fx c o r  task, velocity dispersion measurements 
are more complicated so a separate routine was written to estimate these (see 
section 3.7 for details).
Let G(n)  be the spectrum of a galaxy whose redshift is to lie determined and 
T (n ) the spectrum of a template star at zero redshift. Both spectra are con­
tinuum subtracted so that the comparison is only between the features in the 
spectrum rather than the shape as well. This was done by fitting and subtracting 
polynomials from both spectra in an interactive way. The spectra are then sam­
pled into N equally spaced bins in log A, which is also equal spacing in velocity
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where c is the speed o f light.
A normalised cross-correlation function C(n)  is then computed: 
C ( n ) =  G(m) ® T{n)
NcrGo j
777. — 0
where aG and cjt are the RMS deviations of the spectra:
N
4  = N
] T G ( n ) 2 (3.11)
72 = 0
similarly for a'j.
Fourier cross-correlation is just an extension of this in Fourier space:
C(k)  =  — — G(k)T*(k)  (3.12)
iv a g®t
where C { k ) , G ( k ) and T(k)  are the Fourier transforms of C (n ) ,G (n )  and T(n)  
respectively, with * denoting the complex conjugate. The advantage of performing 
the cross correlation in Fourier space is that the unwanted high and low frequency 
noise can be filtered out.
The radial velocity of the galaxy is then obtained by finding the position of the 
highest peak, which denotes the best match between galaxy and template. The 
value o f the shift in bins s gives the radial velocity cz where cz =  A v  x .s. It 
is obvious that the best results are found by using a template with a similar 
spectrum to the galaxy being observed, but of precisely known radial velocity. 
The two radial velocity standards used as templates were kindly lent by Dave 
Bowen2 and were HD182572 (vr — —100.5 ±  0.4 kms-1 ) and HD171391 (ty =  
+6.9 ±  0 .2kms-1 ), both are G 8 -type stars with strong absorption features. The 
templates had a resolution of 6.2 A, or 350 kms- 1  at 5300 A (Bowen, Pettini L  
Boyle 1998) which is coarser than the galaxy spectra, so they were interpolated 
to the resolution of the galaxy spectra prior to cross-correlation. Each object has 
been cross-correlated with both templates, the results have been averaged and 
the errors averaged in quadrature. As a cross check, the objects were also cross- 
correlated with two galaxies, NGC 315 and NGC 772. The results are presented 
in table 3.4.
"'Department of Physical Sciences, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ
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3.6.2 Using emission features
The IRAF r v i d l i n e s  task was used to recalculate redshifts for those galaxies with 
prominent emission features. The main features used were the Balmer series, the 
4000A break and the oxygen and calcium lines.
For one galaxy (0502—103) significant rotation was observed, so the radial velocity 
was determined for each 0.6" radial extraction separately. The rotation curve 
derived from emission lines is shown in figure 3.6.
Rotation Curve of 0 5 0 2 -1 0 3  (ARP187)
D is ta n ce  f r o m  c e n t r e  in o r c s e c s
Figure 3.6: The rotation curve of 0502—103.
3.7 Central velocity dispersion determ ination
3.7.1 Introduction to velocity dispersions
Velocity dispersions in galaxies arise from the fact that stars are moving on ran­
dom ly oriented orbits, resulting in the final average spectrum having broader and 
shallower absorption features than the spectra, from the individual stars. The
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0300+162 10020 73 9566 9773
0325+023 8972* 31 9054
0356+102 8985* 32 9077* 9 9174
0419+140 19440 156 19567 19278
0431-134 10233 99 10467 6 10912
0502-103 11840 183 12059* 11812
0755+379 12309* 51 12295* 3 12381
0833-016 9485 89 9058 8994
1004+146 9203 97 8631 8814
2221-023 16858* 45 16960* 42 16848
2229-086 25007 85 24768 24763
25008* 50
2243+394 24215* 22 24131 8 8 24163
2308+073 13172 72 13218 13221
Table 3.4: Radial velocity redeterminations. A * indicates an emission-line es­
timation. Errors have not been quoted lor some of the red arm spectra where a 
template mismatch made it difficult to provide a sensible estimate, but could be 
as high as 2 0 0  kms- 1. Columns 2  and 3 are raw radial velocity shifts between 
the template and galaxy spectra and are not heliocentric as the it is this raw 
shift which is applied to the spectra in the analysis. However the final column 
containing published values are heliocentric.
observed spectrum is a convolution of the intrinsic galaxy spectrum and the ve­
locity distribution function. This distribution function is normally assumed to be 
Gaussian of width a, where a is referred to as the velocity dispersion. Figure 3.7 
shows a schematic of this process.
Three techniques have been used to measure velocity dispersions in the past: the 
cross-correlation method (CC) (Tonry & Davis 1981, Dalle Ore et al. 1991), the 
Fourier quotient method (FQ) (Simkin 1974, Illingworth & Freeman 1974, S argent 
et al. 1977) and the Fourier correlation quotient method (FCQ) (Bender, Saglia L  
Gerhard 1994). Di Nella et al. (1995) have obtained velocity dispersion results for 
a sample of galaxies using the three methods independently. From their results it 
appears that all the methods give answers consistent to within 50 kms“ 1. Owing 
to the similar accuracy of the methods the cross-correlation method was chosen 
to be used here as it is the simplest to use and can work successfully with lower 
signal-to-noise spectra than the other two methods.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic showing how velocity dispersions arise
The m ethod iised here is very similar to the one described by Dalle Ore et al. 
(1991). Essentially the galaxy spectrum is convolved with a template spectrum in 
a similar manner to the radial velocity measurements, although this time it is the 
width o f the cross-correlation peak rather than its position, which is important, 
as the width o f the peak is also a measure of the width o f the galaxy features. The 
spectra are sampled on a log wavelength scale as before so that x  =  In A; g(x ) ,  
t (x )  are the galaxy and template spectra respectively, with the galaxy spectrum 
shifted to its rest-frame wavelength using the results from section 3.6; v (x )  is a 
Gaussian.
g(x )  =  t ( x ) ® v ( x )
=  t ( x ) (g) Cexp
In integral form
/» OO p  OG
t ® g  =  /  t (p)dp  /  v ( q ) t { p ~ q ) d q
J —CO J —co
/CO poov{q)dq  /  t(p)t(p -  q) dp
■OO J  — C O
-X C
;3.13)
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/C O v [ q ) { t ® t ) d q
-C O
=  v (3.14)
so velocity broadening acts like a convolution of the template autocorrelation 
function with v.
The template spectra used were the late-type stars taken at the same time as 
the galaxy observations. The stars were G 102-22 and G 10-50, both type M4 and 
G97-42 an M3.5 star. In fact only G10-50 was used as a template and the others 
were used to construct a calibration curve. Only the blue arm spectra were used, 
as experimentation with the red arm spectra showed that the templates did not 
match up well enough with the galaxy spectra to obtain sensible Gaussian-shaped 
correlation curves.
3.7.2 Preparation of spectra
The template and galaxy spectra were prepared identically, although the whole 
spectrum was extracted for the stars and only the central 1.9W was extracted 
for the galaxies. Firstly emission lines were interpolated over. Dalle Ore at at. 
(1991) found interpolation unsatisfactory and they spliced in sections o f a stan­
dard galax}^ of a similar line-strength and velocity dispersion to the object being 
measured. This was not possible here, owing to the small number and range o f 
the spectra in our sample. Splicing also biases the result a priori towards the ex­
pected value. Interpolation was adequate for all but one galaxy, PI\S 2221—023 
(3C 445), a broad-line radio galaxy whose emission features completely dom ­
inate the spectrum. The galaxy spectra were then shifted to their rest frame 
wavelengths using the values from table 3.4.
Next the spectra were resampled into logarithmic wavelength bins o f width 
60kms- 1. (A in  A =  2 x 10-4 ). Tests with smaller size bins showed that no extra 
information could Ire gained, owing to the spectral resolution. If AA =  1 A at 
5000 A then v =  60 kms-1 . The spectra then needed to be detrended as the infor­
mation about the width of the absorption lines is only contained in the spectral 
features and not the continuum. After extensive experimentation attempting to 
lit the continuum with various polynomials and splines the simplest and most 
effective method was to use a moving median filter of width 5400 kms- 1  or 90 A 
at 5000 A. The width of the filter box was wide enough that the features were not
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fitted, whilst still being narrow enough to follow the shape o f the spectrum accu­
rately. 'ldie original spectrum was then divided by the smoothed spectrum and 
1.0 subtracted off to gain a features-only spectrum with a mean of zero. The top 
line in figure 3.8 shows a raw spectrum, whilst the middle line shows the same 
spectrum after having the continuum subtracted using our median smoothing 
method.
It appears that the shape of the cross-correlation function is highly affected by 
the method used to detrend the spectra. Dalle Ore ei al. (1991) use a fifth-order 
polynom ial fit and find that they end up with cross-correlation functions with a 
narrow central peak superimposed on a broad hump. The important information 
is contained in the width o f the central peak, so they try to fit and subtract 
the baseline from the function itself in an intricate and involved manner. From 
Figures 3.10 and 3.9 it can be seen that this broad hump is not present in our 
raw cross-correlation functions, which start almost from zero, suggesting that the 
continuum treatment was sensible.
3.7.3 Baseline removal and Gaussian fitting
The template and galaxy spectra were then cross-correlated using equation 3.10 
in the region 3800-5800 A. The choice o f region included the strong calcium H 
and I< lines just shortward o f the 4000 A break. The main difficulty is in finding 
a reproducible method of measuring the FW HM  of the central peak. A linear 
baseline was fit between the lowest points of the raw cross-correlation in the 
channels (-25,0) and (0,25). This baseline was then subtracted off, the peak 
was normalised to have a maximum of 1.0 and recentered in channel (0). A 
Gaussian was then fitted to the peak with the only degree of freedom being the 
width. It was necessary to fit a Gaussian to the peak as experimentation with 
just taking the FW HM  of the peak provided unreproducible results. Some peaks 
had wings (see figure 3.9) owing to spectral blends, which made the shape slightly 
non-Gaussian. This then made the measured velocity dispersions over 100 kms - 1  
higher than any literature values. Therefore fitting a Gaussian ensured that the 
wings did not bias the results. The Gaussian was also weighted so that channels 
(-10,10) were given more weight than those further out, this is similar to Tonry & 
Davis (1981) who just fitted a parabola to the upper 11 points o f the correlation 
peak. The positive channels were also weighted slightly higher than the negative
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0755+379
Figure 3.8: Spectra of 0755+379 illustrating the median filtering continuum sub­
traction method. The top spectrum is the raw spectrum, the second is a zero 
mean, continuum subtracted spectrum and the final one has had the emission 
lines removed with linear interpolation
ones as the wings appeared mainly on the negative side.
The calibration of the peak width against velocity dispersion is established empiri­
cally by correlating the template with the late-type stars broadened by Gaussians 
of known width. The Gaussian fitting procedure was identical to that used for 
the galaxies. A calibration curve is constructed by averaging the results for a 
given broadening width for all the stars except the template against itself. The 
noise present in the autocorrelation of the template with itself biases the peak a 
little too high. The calibration curve used is given in figure 3.11.
3.7.4 Results
As explained above the accuracy in estimating <r, the velocity dispersion, is ob­
viously dependent firstly on getting well matched galaxies and template and sec­
ondly on measuring the width of the peak correctly. Dalle Ore et al. (1991) state
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Raw CC Normalised CC with Gaussian fit
Figure 3.9: Raw and subtracted cross-correlations of the template with various 
central galaxy spectra. This is similar to figure 3.10 with the left panels showing 
the raw correlations of the template with the galaxy and the right panels showing 
the cross-correlation after baseline subtraction and normalisation with the best- 
fit Gaussian.
that the error in the measured width W  scales roughly as
A W  1 A y
W y ’
(3.15)
where Ay/y  is the typical uncertainty of the cross-correlation function near the 
peak and Nc is the number of independent data channels in the peak. A conser­
vative estimate o f the error is 1 0 % and it is this value that is used in the results 
below.
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Raw CC Normalised CC with Gaussian fit
Figure 3.10: Raw and subtracted cross-correlations of the template with a broad­
ened late-type star. The left panels show the raw correlations of the template 
with the star (,¡102-22. The right panels shows the cross-correlation after baseline 
subtraction and normalisation. Also shown is the best-fit Gaussian.
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Blue Spectra Calibration Curve (3800 —5800À)
a ( k m /s )
Figure 3.11: The velocity dispersion calibration curve. The ordinate is the 
FW H M  of the Gaussian fitted to the peak of the cross-correlation function after 
baseline subtraction and scaling. The points represent standard stars broadened 
with different size Gaussians and the dotted line is the average o f all the red stars 






0300+162 198 242 ±  26 SHI90
0325+023 189 ±  5 SHI90






1004+146 273 272 ±  19 TD81
2229-086 266
2243+394 119
2308+073 278 237 ±  33 WHLDS3
Table 3.5: Central velocity dispersion estimates. SHI90 is from Smith, Heckman 
& Illingworth (1990), TD81 is from Tonry & Davis (1981) and YVHLD83 is from 
W hite et, al. (1983).
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3.8 Nuclear spectra
The spectra, presented here are central 15" extractions, clereddened for extinction 
within the Milky Way, normalised to have a value ol 1 . 0  at 5500 A. The blue and 
red ends portions of the spectra have been spliced together using an inverse vari­
ance weighting summation in the overlap region. The errors have been calculated 
for this procedure by calculating the RMS of a 1 0  pixel box around each pixel. 
The entire spectrum has then been smoothed once for display purposes using a 
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Figure 3.12: Radio galaxy spectra ( con t.)
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Figure 3.12: Radio galaxy spectra ( con t.)









This chapter aims to provide an estimate o f the extinction towards a putative 
hidden quasar nucleus using the infrared images introduced in chapter 2 . Quasar 
nuclei can be detected as unresolved point sources superimposed on top o f the 
galax}' light at K  and simply as unresolved point sources at L'. A typical K  — L' 
value for a quasar nucleus is subtracted from the K  — L' colour o f the point 
source giving an estimate of the reddening towards the nucleus. Unfortunately a 
transmitted quasar continuum is not the only cause o f a galaxy nucleus appearing 
red; the stellar populations of elliptical galaxies are intrinsically redder in the 
centre, whilst a central dust lane or foreground dust could also produce reddened 
nuclei. For the initial extinction estimate in this chapter, stellar population and 
dust effects will not be taken into consideration as they are analysed in detail in 
chapter 5, where their effect on the whole picture shall be considered.
As mentioned in chapter 1 the stellar and non-stellar components o f the K  band 
light need to be deconvolved in order to detect a reddened nuclear point source. 
Section 4.2.1 uses the ‘scale and subtract’ method of Djorgovski et al. (1991) for 
the few galaxies for which observations in both H  and K  bands are available. 
This is done in order to compare this method with the more robust m ethod of 
surface brightness modelling, which carried out in section 4.2.2. The inferred 
extinction towards the nucleus is then estimated in section 4.4.
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4.2 Estimating the unresolved nuclear com p o­
nent
4.2.1 Scale and subtract method
The II band frames have been normalised to the I\ band frames in an annulus 2" 
from the nucleus and 2" in width. The H  band image has then been subtracted 
from the A band image leaving a residual ‘nucleus’ , the magnitude of this ‘nu­
cleus’ is presented in table 4.1. The inferred nuclear values are will be in error as 
they will underpredict the nucleus in cases where the extinction is low enough to 
allow a nuclear source to also be seen at H, and overpredict the nucleus in the 
other cases (Simpson 1994b). It will though be interesting to compare the results 
of this analysis with the results from the surface brightness profile modelling to 
see how much in error any authors who have attempted to carry out this kind of 
analysis before could have been. The value estimated here for the point source in 
Cygnus A is almost a magnitude brighter than that estimated by DW M G  using 




± h  L'nuc
[mag]
±
0106+130 15.36 0 . 1 1 3.14 0 . 2 2
0206+355 14.80 0 . 1 0 3.05 0.16
0300+162 14.50 0 . 1 0 1.45 0.30
0356+102 15.52 0 . 1 0 3.57 0.16
Cygnus A 15.36 0 . 1 1 3.29 0.17
2243+394 15.67 0 . 1 1 2.98 0.25
Table 4.1: Results from primitive scale-and-subtract method of estimating the 
nuclear residual
4.2.2 Radial profile fitting of H  and K  band images
Elliptical galaxies can be well described by a simple exponential profile, known 
as the r 1' 4 or cle Vaucouleurs’ law (cle Vaucouleurs 1948):
J(r) oc exp(—7’ 1/4) (4.1)
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where I is the surface brightness at the radius r. It is usually written such that
Í ,  V \ f r \  1 / 4-7 .6 7 _  _  1
I _\ rJ i
(4,2)
where re, the effective radius, is the radius that encloses half the light o f the 
galaxy. Ie is the surface brightness at that point. The total light from the system 
under this prescription, calculated by integrating equation 4.2 in the limit as 
r -4  oo, is given by
Ltot —
8 ! exp(7.67) 2
-7T r j ,
(7.67)8 
~  7.22 irr2J t
e e
(4.3)
All the radio galaxies have been fitted with a sophisticated two-dim ensional m od­
elling code kindly provided by Ross McLure12. The details o f this modelling code 
are given in a series of papers: Taylor et al. (1996), McLure et al. (1999) and 
McLure, Dunlop & Kukuia (1999). The code was originally designed to model 
the properties o f quasar host galaxies and does this by fitting two components 
to the observed image: a de Vaucouleurs elliptical galaxy model plus a central 
unresolved nuclear spike to represent the quasar contribution. The original code 
has been modified by myself for use in this work, primarily to allow for a dimen- 
sionless value of the Hubble constant to be used which outputs the scale-lengths 
in the appropriate units and various other minor changes.
The advantages in using a full two-dimensional code over the more com m only 
employed one-dimensional elliptical isophote fitting are enormous (Taylor et al. 
1996). In the one-dimensional analysis, luminosity profiles are constructed from 
azimuthally averaging fitted isophotes. The shapes o f these isophotes are dis­
torted by both the shape o f the point spread function (PSF) and by companion 
objects. For example, the UKIRT PSF is both elliptical and has two-dim ensional 
structure, see figure 4.1. Using the two-dimensional analysis, companion objects 
are masked out easily and the shape of the PSF and the galaxy are easily decou­
pled. Another advantage is that each pixel can be assigned an individual error 
rather than statistically averaging the errors in an annulus, thereby allowing much 
better assessment of how the model compares with the original observed data.
1 Institute for Astronomy, University of Edinburgh, Blackford Hill, Edinburgh
2 Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Oxford
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The code initially produces a synthetic elliptical galaxy according to equation 4.2. 
Added to this is a central ¿-function, which represents the unresolved nuclear 
AGN component. The ‘galaxy +  ¿-function ’ image is then convolved with an 
image representing the point spread function of the telescope, normalised to 1 
second exposure time, to recreate an observed image. This is then compared 




Oi -  mi
(J;
The number o f pixels being fitted is ?j, o.; is the value of the ?th pixel in the 
observed frame and rrii is the corresponding pixel in the model frame, cq is the 
value o f the error on o,-. Incorrect error estimation will cause the model fitting 
program to give more weight to certain regions of the frame than others, resulting 
in incorrect model fits. For the majority of the frame Poisson errors dominate, 
they are calculated from the gain, readout noise and exposure time as
o-i =  A (4.5)
t/A-xp
where li is the counts in pixel i, texp the exposure time, g the gain and arii the 
reaclnoise. For the central regions, the galaxy profile is peaky and it was found by 
Taylor et al. (1996) that sampling errors dominate. Sampling errors are calculated 
by azimuthally averaging the flux in circular a,mini i around the PSF subtracted 
image. The final error image is then constructed from sampling errors in the 
central 1.5”  radius and Poisson errors elsewhere.
The parameters controlling the form of the model galaxy are then varied using 
a Downhill Simplex method (Press et al. 1996), until a minimum value of \ 2 is 
found. The five free parameters in the model are:
• the luminosity of the nuclear AGN component;
• central brightness of the galaxy;
• scale-length (re) o f the galaxy;
• the position angle of the galaxy;
• the axial ratio of the galaxy.
Extensive testing on the code (McLure, Dunlop & Ivukula 1999) has shown that 
the best fit galaxy has percentage errors of the order of <  2 % for the central 
brightness and re <  5%. The errors in the position angle and axial ratio are 
also <  2%. The errors in the estimated nuclear flux are <  3% for the redshift
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range o f the sample, although this is for an accurate PSF estimation and bright 
nuclear source. For a very faint nuclear source such as those we are attempting 
to detect here, the error depends very highly on the PSF chosen (Simpson, Ward 
& Wall 1999), see below for details. As expected, higher errors in position angle 
are found for rounder galaxies i.e. a/b < 1 . 1  where a is the sem i-m ajor axis and b 
the sem i-m inor axis. The position angle is measured anti-clockwise from  North. 
Central surface brightness and effective radius are found to be anti-correlated, as 
expected from the Kormendy relation.
The images and PSFs need to be accurately centered, to within 0.05 pixels, 
in order to obtain reproducible results for the model fitting. The centres were 
estimated in each frame using the c e n te r  task in IRAF. This works by extracting 
a box around the estimated centre and computing the intensity weighted means 
o f the profiles in the box along both the rows and the columns, for example in 
the x  direction
An estimation o f the sky background level, accurate to greater than 0.01% is 
necessary to allow proper subtraction of the sky level and proper error estimation. 
The sky level and standard deviation of the sky level have been estimated in each 
image in two ways: firstly by repeated c-clipp ing  o f a histogram of the pixel 
values and secondly by fitting the sky in an annuius around the ob ject, using 
the 1R.AF f i t  sky task. The value used in most cases was the cr-clipped one, but 
this was sometimes a little high in the cases of crowded fields or extremely large 
galaxies. In such cases the alternative estimate was used. The standard deviation 
value produced by the cr-clipping method was always higher than using f i t  sky 
and seemed to be a better estimator of the noise right across the frame.
The existence o f nearby objects can severely hamper the fitting procedure. It 
is therefore possible to define a mask such that pixels in the mask are excluded 
from the fit. Masks were constructed by inspecting the galaxy image prior to 
the fitting procedure, identifying all the nearby objects, defining a radius around 
the object to be excluded from the fit and writing out the positions o f all pixels 
within this radius to a mask file. Cygnus A was slightly more difficult, as it is at 
low galactic latitude and contains significantly more stellar objects in the frame 
(50-60), than the other radio galaxies (0 -5 ). There was even a bright stellar 
object on top of Cygnus A itself, whose position was only discovered after an
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initial rough model fit was subtracted from the galaxy frame. It was necessary 
to run the model fits for Cygnus A with a variety of different masks: too much 
o f the frame masked out and the fit was poorly constrained; insufficient masking 
and the fit was weighted by some bright objects at large radii. 0206+355 was 
also difficult as it has another galaxy nearby, either along the line-of-sight or 
perhaps even interacting. Modelling was attempted firstly by masking out only 
the nucleus of the second object but without success. Attempts were made then 
to mask out a whole side of 0206+355, but again with little success. Therefore 
the only estimate o f the magnitude of this nuclear source comes from the scale- 
an d-s u b t r ac t results.
It is important to have an accurate measure o f the PSF of the telescope as it allows 
us to quantify the blurring o f the observations due to seeing affects and telescope 
optics. Inaccurate measurement of the PSF can introduce serious errors in the 
model fitting: scattered light, if incorrectly modelled, can lead to overestimates 
o f the galaxy luminosity at large radii; incorrect PSF shape can lead to spurious 
galaxy morphology results. For this analysis bright, but unsaturated, standard 
star observations were used. It was important to use bright well-exposed stan­
dards, especially for objects with bright nuclear sources, as faint standard stars 
do not adequately sample the full dynamic range of the PSF. Figure 4.1 shows 
an image of one of the standard stars used. It can be seen by inspection that the 
PSF on UKIRT is elliptical rather than the expected circular shape and contains 
a ghost-type artefact towards the north-west. Ideally a PSF taken either just, 
before or just after each galaxy observation should be used as this provides an 
accurate measure of the seeing at that time. The next best solution was to use a 
library of well—exposed stars taken on the same telescope and instrument but at 
a different time, with a selection of seeing widths so that each galaxy observation 
can Ire matched with the most appropriate PSF. A set of 12 stars taken exactly 
for this purpose on UKIRT with widths between 0.78" and 1.42" were again kindly 
lent by Ross McLure. These PSFs were extremely good for accurately modelling 
the scattered light and produced stable galaxy fits, such that the position angle, 
axial ratio, scale length and bulge height changed only within the expected errors 
using different PSFs. Matching the seeing was crucial as the size of the central 
nuclear spike fitted changed significantly for different assumed PSFs, see table 4.2 
for two examples of this.
Another solution was to use faint stars extracted from the actual galaxy frame
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Figure 4.1: Greyscale image of a A band PSF from UKIRT used in the 2 - 
dimensional modelling code
Galaxy PSF FW HM  ["] xL i Millie
0106+130 True 0.96
2 0 . 8 8 1 . 1 0 16.50
3 0.94 1.15 16.22
4 1.15 1.04 14.83
0356+102 True 0.92
2 0 . 8 8 1.96 16.07
3 0.94 1.30 15.28
4 1.15 1.79 14.79
Table 4.2: Comparison of fits obtained using different PSFs
itself as PSFs. Although a good dynamic range in PSF is necessary for the bright 
nuclei and quasar fitting, the most important point to consider when modelling 
radio galaxies is correct knowledge o f the seeing width. This is because the shape 
of the de Vaucouleurs, profile is very peaky in the centre and the nuclear excess 
is very faint, so an incorrect width will not fit the galaxy central regions properly. 
Once the fitted model was subtracted from the original frame there was usually 
still a nuclear excess, not centered exactly on the galaxy centre, but a few pixels 
to either side.
Eventually an optimum solution was found which used the set o f well-exposed 
stars as PSFs and used the PSF which best matched the FWI4M of the stars in the 
frame. If the required width o f the PSF was between two PSFs in the library then
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Rodius (a rcsecs)
Figure 4.2: Percentage flux enclosed against radius for three PSFs spanning the 
seeing range of the galaxy sample. The top line is the narrowest PSF, whilst the 
bottom  line is the broadest.
the narrower one was chosen as it would slightly overestimate the central galaxy 
flux, thereby underestimating any residual. An underestimate o f the residual is 
preferable in this analysis to an overestimation as this will eventually result in 
a minimum value of the extinction towards any nuclear source, which is a much 
more informative than the maximum value of the extinction. The spike size 
was set to zero in the starting simplex, thereby only allowing the four parameters 
describing the galaxy to be fitted. Photometry on the residual could then be used 
to estimate the nuclear excess. To ensure that seeing effects did not influence the 
galaxy fit, the fit was only from 2" out to a radius where the sky noise dominates 
between 15" -  25", depending on the size o f the galaxy. Figure 4 . 2  shows the 
percentage o f the total stellar flux contained within a certain radius for the PSFs 
used. It can be seen that over 85% of the flux is contained within the central 
2 " radius or 4" diameter. As a final check to ensure that the choice of PSF and 
fitting region did not adversely affect the galaxy fit, the two test galaxies used 
previously were fitted between 2"-20" and l" -2 0 "  using 4 different PSFs. The 
results are presented in table 4.3. It can be seen that the starting the fit at 2" 
does not affect, the galaxy fit chosen.













0106+130 1 "—2 0 " 1 11.81 2.94 18.11 1 2 2 1.07
2 11.82 2.85 18.06 1 2 2 1.08
3 11.83 2.90 18.10 1 2 2 1.07
4 11.84 2 . 8 8 18.10 1 2 1 1.08
2 " - 2 0 " 1 11.81 2.96 18.13 1 2 2 1.07
2 11.82 2 . 8 8 18.07 1 2 2 1.08
3 11.83 2.93 18.12 1 2 2 1.07
4 11.84 2.91 18.12 1 2 2 1.08
0356+102 1 "—2 0 " 1 11.35 1.91 18.02 57 1.23
2 11.36 1.85 17.96 58 1.23
3 11.36 1.89 18.01 57 1.24
4 11.38 1.87 18.00 58 1.25
2 " - 2 0 " 1 11.35 1.91 18.02 57 1.23
2 11.36 1 . 8 6 17.97 58 1.23
3 11.36 1.89 18.01 57 1.24
4 11.38 1.87 18.00 58 1.25
Table 4.3: Results o f modelling test to ensure that galaxy fit is not dependent 
on fitting region or PSF used. The results are presented in the same way a,s 
in table 4.5. mgai is the magnitude of the total integrated light as given by 
equation 4.3. re is the effective radius (sem i-m ajor axis) and /j,e is the surface 
brightness at that point.
4.2.3 Nuclear flux estimation
The magnitude of the unresolved nuclear excess was then estimated by photom ­
etry on a difference frame, this being the difference between the observed frame 
and the model. The central portions (28" x 28") of these difference frames are pre­
sented in section 4.2.4, where the success in accurately fitting and subtracting the 
galaxy can be seen. Figures 4.3-4.44, show positive excesses (observed >  m odel) 
as white and negative excesses (observed <  model) as black over the background, 
which has a mean of zero. To give an idea of the range of these excesses in each 
frame the maximum and minimum pixel values are also given beside each plot. 
The images are centered on the photometric centres of the galaxies marked as 
crosses. It can be seen that the excess is not centered on the cross in all cases, 
especially for the fainter excesses. This should not be surprising as the dynamical 
centre o f the galaxy, where we expect the quasar/black hole to be situated, will 
not necessarily completely coincide with the photometric centre of the galaxy, say
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in the case of multiple nuclei or dynamically distinct nuclei. The position of the 
radio core should mark the position of the quasar nucleus and ideally photometry 
centred on this position would give an accurate measure of the possible excess 
due to the quasar. However, radio positions accurate to around 1/10" would be 
needed and from table 2 . 2  it can be seen that the positional errors on the radio 
source were much greater than this.
It is also noticeable from the difference frames that the nuclear regions o f most of 
the galaxies are not smooth and so do not fit a de Vaucouleurs law exactly. Some 
galaxies have central dust lanes (e.g. Cygnus A) so that the model overpredicts the 
nuclear flux significantly. It has not been possible to estimate the excess nuclear 
flux for these objects using this method. It is however possible to quantify the 
size o f the point source required to make these galaxies resemble a de Vaucouleurs 
galaxy. The magnitude of the point source is given in table 4.4. For the other 
galaxies photometry was carried out using a 1 0  pixel ~  2 .8 " diameter aperture 
centered on the excess, or the brightest excess in the case o f double nuclei. The 
small aperture was used to avoid including in the photometry any galaxy Light that 
just appeared in the residual image owing to small morphological irregularities. 
Again using the assumption that the residual is attributable to an unresolved 
quasar (or nuclear starburst), the flux is scaled by the expected PSF flux within 
that aperture, which typically contains around 80-90% of the total (see figure 4.2).











Cygnus A (H) 15.27
Cygnus A (A') 15.11
Iable 4.4: Magnitude of nuclear point source required to fit a de Vaucouleurs law
It is important to quantify a detection limit so that any undetected sources can
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be taken to be fainter than this limit. This was estimated by taking the error on 
the nuclear flux to be a 2 =  e2 ,n, where e is the average value o f the error in a 3” 
aperture in the error image, consisting of both sampling and Poisson errors, and 
n is the number o f pixels in this aperture. An acceptable signal-to-noise (S N ), 
considering the errors involved in the modelling procedure, was chosen to be 5a.
The signal-to-noise is estimated from the ratio o f counts in the ob ject to the 
noise. The total counts ‘T ’ are considered to consist o f two components: the 
ob ject ‘ O ’ and the sky LS\
S N  =
T -  S
( < 4  +  cr2 ) 1 / 2
O
( ° o  +  2 crs ) 1 / 2
=  ____ 5____  ( 4  7)
( 0  +  2 4 ) 1 / 2  1 ' I
From Gaussian statistics on the object counts, a 20 — 0 .  This quadratic can then 
be solved for a detection limit in counts within a chosen aperture for a chosen 
S N  such that
{ S N y  +  ( S N ) f (  M y
U l i m    c y  ( - 4 . 0  j
where a  is the error on the nuclear flux calculated above. The detection limit in 
counts is then converted to a limiting magnitude using the standard conversion.
4.2.4 Results
Table 4.5 gives the results of the profile fitting for all the K  and I i  band images 
in the sample. These are presented in a similar manner to table 4.3. The errors 
on the nuclear magnitudes arise from photometric zeropoint errors (see table 2.4) 
and Poisson noise errors added in quadrature.
Luminosity profiles of the model fits and observed data in azimuthally averaged 
bins are presented in figures 4.3 -  4.44. The solid line is the model whilst the 
points with error bars represent the observed data. Most galaxies do seem to 
be well fit by an r 1//4 law, especially within the central 10" or so. Some galaxies 
deviate from the model beyond this point as they becom e more disk-like than 
bulge-like, which is quite common for the biggest elliptical galaxies. M odel fitting 
was also carried out for these disky galaxies using a Freeman disk law (Freeman
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1970)
/ ( r )  =  IQ exp (4 -9)
but it was found that a de Vaucouleurs law was more appropriate to the central 
regions o f all these galaxies, and consistently gave a much lower \ / 2  value.
4.2.5 Comparison of Results
The limit on the magnitude o f the nuclear point source in Cygnus A of >  17.18 is 
consistent with the flux of the nuclear point source at 2.25/.¿m measured by Tad- 
hunter et al. (1999) on the HST of / 2 .2s /.mi =  (4 .9 ± 1 .0 )x l0 ~ 31W  m - 2  Hz- 1  ~  17.8 
mag and is completely inconsistent with that measured by DW M G of 16.2+0.5. 
Stockton, Ridgway k  Lilly (1994) also carried out elliptical isophote and one­
dimensional surface brightness profile fitting of Cygnus A over the radial range 
3.5"-12". They find an ellipticity of 0.228 (1 — 6 /a )  and position angle o f PA - 
— 13.8° =  166.2°, which are both comparable to the values found here o f 0.194 
and 165°, which were estimated over a larger range in radii. However, the value 
of re is given as 65"±10" which is ~  53 h- 1 kpc-1 , significantly larger than the 
fitted value of 22.48.
As another test o f the reliability of the modelling code, observations o f 0106+130 
and 0356+102 have been kindly lent by Chris Simpson3 who has used his m od­
elling code to carry out a nearly identical modelling of these images. Model 
fitting using our code has produced identical galaxy parameters to his. There 
are differences though between the results for the nuclear flux. The estimate of 
the nuclear flux seems to be highly dependent on the choice of PSF and starting 
simplex. The method used here o f estimating the nucleus allows for an excess not 
centered exactly on the centre of the galaxy isophotes, as is definitely the case in 
0356+102, whilst Simpson has forced his code to fit the excess at the centre o f the 
galaxy isophotes, thereby predicting no excess for 0356+102 and underpredicting 
the nuclear flux in 0106+130.
It. is also important to consider whether any emission lines in the K  band could 
be contaminating the images. The only emission line in this region of the spec­
trum is Paschen a  with a rest-frame wavelength of 1.875/¿m (Hill, Goodrich k  
DePoy 1996), which would correspond to a wavelength o f 2.045/mi for the high­
3Subaru Telescope, National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, Hilo, Hawaii
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est redshift object in the sample. As can be seen from figure 4.47 the effective 
filter response o f the K  band filter at this wavelength is extremely low, so even a 
strong emission feature would remain virtually undetected by the K  band filter. 
A typical unobscured quasar has a P aa /H a  ratio o f 0.05 (see Osterbrock 1989), 
any obscuration o f the H a line by dust would increase this ratio. The relative 
strengths o f the H a features seen in figure 3.12 compared to the strength of their 
continuum are small in all but 2221—023 and therefore contamination by emission 
features is not an important issue for these objects.
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[mag] [mag] [/i-1 kpc] [mag/arcsec ] [°] a /b
0055-016 K > 17.47 10.24 7.29 19.06 103 1.04
0106+130 II 16.41 0.20 12.17 3.03 18.53 114 1.12
K 14.80 0.10 11.83 2.93 18.12 122 1.07
0207+095 K 16.11 0.11 12.24 2.75 17.61 45 1.17
0208-067 K 14.80 0.10 10.92 3.35 18.16 60 1.42
0217+017 K 15.23 0.11 10.16 5.48 18.50 131 2.20
0300+162 II 16.29 0.20 11.63 1.68 17.89 130 1.20
K 14.29 0.10 11.58 1.89 18.08 132 1.20
0325+023 K 15.31 0.11 10.07 8.07 19.90 152 1.46
0356+102 II 15.07 0.20 11.24 2.17 18.19 60 1.21
K 14.85 0.10 11.36 1.86 17.97 58 1.23
0419+140 K 1,5.42 0.11 11.84 3.41 18.28 120 1.18
0431-134 K > 16.94 10.91 2.63 17.92 85 1.06
0502-103 K > 15.14 10.79 3.11 18.00 158 2.03
0755+379 K > 17.31 10.08 4.46 17.99 145 1.40
1040+317 K 15.87 0.04 11.19 3.62 18.96 146 1.25
1131+493 K > 15.40 10,30 2.66 17.49 175 1.24
1132+492 K 15.03 0.04 10.91 1.98 17.55 40 1.06
1309+210 K > 14.56 10.63 1.00 15.94 163 2.57
1350+316 K 16.31 0.05 10.76 4.29 18.40 61 1.99
1359-113 K > 15.79 10.01 3.88 17.85 58 1.16
1422+268 K 14.31 0.03 10.99 7.17 19.42 125 1.22
1452+165 K > 15.64 10.18 4.62 17.95 149 1.17
1452-054 K 15.88 0.04 11,56 1.25 16.90 59 1,88
1514+072 K 15.86 0.04 9.68 13.6 20.33 35 1.33
1601+173 K > 14.89 10.49 2.07 17.04 59 1.45
1602+178 K > 15.45 10.62 3.21 18.36 93 1.19
1602+240 K 16.08 0.05 9.72 5.88 18.75 168 1.39
1652+398 K 11.74 0.03 10.13 1.96 16.66 166 1.25
1658+302 K 14.83 0.03 11.19 1,39 16.89 59 1.15
1706+094 K > 15.26 10.64 2.79 17.67 129 1,51
1717-009 K 14.32 0.03 10.81 3.42 18.76 76 1.04
1842+455 K > 17.45 10.85 14.37 19.76 46 1.14
Cygnus A II > 18.49 10.26 24.32 21.34 165 1.25
K > 17.18 9.71 22.48 20.51 165 1.24
2221-023 H < 12.88 12.48 1.10 16.73 89 1.15
K < 11.49 12,34 1.14 16.66 108 1.16
2229-086 K 14.79 0.10 10.78 8.87 18.81 72 1.11
2243+394 II 15.70 0.20 12.79 4.11 19.20 105 1.43
K 14.81 0.10 12,35 3.75 18.56 110 1.27
2308+073 K 14.82 0.10 10.02 5.60 18.28 86 1.32
2320+203 K 14.36 0.10 10.13 5.44 18.61 64 1.16
Fable 4.5: Results of model galaxy fitting. The first column gives the object 
name and the second gives the waveband of the image being fitted. The third 
and fourth columns give the estimated nuclear magnitude calculated from the 
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Figure 4.3: Profile o f 0055—016 in K  band
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Figure 4.4: Profile of 0106+130 in 11 band
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Figure 4.6: Profile of 0207+095 in Ii band
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Figure 4.7: Profile o f 0208—067 in I (  band
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Figure 4.9: Profile o f 0300+162 in II band
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Figure 4.10: Profile of 0300+162 in K  band
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Figure 4.12: Profile of 0356+102 in H  band
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Figure 4.13: Profile o f 0356+102 in K  band
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Figure 4.15: Profile of 0431 — 134 in K  band
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Figure 4.16: Profile of 0502—103 in K  band
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Figure 4.18: Profile of 1040+317 in K  band
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Figure 4.19: Profile o f 1131+493 in I< band
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Figure 4.21: Profile of 1309+210 in K  band
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Figure 4.22: Profile o f 1350+316 in K  band
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Figure 4.24: Profile of 1422+268 in K  band
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Figure 4.25: Profile of 1452—054 in K  band
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Figure 4.27: Profile of 1514+072 in K  band
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Figure 4.28: Profile of 1601 +  173 in K  band
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Figure 4.30: Profile of 1602+240 in K  band
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Figure 4.31: Profile o f 1652+398 in K  band
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Figure 4.33: Profile of 1706+094 in K  band
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Figure 4.34: Profile of 1717—009 in K  band
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Figure 4.36: Profile of Cvgnus A in H  band
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Figure 4.37: Profile o f Cygnus A in K  band
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Figure 4.39: Profile of 2221—023 in K  band
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Figure 4.40: Profile o f 2229—086 in K  band
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Figure 4.42: Profile of 2243+394 in K  band
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Figure 4.43: Profile o f 2308+073 in K  band
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Figure 4.44: Profile of 2320+203 in I\ band
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4.3 G alaxy parameters
Having calculated parameters for the sample o f radio galaxies it is interesting to 
see how they compare to the parameters o f ‘normal’ elliptical galaxies. Figure 4.45 
shows the /ie -  re projection of the fundamental plane. The FR  I radio sources 
are marked as stars whilst the FR II sources are marked as squares. There is 
an insufficient number o f FR II sources to be able to draw any conclusion as to 
whether there is a difference in the parameter space preferred by the two types of 
radio sources. A least absolute deviation fit to the points yields a best fit line with 
slope fie =  2.891og10?’e +  16.43, which is similar to the relation obtained by Taylor 
et al. (1996) in the I< band o f fii/2 =  2.95±o.55log10r 1/2+16.24±o.75 where n<.? =  A1 / 2  
and re — ?q / 2 for a de Vaucouleurs model. The values o f /ie have been corrected to 
=  0 from the raw values in table 4.5 by a K -correction of K { z )  =  — 3z,  similar 
to the value found by Glazebrook et al. (1994). From a study o f ellipticals in the 
Virgo cluster Capaccioli, Caon & D ’Onofrio (1992) found an upper boundary to 
the scale-lengths o f ‘ordinary’ galaxies, beyond which only brightest cluster, cD 
galaxies and luminous ellipticals with boxy isophotes are found. They conclude 
that objects belonging to the ‘bright’ family have probably undergone merging. 
As most o f the objects lie beyond this boundary, and AGN activity is thought to 
be caused by mergers, it is indeed evidence supporting the idea o f larger scale- 
lengths for galaxies which have undergone mergers.
It is also interesting to use the two known parameters to predict the third param­
eter in the fundamental plane: the velocity dispersion, av. The values obtained 
can then be compared with any values estimated in section 3.7. The parameteri- 
sation o f the fundamental plane was that calculated in the K  band by Mobasher 
el al. (1999) of log 10re =  1.38±0.26log10u +  0.30±o.o2he +  c - The normalisation 
constant c is not given, so it has been calculated from the two galaxies with the 
most well-defined velocity dispersions from the literature, 0325+023 (a  =  189 +  5, 
c =  —8.17) and 0356+102 (a =  163 ±  6 , c =  —8.15) and has been taken to be 
c =  —8.16. The velocity dispersion estimates are given in table 4.6. It can be 
seen that, on the whole, the values compare very well with the measured val­
ues, implying that the radio galaxies do follow the fundamental plane relation for 
elliptical galaxies and are indeed ‘normal’ elliptical galaxies.
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Figure 4.45: A Kormendy ¡j,e -  re relation for the model fitting results. The FR 
I radio sources are marked with a star and the FR II sources are marked with 
a square. The slope o f the best fitting line has / =  2.89 log 1 0re +  16.43. The 
vertical dashed line is from Capaccioli et. al. 1992, marking the interval between 
‘ordinary1 and bright1 ellipticals, corrected for the cosmology adopted in this 
thesis.
4.4 Initial extinction estimates
4.4.1 Conversion of magnitudes to fluxes
The magnitudes have been converted to fluxes in this and further analyses by 
taking the definition of a magnitude as given by
o r i /  fvdv F(u)  
m - - - °  ogl° j  f ^ clv F ( u ) ' (U 0 )
where r'sa is a spectrum of the reference star Vega (a-Lyrae). F(u)  is the 
effective filter response, a parameter which describes the amount o f light from 
the object that is actually recorded by the detector. It is dependent on:
• the filter transmission function;
• wavelength dependent response o f the detector and the telescope optics (quan-
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O bject (Tpp ^ sp ec Object ( jp p 0 ’s pec
kms- 1 kms- 1 kms- 1 kms ' 1
0055-016 265 199+18 1422+268 216
0106+130 224 227+20 1452+165 333
0207+095 289 1452-054 216
0208-067 236 1514+072 218 197+36,253+12
0217+017 284 1601 +  173 289
0300+162 160 198, 242+26 1602+178 204
0325+023 184 189+5 1602+240 260 243+24,278+40
0356+102 166 163+6 1652+398 335
0419+140 233 170 1658+302 233
0431-134 2 2 1 207 1706+094 262
0502-103 241 304 1717-009 174
0755+379 315 291 1842+455 328 365+23
1040+317 166 Cygnus A 295
1131+493 276 283+25 2221-023 234
1132+492 216 2229-086 367 266
1309+210 293 2243+394 2 2 2 119
1350+316 252 185+20 2308+073 324 278, 237+33
1359-113 304 2320+203 266
Table 4.6: Velocity dispersion estimates from the fundamental plane equa­
tion. The third column gives values estimated from spectra. The values 
with errors are taken from the online Hypercat catalogue (www-obs.univ- 
lyonl.fr/hypercat/intro.htm l) and references within, whilst those without errors 
were estimated in Section 3.7. The agreement between the two methods o f esti­
mating the velocity dispersion is surprisingly good.
turn efficiency);
• the wavelength-dependent transmission o f the atmosphere.
Digitised filter transmission profiles for all the wavebands have been obtained. 
The W H T optical filter profiles have then been multiplied by an estimate o f the 
quantum efficiency of the detector used taken from the W H T web page4. Kitt 
Peak produce filter profiles with the response function o f the detector already 
folded in, whilst the infrared filter profiles have been multiplied by an estimate 
o f the atmospheric transmission, which is the most important consideration at 
these wavelengths. Plots of the filter profiles are shown in figures 4.46 and 4.47. 
The magnitude o f a 1 .Jy source, the value needed to convert from magnitudes to 
fluxes, is given in table 4.7 for each filter. The flux (in Janskys) is then calculated
4 http: /  /  www.ing.iac.es/' eng/detectors/ccd_tek5.htm
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by
,5'(Jy ) =  i o _ 0 -4 (wl-m(1Jy)). (4.11)
Optical Filter Profiles
Figure 4.46: Effective filter response o f all the optical filters used in this study. 
The dotted line shows the Kitt Peak Mould B, R and I  filters with the CCD 
response function folded in. The solid line shows the WPIT Harris IB R  and I 
filters multiplied by an estimate of the quantum efficiency.
4.4.2 Results
Assuming the unified schemes tor radio—loud AC1N are correct, any detected nu­
clear sources should have the colours of a standard quasar reddened by a certain 
amount of dust along the line—of—sight. Therefore it is necessary to quantify the 
reddening to estimate the extinction. Firstly the nuclear K  -  L' sources have 
been corrected for Galactic extinction along the line of sight using the Schlegel, 
Finkbeiner & Davis (1998) E (fi — V)  estimates of each source from table 3.3. 
This has then been converted to an estimate of the infrared Galactic reddening 
E{I< -  L') using the newest estimate of the interstellar extinction law from Fitz­
patrick (1999). Generally the corrections for extinction within the Milky Way
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In f ra re d  F i l te r  P ro f i le s  and  A tm o s tp h e r ic  T ra n s m is s io n
W av elen g th  ( m i c r o n s )
Figure 4.47: The effective filter response of the UKIRT filters and the atmospheric 
transmission on Mauna Kea. The dotted line shows the filter profile multiplied 
by the atmospheric transmission for the H , K  and L' filters, whilst the solid line 
displays the transmission profile o f the atmosphere. It can be seen that the filters 
are centered on the obvious windows in the infrared sky.
Filter Aeff [/mi] m (l Jy)
B  Mould 0.44 8.952
B Harris 8.913
R  Mould 0.65 8.665
R  Harris 8.671
I Mould 0.83 8.427




Table 4.7: The magnitude of a 1 Jy source in each filter, taking account of 
the effects o f atmospheric transmission for the infrared filters and the quantum 
efficiency o f the detector for the optical filters.
were negligible, the maximum was 0.14 mag. The choice o f adopted extinction 
curve is fairly unimportant as most recent estimates converge in the infrared
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portion o f the spectrum and only for the UV  portion do they differ significantly.
It was then interesting to investigate whether an unreddened quasar could account 
for the observed unreddened nuclear colours. Parameterising the intrinsic spectral 
energy distribution of the quasar in the infrared as a powerlaw with exponent a  
( / „  cc ua ), the value of a  necessary to explain the observed colour was calculated. 
Neugebauer et al. (1987) find a median value of a  =  —1.4 for the optically selected 
Palornar -Green sample of quasars in the near infrared (1 -  2.2 gm ), with a range 
from —0.12 to —2.07. Edelson, Malkan & R.ieke (1987) find a slightly flatter value 
of —1.09 for quasars in the range 2.2 -  25 /.mi. Therefore any source requiring a 
value of of <  — 2  almost definitely contains some amount of extinction along the 
line-of-sight. The next step is to assume some intrinsic spectral shape for the 
quasar. As explained in chapter 1 DW M G use an extrapolation of the radio data 
to estimate the shape of spectral energy distribution in the infrared in two ways, 
estimating values o f a =  —0.18 and a  =  —1. Owing to the lack o f radio data and 
not necessarily believing that an extrapolation o f the radio data provides a good 
fit to the spectral shape in the infrared, we chose to use a value o f a  =  —1. Many 
authors tend to use the Palomar-Green value o f —1.4, but as this is a median 
value taken from fits in the 1 -  2 . 2  /im range and the spectral energy distribution 
appears to flatten off slightly longwards of 2 . 2  gm , the chosen value of a  =  — 1 
appears more appropriate in the K  to L' region of the spectrum.
The intrinsic colour of an a  =  —1 source is calculated by integrating the spectral 
energy distribution under the filter profiles in a similar manner to equation 4.10. 
At the redshift range of all the objects in the sample the colour is ( K  — L') =  1.68. 
Therefore the net reddening by the dust along the line of sight is given by
E( A — L') =  (A  — L')0bs — E (A  — L')mw  — 1-68. (4.12)
The amount of visual extinction at the source is then calculated by shifting the 
A and L' filters to their emitted wavelengths and using the interstellar extinction 
curve of Fitzpatrick (1999) again to calculate the inferred extinction in A y- It is 
indeed possible that the shape of the interstellar extinction curve in these distant 
galaxies is intrinsically different from the one measured in our own galaxy, as for 
example, conditions near an active nucleus may cause differently sized dust grains 
to form. However the extinction curve from our own galaxy is used as nothing 
else is available.
The /v band magnitudes are then dereddened by this estimated amount of red-
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clening to give the unobscured K  band magnitude. This is then converted to 
a. power by using M attig’s formula (M attig 1958) to calculate the luminosity 
distance o f the source
dL =  { 0 z +  (0  -  2)[ 1 +  (Slz +  1)1/2] }  (4.13)
assuming (.l =  1 and Ho — 1 0 0 /?.
^ = M f t { * - [(* + 1)1,a- 1|b  (4'14)
The power o f the source is dependent on the choice o f value for IIq, but the value 
quoted in the table can be increased to give the results in a favourite cosm ology 
by adding —2 1 ogh.
The initial extinction estimates are given in table 4.8. M ethod (a) uses the K  
band nuclei estimated from the surface brightness modelling whilst m ethod (b) 
uses the K  nucleus as estimated from the scale and subtract method. It can be 
seen that method (b) does not provide consistent answers. The implied power 
o f the sources is within the same range as the Palom ar-Green quasars at 2 . 2  ¿¿m 
(Neugebauer et al. 1987).
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4: Detecting buried quasars
Chapter F
Line strength measurements and 
nuclear stellar population 
predictions
5.1 Introduction  to stellar population m odelling
This chapter addresses the question of how the stellar populations in an elliptical 
galaxy affect the nuclear infrared colours. In the previous chapter it was assumed 
that the L' flux was entirely non-thermal in origin. This assumption is at best not 
proven and therefore requires investigation. Figure 5.1 shows the K  — L' colour 
versus redshift o f a central 3" aperture of all the galaxies analysed previously. 
Also drawn is the locus o f three old stellar populations with varying metallicities. 
It can be seen that a few objects lie above the oldest, most m etal-rich population 
and therefore their nuclear colours are not “normal” . Lilly, Longair & Miller 
(1985) drew a similar plot and found those galaxies with strong optical emission 
lines to have infrared excesses. It seems to be a similar case here; o f the spectra 
obtained, those with emission lines do lie above the maximum colours predicted 
from stellar populations.
The best way o f accurately predicting the nuclear population without the effects 
o f dust interference is to consider small regions o f the spectrum such as absorption 
features. These features are much less sensitive to dust than consideration o f the 
whole continuum or broad-band colours, which are essentially the integrated flux 
from large regions o f the spectrum. The Lick/IDS index system allows an estimate 
o f the best fit stellar population model from optical spectra, the m odel is then used





0 . 0 2 0.04 0.06 0.08 0 . 1 0
Figure 5.1: I\ -  L' colours of central 3" apertures against object redshift. The 
colours have been dereddened using the extinction estimates from table 3 .4 , so 
that the expected l\ — L1 reddening due to the Milky Way has been removed.
to predict the contribution to the stellar population at infrared wavelengths. The 
system is introduced in section 5.2 and the measurement of these indices from the 
spectra obtained in chapter 3 are carried out in section 5.3. The entire spectra are 
also fitted to different stellar population models in section 5 . 5  for comparison with 
the results from the index analysis and infrared colours predicted from these too. 
Finally for those galaxies in the sample for which spectra have not been obtained, 
an estimate of the infrared nuclear stellar population is made from the available 
optical and infrared images, the acquisition of which was described in chapter 2 .
5.1.1 Spectral synthesis modelling
Although much mention has already been made of comparing observed spectra 
with synthetic models, nothing has been said on the actual origin and authenticity 
of these models. Essentially the idea of a simple stellar population (SSP) is that 
stars ol the same metallicity are born at the same time with an initial mass
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function (IM F) and then evolve over time according to stellar evolution. The 
integrated spectrum of the population can be computed at any time by simply 
summing up the individual spectra of the stars at that instant. There are two 
main shapes o f IMF used, Salpeter (Salpeter 1955) and M iller-Scalo (Scalo 1986). 
They both follow a power-law shape for main sequence stars and only at the low 
mass end do they differ, where the M iller-Scalo IMF turns over and the number o f 
very low mass stars starts to decrease. Observations which attempt to measure 
the IMF have onty been successful in the Milky Way and a few very nearby 
neighbours, due to the necessity to resolve individual stars and then trace their 
evolution back in time. The observations currently point towards the Salpeter 
model being a slightly better fit. The universality o f the IMF has been shown 
by sensible agreement between models and observations in other galaxies. It is 
conceivable that differences may be found in the future possibly arising from 
the low mass turnover point occurring at different masses. Although much work 
has been carried out to construct stellar populations from different IMFs the 
differences are in fact very slight for elliptical galaxies. Most o f the galaxy light 
is dominated by giants at the main sequence turnoff point for ages o f about 1 0  
Gyr with masses o f about 1 M 0 , where the IMFs are similar. For this reason 
the stellar population models used in this chapter are all for Salpeter IMFs. In 
fact the differences between models from different authors (Chariot, W orthey 
& Bressan 1996) are far greater than any introduced by using different IMFs. 
Disagreement over stellar interior models, modelling of the post main-sequence 
ages and stellar atmospheres produce SSPs which predict absolute ages varying 
by around 2 0 %.
As mentioned above an SSP is constructed by integrating the spectra from a 
number o f either observed or theoretical stars. In fact it is the contribution to 
the flux in the various passbands of all the mass-bins along an isochrone which 
is summed, starting from a lower mass limit and ending at the last point on the 
isochrone. Post main-sequence phases of stellar evolution are then com puted 
separately e.g. Chariot & Bruzual (1991), Bruzual & Chariot (1993). Although 
elliptical galaxies can often be well fitted by a passively evolving stellar population 
such as an SSP, the power o f stellar population modelling becomes clear when 
different SSPs are combined together to construct com posite stellar populations 
(CSPs). These can be constructed by either assuming an exponentially decreasing 
star-form ation rate or assuming that the star-formation occurs in bursts. The
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chemical enrichment history o f the galaxy can also be accounted for by assuming 
some prescription for the feedback of material into stars, introducing more m etal- 
rich stars into the population over time. Dust effects can also be modelled by 
taking expressions for the expected reddening, either assuming the dust is evenly 
distributed within the stars, or the more simple assumption of an intervening 
layer o f dust.
x/A
Figure 5.2: Spectral energy distributions of the single age, single metallicity m od­
els from Jimenez et al. 1999. Four metallicities are displayed and for each metal­
licity eleven ages, from top to bottom: 0.01, 0.07. 0.3, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 and 15 
Gyr. In all cases, after the first Gyr or so, the hot blue stars have evolved leaving 
an older redder population.
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The models used in this chapter are those by Raul Jimenez (Jimenez et al. 1999) 
and Guy Worthey (W orthey 1994) which both have varying age and metallicity. 
Other authors have produced only solar metallicity, Z@, models so far. Worthey 
provides both index measurements and SEDs whilst Jimenez provides just SEDs. 
in both cases the SEDs cover the wavelength range between 90 .9A  and 1 . 6  x 1 0 6 A, 
however only the optical and near-infrared regions are shown in figure 5.2.
The treatment o f the post main-sequence phase o f stellar evolution is much im­
proved in the models of Jimenez. Worthey truncates at the helium flash, which 
means that once stars have evolved beyond the helium burning phase their con­
tribution to the overall SED is neglected. This is not ideal when attempting to 
accurately predict the infrared colours o f a population from its optical spectrum 
as the horizontal branch giant stars contribute significantly towards the infrared 
flux. Jimenez calculates his models up to the tip of the red giant branch (R.GB) 
for all but the most massive stars which are truncated at the carbon ignition 
point, providing a much more realistic output spectrum. His models are also 
calculated at much higher mass resolution which successfully samples the rapid 
stages o f stellar evolution and results in bluer models than other authors. See 
figure 5.3 for a clear indication o f the discrepancies between three different SSPs 
at infrared wavelengths. Although there do appear to be significant differences 
between the models at wavelengths >  1  /mi, in fact the overall shape o f the models 
is very similar owing the spectrum being dominated by blackbody emission. The 
main differences between the plots o f the models in this region are multiplicative, 
as the scaling is normalised at 6000A. Careful comparisons between models and 
observations in the ultraviolet portion o f the spectrum, where the main differ­
ences lie, are in progress (Nolan, Dunlop & Jimenez 2000). This has yet to be 
carried out in the infrared, but since Jimenez’s bluer models do appear to provide 
better fits to the age of an ob ject such as the Sun, this is evidence that his overall 
treatment is indeed more realistic.
As mentioned in chapter 1 there is a well-known degeneracy between age and 
metallicity so that the integrated spectrum of a population with a certain age and 
metallicity has a similar shape to that of a population with a lower metallicity and 
higher age (W orthey 1994). The match between the spectra is fortunately not 
identical, so the degeneracy can be lifted by concentrating on smaller features such 
as the strength o f certain absorption lines which may be more susceptible to age 
effects than metallicity effects. A scheme for doing just this has been developed by
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X /g m
Figure 5.3: Comparison of the spectral energy distribution of three different 
model SSPs in the infrared (taken from Jimenez et al. 1999, figure 10). The 
filled lines are models by Bruzual and Chariot 1993, the dotted lines are those by 
Worthev 1994, and the dashed line are the Jimenez et al. 1999 models, which are 
consistently bluer than the others owing to their more complete treatment o f the 
post mai 11-sequence stages of stellar evolution.
a group working at the Lick Observatory in California, the quantities measured 
are called line strength indices. The history and implementation o f the Lick
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scheme is described below.
5.2 Introduction  to the L ick /ID S  system
Between 1972 and 1984 an extensive spectral library o f stars, globular clusters 
and galaxies was obtained on the 3m Shane Telescope at the Lick Observatory 
using the Image Dissector Scanner (IDS). The spectra cover the 4000 -  6400 
A range and have a variable resolution of 8  -  11.5 A over that range. As the 
same instrument was used for all the spectra, although the spectra have fairly 
low and variable resolution, it is the most stable library of spectra obtained at 
present. Since completion, the library has been used as a tool to study the 
stellar populations o f both elliptical galaxies and globular clusters. To enable 
this, 2 1  indices have been defined which, whilst similar to the measurement o f the 
equivalent width of an absorption feature, also define regions outside the feature 
which set the level o f a pseudo-continuum. The neighbouring continuum regions 
are chosen so that they are insensitive to velocity dispersion broadening but still 
close enough to the feature to be a good representation o f the continuum at that 
point. They are also chosen so that they have consistently less absorption than 
the actual feature. The index is then measured by integrating the flux under this 
new pseudo-continuum , thereby ensuring that the spectral shape or the strength 
o f any neighbouring metal features does not affect the index measurement.
The development of the Lick system has been published in a series o f papers: 
Burstein et al. 1984; Faber, Burstein & Gaskell 1985; Burstein, Faber & Gon­
zalez 1986; Gorgas et al. 1993; Worthey et al. 1994; Trager et al. 1998. The 
fourth and fifth papers in the series introduce the concept o f fitting functions 
which allow the comparison of synthetic spectra with observed spectra. The 
spectral library does not cover the entire parameter space o f stellar luminosity, 
temperature, gravity and composition, so model atmospheres, or a combination 
of observed spectra and model atmospheres, are often used to construct stellar 
population models. The absorption-line strengths o f synthetic spectra do not ac­
curately represent those in observed stars with the same parameters. The fitting 
functions are empirically derived polynomials which express a measured stellar 
index as a function of surface temperature, surface gravity and [Fe/H]. Indices for 
a SSP are then calculated by integrating the contribution to the index from each 
star included in the population. The problem with using these fitting functions
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to predict observed indices is that the polynomials are derived from stars with 
Galactic abundance ratios. There is significant evidence that elliptical galaxies 
have enhanced a-elements relative to iron e.g. Worthey, Faber &; Gonzalez (1992).
5.2.1 Index definitions
There are two definitions o f indices employed: those for narrow features usually 
due to atomic species which are referred to as atomic indices ( / a); and those for 
wider features due to molecular-bancl features which are referred to as molecular 




Im =  -2 .5 lo g 10 (5.2)
Acl Ac2
where Acl and Ac2 are the limits of the central bandpass in A, S(X) is the ob­
ject spectrum and C ( A) is the linearly interpolated pseudo-continuum. C ( A) is 
defined such that
C (X) =  Sbj - ^  +  Sr^— t y  (5.3)
Ar A]) Ar A})
where
J t 2 S(x)d.x 
5  b =  r  r , A b =  (An +  Afe2)/2
S.. —
A&2 — A /_>!
i t ;
A,.2 — A,-i
Xr =  (Ari +  Ar 2 ) / 2
and Ajx, A(,2 , Ari and Ari are the limits in the blue and red continuum regions 
respectively. The exact values for the bandpasses are given in table 5.1. Another 
feature also studied is the magnitude o f the 4000A break (Bruzual 1983; Gorgas 
et al. 1999). This is defined for historical reasons as:
n -  . C G W - i A  _  / « “ VSfAJdA
'V-1U0U — r3950 . — ,.3950
J arso S{u)dX J3750 X2S{X)dX
1 here are also three more non—stanclarcl indices which are combinations o f the
previously defined ones, which were first introduced by Gonzalez (1993) in an
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attempt to find a mean metallicity indicator:
Fe5270 +  Fe5335 
<  Fe >  =      (5.5)
Fe5270 +  Fe5335 +  Fe4383 
Fe3  =      (5.6)
[MgFe] =  y /M g 6  <  Fe >  (5.7)
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I able 5.1: Bandpass definitions for all the indices used, in order o f increasing 
wavelength. Type A indicates an atomic index measured in Ä, M a molecular 
index measured in magnitudes and B the 4000Ä break. The origin of each index 
definition is given in the final column: the Lick indices are from Träger (1997). 
the Gonzalez emission features are from Gonzalez (1993), the Worthey Balmer 
features are from Worthey & Ottaviani (1997). The 4000Ä break feature is as 
defined by Bruzual (1983).
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5.2.2 Error estimation
There are many sources of error in the estimation o f index values, both from  pho­
ton noise, readout noise and systematic effects. The systematic effects are from 
a variety o f sources such as incorrect skyline subtraction, wavelength calibration 
and radial velocity estimation which have all been investigated and quantified in 
chapter 3. The Lick/IDS library spectra have been flux calibrated using a tung­
sten lamp rather than a standard star which causes those indices with a broad 
bandpass, to be offset from those measured from CCD frames. Gonzalez (1993) 
calculates that around 0.017 mag needs to be added to the value o f the M g2 index 
to account for this.
Gonzalez (1993) and Cardiel et al. (1998) have derived analytical expressions 
which can be used to calculate the random error in the index from knowledge 
of the photon and readout noise in each spectral bin. Both authors emphasize 
strongly the importance of creating error frames from the raw data and reducing 
the error and galaxy frames in parallel. This was attempted in the reduction 
o f the spectra presented here, but owing to the “black box” nature o f some of 
the reduction procedures in the IRAF software environment, it proved extremely 
tricky and unreliable. Eventually it was decided that the simplest solution was 
to use the RMS variation within a 5 pixel moving window as an estimate o f the 
error in each pixel. These errors should be uncorrelated as all the pixels are 





=  (AC2 + A C l ) / 2  
Cc =  C ( Ac)
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5.3 M easuring indices
A program vva.s written to measure observed indices using the prescription out­
lined above. The pixels were considered as discrete points, sampling the inte­
grated flux from (Aj — A A /2 ) to (A; +  A A /2 ), where A A /2  is the dispersion o f the 
spectrum and A,- the wavelength o f pixel i. The contribution of a pixel which was 
contained only partly within a bandpass was considered to be proportional to the 
percentage of the pixel within it. The accuracy of the index measuring code was 
tested on sample spectra provided by Guy Worthey on his webpage1 for exactly 
this purpose. The calculated index values were always found to agree with the 
published values to better than 2 % and in most cases to better than 0.5%. Only 
the blue arm spectra were used in the index analysis as the large size o f the CCD 
and the choice o f clichroic and grating meant that the whole o f the Lick spectral 
range fitted onto this chip.
5.3.1 Transformation to the Lick/IDS system
In order to compare like with like it is important to transform the data to the 
Lick/IDS system. A good summary of how to do this is provided by Worthey & 
Ottaviani (1997). Ideally, repeat observations of stars in the Lick library using 
the same instrument, setup and reduction as the galaxy spectra, are necessary to 
quantify the offset of each index from the Lick system and get a better handle 
on the systematic errors. Unfortunately this is not possible here as the necessity 
o f these observations was not realised until after the observing run. However, 
Kuntschner (1998) did carry out this analysis and found zero or small offsets for all 
the indices except for Fe 4383 (-t-0.60±0.13) and the known case of M g2 (+0 .023T  
0.003) mentioned previously. To account for this Gonzalez’s estimate of 0.017 mag 
has been added to the final i\lg2 index results presented in section 5.3.3. Gonzalez
(1993) also applied empirically calculated corrections for emission features (OIII) 
which appear within the central passbands of other features, such as H/3 and Fe 
5015 whereby A H/3 =  0.7 [OIII] A5007 and A  Fe 5015 =  1.0 [OIII] A5007. This
1 h ttp ://199.120.161.183:80/' worthey/html/system.html
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file: xc.rme [2308+073] index: Mg2 scon #1
5100 5200 5300 5400 5500 5600 5700
obs
Using PGPIOTV5 . 1.0  index (REDUCEMEv 2 . 1) user: jrm 2 9 -N o v -1 9 9 9  17:50
Figure 5.4: The M g2 index with the passbands overplotted as an example o f an 
index measuring region.
correction has already been applied in the plots presented in section 5.4 but not to 
the index values given in section 5.3.3. In fact the necessity o f this correction has 
been questioned by Carrasco et al. (1996), where they advise use o f combinations 
o f indices which are uncontaminated by emission, if at all possible.
It is also important to degrade the observed spectra to the resolution o f the IDS 
detector. As mentioned in section 5.2 this is low and variable with wavelength, see 
table 5.2. Before the observed spectra and associated error spectra were smoothed 
to the Lick resolution, they were shifted to their rest-fram e wavelength using the 
values calculated in section 3.6. The spectra were then put onto a log-wavelength 
scale and separated into five sections (<4200, 4200-4650, 4650-5150, 5150-5700, 
>5700) which represent as closely as possible the different resolution regions o f the 
detector. Each of the regions were then smoothed independently to the resolution 
of the Lick detector using different width Gaussian filters.
The index values and random errors were then calculated from the smoothed 
spectra. The wavelength axis was then shifted by ±  the error in the radial 
velocity estimation and the indices recalculated. The radial velocity error was
190 5: Line strength measurements






Table 5.2: Wavelength dependent resolution o f the Lick/IDS detector.
taken to be the average difference between these values and the original index 
value. All sources of error were then summed in quadrature.
5.3.2 Velocity dispersion correction
As mentioned in section 3.7 velocity broadening causes absorption features in 
galaxies to be broader than those from individual stars. Depending on the amount 
of broadening and width of the bandpasses this could cause the actual feature 
to creep into the neighbouring continuum bands, lowering the continuum level, 
or just causing the feature to appear weaker over the central band. As the Lick 
indices are originally calculated from stars with no broadening, it is necessary to 
correct all the index values for the effect of broadening. In the manner o f Davies, 
Sadler & Peletier (1993) empirical correction factors, C'(cr), were calculated using 
the observations of late-type K and M stars taken at the same time as the galaxy 
spectra, which have spectra similar to that of elliptical galaxies. The late-type 
stars are assumed to have zero intrinsic velocity dispersion. The stellar spectra, 
were first all smoothed to the Lick resolution, in the same manner as the galaxy 
spectra, and then broadened again using a series of Gaussian filters in steps o f 2 0  
kms-1 . Indices were then calculated for all the smoothed and broadened spectra. 
The correction factor is
index(O)
C a =  -  , } 5.10mdex(cr)
for the atomic indices and
C (a )m =  index(O) — index(cr) (5.11)
tor the molecular indices. The most deviant data point was removed and the 
final adopted correction factor curve was then calculated from the mean o f the 
remaining correction factors. The actual correction for each index was calculated 
by interpolating the correction factor curve at the correct velocity dispersion
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for the galaxy. The corrections were multiplicative for the atom ic indices and 
additive for the molecular indices.
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figure 5.5: Velocity dispersion correction factors. The solid line represents tlic 
mean of all but the most deviant data point in each a bin.
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Figure 5.6: Velocity dispersion correction factors ( cont.)
5.3,3 Final nuclear index measurements
Tables 5.3-5.5 give the full set o f index values for central 0.6" spectral extractions, 
which have been wavelength calibrated, flux calibrated and extinction corrected 
as discussed in chapter 3.
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Index Name 2308+073 ±
Oil A 3727 -0 .48 0.84
D4000 2.34 0 . 0 0
H SA -2 .25 0.22
IiSF -0 .28 0.21
C N i 0.090 0.006
CNo 0.121 0 . 0 1 1
Ca 4227 1.12 0.21
H JA -6 .35 0.35
Hy f -2 .04 0.19
Fe 4383 4.61 0.32
Ca 4455 1.23 0.22
Fe 4531 3.49 0.23
Fe 4668 8.13 0.24
H/J 1.40 0.13
HI3P 1.66 0 . 1 1
OIII A 4959 -0 .96 0.10
OIII A 5007 0.48 0.07










Fe 5406 2.23 0.16
Fe 5709 0.90 0 . 1 1
Fe 5782 0.57 0.12
Na5895 4.19 0.29
TiOi 0.156 0.005
Table 5.5: Final index values continued.
5.4 Age and m etallicity estimates from  indices
To break the age/metallicity degeneracy combinations of indices need to be found 
which are nearly orthogonal to each other in age and metallicity space. Gonza­
lez (1993) found 11/3 to be a good tige indicator and [MgFe] a good metallicity 
indicator. They are plotted together in figure 5.7 with the index values from the 
Wort hey (1994) models overplotted in a grid. The correction for emission has 
been included in the LI(3 values. The metallicity in these grids is given in units 
of [Fe/Ll] where log ( ^ )  =  x [Fe/H], or Z =  10® x 0.02. For the rest of this 
chapter absolute metallicities will always be used, so a conversion between the 
two systems is given in table 5.6.
As the nuclear radio galaxy spectra do contain significant narrow line emission, 
the emission contamination is quite high. It would be better to find combinations 
of indices which are less affected by emission. Kuntschner & Davies (1998) have
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[M g F e]
Figure 5.7: H(3 versus MgFe for the entire spectroscopy sample. Overplotted 
are single age, single metallicity models from Worthey, (1994). The metallicity 
is given in units of [Fe/Ii]. The H(3 values have been corrected for emission as 
detailed in section 5.3.1.
x  [Fe/H] Z
-0 .5 0 0.006
-0 .2 5 0 . 0 1 1
0 . 0 0 0.02 (Z 0 )
0.25 0.036
0.50 0.063
Table 5.6: Conversion between metallicity units.
investigated another combination o f indices: Fe 4668 and H7 4 . Fe 4668 is also 
often referred to as 0 2 4 6 6 8  as it has been found that the index is more sensitive 
to the carbon abundance than the iron abundance (Trager et al. 1998). These are 
plotted in figure 5.8 with the model predictions overplotted. Many o f the points 
still lieoutwith the grid, which is an indication that emission is still contaminating 
the index. Kuntschner & Davies (1998) state that although the absolute age 
calibration may not be correct, the relative ages implied by the plot still hold. 
0502—103 is a galaxy which can be seen to be in the process o f merging from the
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K  band image and is also a member of the Arp’s catalogue of peculiar galaxies, 
most of which have turned out to be merging galaxies. The merger has caused 
a burst of new star formation which lowers the luminosity weighted age o f the 
galaxy by outshining the older stellar population.
The final age and metallicity estimates are found by interpolating the grid in 
figure 5.8 at the position of the galaxy index value.
Fe 4 6 6 8
Figure 5.8: H7 . 4  versus Fe 4668 for the entire spectroscopy sample. Overplotted 
are single age, single metallicity models from Worthey, (1994). The metallicity is 
given in units o f [Fe/H],
5.5 Continuum  age and m etallicity estimates
The whole optical continuum has been fitted with both the Worthey (1994) m od­
els and Jimenez et al. (1999) SSP models for a selection of radial extractions of 
each ob ject. Although it has previously been mentioned that the strength o f stel­
lar' population modelling is the ability to construct composite stellar populations 
from adding various SSPs together; in practice single-age SSPs provided a good
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fit. Fitting CSPs constructed mainly from a single old stellar population with a 
small percentage (0.01 -  5%) o f newer (1 Gyr) stars was carried out, but the ex­
tra parameter space did not change the following conclusions and only increased 
the degeneracy between the parameters. Similar comments apply to evolutionary 
stellar population modelling, with stellar populations constructed from exponen­
tially decreasing star-formation rates and gradually increasing metallicities.
The spectra have been extracted radially in 0.6" apertures either side o f the 
nucleus. Apart from the case of 0502—103 where significant rotation was observed 
(see section 3.6.2), the radial extractions equidistant from the nucleus on each 
side have been summed to create an average spectrum of the object at that radius. 
The blue and red arm spectra have also been combined, to enable fitting o f as 
much o f the continuum as possible, in a similar manner to that described in 
section 3.8. The spectra were then resampled at the resolution o f the m odels by 
taking the mean value of the pixels within each new larger wavelength bin. The 
error on the new rebinned points was taken to be standard error on the mean in 
each o f the bins. As in the index analysis it is important to compare like with 
like, so technically it is also necessary to broaden the models to account for the 
velocity dispersion o f the galaxy. This has not been done here as it was found 
that the spectral resolution o f the models is coarse enoiigh (between 1 0  and 2 0  A ) 
to be insensitive to the velocity dispersion.
The Jimenez et- al. (1999) models are produced at 1 Gyr intervals in the range 
0-14 Gyr, and at metallicities of Z=0.0002, 0.004, 0.02, 0.05 and 0.1. Z=0.02 
is solar metallicity, so therefore the range is from 0.01Z©to 5Z©. The W orthey
(1994) models are produced for the parameter space shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. 
The models have been interpolated at 0.5 Gyr intervals and approximately equal 
intervals in log Z to construct intermediate age and metallicity models. Owing 
to the restricted size o f the parameter space it was computationally feasible to 
estimate the best fit by calculating the value of y 2 at each point in the grid and 
taking the minimum. Figure 5.9 shows the whole y 2 map for a fit. The contours 
have been normalised so that the minimum occurs at a value o f y 2 =  1. The 
degeneracy between age and metallicity can clearly be seen as a valley running 
diagonally across the centre. Rather than taking the position o f the minimum 
value o f y 2 as indicative of the absolute age and com position in the observed 
valley, it is probably more informative in this analysis to say that the best guess 
lies somewhere within the central “banana” shaped contour. However, the stellar
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population used to estimate the infrared colour of the nucleus was that given by 
the minimum value of y .
Age (Gyrs)
Figure 5.9: A y 2 map of age and metallicity for the 1st radial extraction of 
2308+073. The y 2 contours are in units of the minimum value, the age/m etallicity 
degeneracy can clearly be seen.
Tables 5.7-5.18 give the age and metallicity estimates from consecutive 0.6" aper­
tures for both sets of model SSPs. The second and third columns give the age and 
metallicity of the best fit SSP for each extraction, whilst the final column gives 
the best fit age model when the metallicity is forced to be the same as solar. This 
is more informative as it allows a gradient in age to be seen across the galaxy 
with the central regions appearing older. In fact it is more common to find a 
gradient in metallicity across an elliptical galaxy as measured by radial gradients 
in metal-sensitive indices across a galaxy [e.g. Carollo, Danziger & Buson 1993, 
Fisher, Franx &; Illingworth 1996 and Ivobayashi & Arimoto 1999). A galaxy 
can then be considered as coeval with the central regions being more metal—rich. 
2221—023 is not presented below as its broad-line emission spectrum completely 
swamps the spectrum of any old stellar population and makes the model fitting
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Figure 5.10: Rebinned observed spectrum and best fitting SSPs for the 1st radial 
extraction of 2308+073. The SSPs shown are the best fit when age and metallicity 






Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
W orthey Models 
Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Nucleus 0 . 0 2 1 2 . 0 1 2 . 0 0.04 3.5 9.0
1 0 . 0 2 1 2 . 0 1 2 . 0 0.045 3.0 8 . 0
2 0.035 9.0 1 2 . 0 0.035 3.5 7.0
3 0.015 12.5 10.5 0 . 0 1 1 2 9.0 5.0
4 0.015 1 1 . 0 9.5 0.03 2 . 0 2.5
5 0.015 1 1 . 0 9.5 0.03 2 . 0 2.5
6 0.03 7.0 9.5 0 . 0 2 2.5 2.5
Table 5.7: 0300+162 age and metallicity estimates




Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Worthey Models 
Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Nucleus 0 . 1 1.5 7.0 0.03 1 . 0 1.5
1 0.04 12.5 13.0 0 . 0 1 1 2 15.5 8 . 0
2 0.004 13.0 7.0 0 . 0 2 2 . 0 2 . 0
3 0 . 0 2 7.5 7.5 0.0632 1 . 0 2 . 0
4 0 . 0 2 4,0 4.0 0.03 L 0 1.5




Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Worthey Models 
Z Age Agez0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Nucleus 0.045 5.5 14.0 0 . 0 1 1 2 17.0 8.5
1 0.04 7.0 14,0 0 . 0 1 1 2 17.0 6.5
2 0.035 5.0 9.5 0.03 2 . 0 2.5
3 0.04 4,0 9.0 0.025 2 . 0 2 . 0
4 0.035 4,0 6.5 0 . 0 2 2 . 0 2 . 0
5 0.03 4.0 7.0 0.05 1.5 2 . 0
6 0.015 9.0 6 . 0 0 . 0 2 2 . 0 2 . 0
7 0 . 0 2 5.0 5.0 0.04 1.5 2 . 0




Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Worthey Models 
Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Nucleus 0 . 0 2 7.0 7.0 0.04 1.5 2 . 0
1 0.04 4.5 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 2.5 2.5
2 0.04 4.0 6 . 0 0 . 0 2 2 . 0 2 . 0
3 0.04 2 . 0 5.0 0.03 1.5 1,5
4 0 . 0 1 11.5 6 . 0 0 . 0 2 2 . 0 2 . 0
Table 5.10: 0419+140 age and metallicity estimates




Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
W orthey Models 
Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Nucleus 0.03 1 0 . 0 14.0 0 . 0 1 1 2 14.0 7.5
1 0.015 13.0 11.5 0 . 0 1 1 2 1 0 . 0 5.5
2 0.035 7.0 10.5 0 . 0 2 5.0 5.0
3 0.045 3.5 1 0 . 0 0.03 2.5 4,0
4 0 . 0 2 7.5 7.5 0.06 1.5 2 . 0
5 0 . 0 2 7.5 7.5 0.0632 1.5 2 . 0
6 0 . 0 2 7.0 7.0 0.055 1.5 2 . 0




Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
W orthey Models 
Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Nucleus 0.004 7.5 4,5 0.035 1,5 2 . 0
11 0.004 7,5 4.5 0.035 1,5 2 . 0
1 2 0.004 7.5 3.0 0.03 1,5 2 . 0
13 0.004 8 . 0 5.0 0 . 0 2 2 . 0 2 . 0
14 0.004 9.0 6 . 0 0 . 0 2 2,5 2.5
15 0.004 8,5 5,5 0 . 0 2 2 . 0 2 . 0
16 0.004 7.5 4.5 0.035 1,5 2 . 0
17 0.004 7.0 3.0 0.025 1.5 1.5
18 0.004 7,5 5.0 0.035 1.5 2 . 0
19 0.004 9.0 6 . 0 0 . 0 2 2 . 0 2 . 0
n o 0.007 6.5 3.0
rl 0.004 7.0 3.0 0.035 1.5 2 . 0
r2 0 . 0 0 1 9.0 2 . 0 0.025 1,5 1.5
r3 0 . 0 0 1 9.0 2 . 0 0 . 0 2 1.5 1.5
i-4 0.004 8 . 0 5.0 0.035 1.5 2 . 0
i-5 0.04 5.0 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 2,5 2.5
i-6 0.04 4,5 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 2 . 0 2 . 0
r7 0.004 8,5 5.5 0.03 1.5 1.5
i- 8 0.004 8.5 5.5 0.035 1,5 2 . 0
i-9 0.004 7.0 CO O 0.03 1.5 1.5
rlO 0.004 7.0 3.0 0.025 1,5 1,5
Table 5.12: 0502—103 age and metallicity estimates




Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
YVorthey Models 
Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Nucleus 0 . 0 1 1 2 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 1 2 8 . 0 2.5
1 0.015 14.0 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 1 2 10.5 5.5
2 0.03 9.5 11.5 0.015 8.5 6 . 0
3 0.04 7.0 14,0 0 . 0 1 1 2 12.5 6.5
4 0.03 1 0 . 0 14.0 0 . 0 1 1 2 12.5 6.5
5 0.035 6.5 11.5 0 . 0 1 1 2 9.5 5.0
6 0.04 7.0 14,0 0 . 0 1 1 2 11.5 6 . 0
7 0.035 7.0 1 1 . 0 0 . 0 1 1 2 8 . 0 5.0
8 0.015 12.5 1 1 . 0 0.03 2.5 4.0
9 0.015 13.0 10.5 0 . 0 1 1 2 9.0 5.0




Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Worthey Models 
Z Age Agez@ 
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Nucleus 0 . 0 2 11.5 11.5 0.035 3.0 6.5
1 0 . 0 2 11.5 11.5 0.035 3.0 6 . 0
2 0 . 0 2 1 1 . 0 1 1 . 0 0.035 2.5 5.0
3 0.045 3.0 9.5 0.035 2 . 0 5.0
4 0.045 3.5 10.5 0 . 0 1 1 2 8 . 0 5.0
5 0.045 3.0 9.0 0.0632 1.5 2.5
6 0.025 7.0 8 . 0 0.0632 1.5 2 . 0
7 0.025 7.0 8.5 0.055 1.5 2 . 0




Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Worthey Models 
Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Nucleus 0.06 3.5 1 2 . 0 0.04 3.0 6.5
1 0.05 3.5 11,5 0.035 3.0 6 . 0
2 0.06 CO o 11.5 0.035 2,5 5.0
3 0 . 0 2 1 1 . 0 1 1 . 0 0.035 2.5 5.0
4 0 . 0 2 9.0 9.0 0.0632 1.5 2 . 0
5 0 . 0 2 9.0 9.0 0.0632 1.5 2 . 0
6 0 . 0 2 8,5 8,5 0.055 1.5 2 . 0
7 0 . 0 2 7.5 7.5 0.055 1.5 2 . 0
8 0 . 0 2 7.5 7.5 0.055 1.5 2 . 0
9 0 . 1 1.5 4,5 0.06 1 . 0 1.5
Table 5.15: 1004+146 age and metallicity estimates




Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
W ortbey Models 
Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Nucleus 0.05 3.0 11.0 0.035 2.5 5.0
1 0.06 2.5 9.5 0.0632 1.5 5.0
2 0.045 3.0 9.5 0.03 2 . 0 2.5
3 0.06 2 . 0 9.0 0.0632 1.5 2.5
4 0.045 CO O 9.5 0.03 2 . 0 4.5
5 0.045 2.5 7.0 0.05 1.5 2 . 0




Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Worthey Models 
Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Nucleus 0.04 7.0 11.5 0 . 0 1 1 2 14.0 7.0
1 0.03 1 0 . 0 14.0 0 . 0 1 1 2 16.0 16.0
2 0 . 0 1 13.0 9.5 0 . 0 1 1 2 8 . 0 8 . 0
3 0.004 13.0 7.0 0 . 0 2 2 . 0 2 . 0
4 0.007 1 0 . 0 5.0 0.035 1.5 1.5
5 0.004 1 0 . 0 4.0 0.03 1.5 1.5




Z Age AgeZe 
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Worthey Models 
Z Age AgeZ 0  
[Gyr] [Gyr]
Nucleus 0.045 5.5 13.5 0 . 0 1 1 2 16.5 8 . 0
1 0.045 5.0 14.0 0 . 0 1 1 2 12.5 6.5
2 0.035 7.0 10.5 0 . 0 1 1 2 9.0 5.0
3 0.04 5.0 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 1 2 8.5 4.5
4 0.035 5.5 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 1 2 8 . 0 4,0
5 0.015 12.5 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 1 2 1 0 . 0 5.5
6 0.015 1 2 . 0 11.5 0 . 0 1 1 2 9.0 5.0
7 0.03 1 0 . 0 1 2 . 0 0 . 0 1 1 2 12.5 6.5
8 0.015 12.5 1 2 . 0 0 . 0 1 1 2 9.5 5.0
9 0.03 1 0 . 0 11.5 0 . 0 1 1 2 11.5 6 . 0
1 0 0.015 12.5 1 1 . 0 0 . 0 1 1 2 9.0 5.0
Table 5.18: 2308—073 age and metallicity estimates
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5.6 Predicting infrared colours
Having estimated the best fitting nuclear stellar population it is now important 
to see the infrared colours predicted by these models. Broad-band magnitudes 
are calculated by integrating the spectral energy distributions of the models in 
the filter of choice, using the definition o f a magnitude given in equation 4.10. 
The wavelength o f the models are shifted bluewards by a factor of (1 +  z) to 
the observed wavelength to ensure that the filter samples correctly the emitted 
region o f the spectrum for each galaxy. Calibrated K  and L' magnitudes are not 
available for each model as the spectra were not photometrically fluxed, but this 
does not affect the K  — L' colour of the model. This is identical to the procedure 
used to calculate the K  — V  colour of the models in figure 5.1.
Table 5.19 gives the K —L' colour o f the model predicted from index measurements 
and continuum fitting for each nuclear spectrum.
Worthey Models Jimenez Models
Object z Index Fitting Continuum Fitting
0300+162 0.0326 0.184 0.187 0.228
0325+023 0.0302 0.164 0.153 0.403
0356+102 0.0306 0.179 0.181 0.481
0419+140 0.0643 0.215 0.080 0.245
0431-134 0.0364 0 . 2 0 0 0.174 0.376
0502-103 0.0394 0.157 0.161 0 . 2 2 1
0755+379 0.0413 0.190 0.161 0 . 2 2 1
0833-016 0.0300 0.203 0.181 0.233
1004+146 0.0294 0.233 0.186 0.485
2229-086 0.0826 0.196 0.177 0.447
2243+394 0.0806 0.205 0.181 ' 0.480
2308+073 0.0441 0.196 0.178 0.485
Table 5.19: Estimated A — L' colour of the nuclear stellar populations from 3 
methods: index fitting of W orthey’s models and continuum fitting o f Wort hey’s 
and Jimenez’s models.
The next step is to investigate the stellar contribution to the measured V  flux, 
by using an estimate of the stellar A band flux and the A — L' values estimated 
above. Lhe stellar A band flux can be estimated in two ways: either from the 
A band model fits ( A * )  or from photometry of the observed image ( A ’0 b s ) .  From 
figure 5.1 at the beginning of the chapter it can be seen that Cygnus A shows an
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infrared excess above the model limits, though it did not show evidence for an 
unresolved nuclear excess at I (  from the model fits in chapter 4. This is probably 
accounted for by a central dust lane, which attenuates the K  band flux more 
than the L' flux, thereby making the colour index appear redder. Use o f the 
model fits could therefore reconstruct correctly the galaxy profiles in the absence 
o f central dust lanes, assuming an r 1' 4 surface brightness profile represents the 
true galaxy profile. Alternatively use of the observed K  band nuclear magnitude 
places a model independent upper limit on the stellar A band nuclear flux which 
can then be used to infer an upper limit on the stellar L' value, with any excess 
being securely attributed to a reddened quasar continuum. Stellar L' values have 
therefore been deduced in both ways. The value o f the K  — L' colour is taken to 
be that deduced from the continuum fits with the Jimenez et cd. (1999) models 
as thejr predict the reddest colours and as explained in section 5.1.1 provide the 
most accurate prediction o f the infrared stellar populations. For those galaxies 
where spectra are not available, a K  — L' colour o f 0.5 is assumed, which is around 
the reddest value predicted here.
Table 5.20 shows the predicted stellar L' magnitudes and, for comparison, the 
observed magnitude, to deduce whether a secure infrared excess can be detected. 
The surprising result from this table is the accuracy with which it has been pos­
sible to detect the galaxy at L' in cases where there is obviously no excess. The 
observed L' colours have been predicted in most cases within the errors. Those 
galaxies for which a secure excess can be inferred are marked with a “yes” in 
the final column. The magnitude of the L'nuc component has been calculated by 
subtracting the estimated flux of the stellar component in column 4 from the 
observed flux value and then converting the flux to magnitudes. It is interesting 
to note that excesses have been found in all FR II sources for which L' observa.- 
tions are available, whilst excesses have only been found in only two out o f the 
remaining twentjf FR  I sources.
5.7 Revised extinction estimates
Table 5.21 gives the revised extinction estimates for those galaxies with an in­
frared excess detected at I / ,  presented in a similar manner to table 4.8. The 
object 2221—023 has been excluded from the table as the nuclear I\ and L' mag­
nitudes are both upper limits as the source was bright enough to saturate at both
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Object K  -  L i A * K A 'o b s
t  /  m a x
u  -k
T '  ,
L *  o b s Excess? /  'h u g
0055-016 0.50 13.04 12.54 13.41 12.91 12.91 no
0106+130 0.50 13.49 12.99 13.24 12.74 11.73 yes 12.14
0206+355 0.50 12.33 11.83 11.75 no
0207+095 0.50 13.54 13.04 13.50 13.00 12.96 no
0217+017 0.50 12.97 12.27 12.70 1 2 . 2 0 12.28 no
0300+162 0.23 13.27 13.04 12.96 12.73 13.05 no
0325+023 0.40 13.43 13.03 13.24 12.84 12.45 yes 13.41
0356+102 0.48 13.12 12.64 12.95 12.47 11.95 yes 12.77
0419+140 0.25 13.59 13.34 13.40 13.15 13.43 no
0431-134 0.38 12.84 12.46 12.97 12.59 12.33 yes 12.67
0502-103 0 . 2 0 12.85 12.65 12.92 12.72 11.92 yes 12.69
0755+379 0 . 2 2 12.41 12.19 12.55 12.33 12.37 no
1040+317 0.50 13.48 12.98 13.44 12.94 13.33 no
1131+493 0.50 12.31 11.81 12.38 1 1 . 8 8 12.49 no
1132+492 0.50 1 2 . 6 8 12.18 13.59 13.09 12.65 no
1309+210 0.50 11.98 11.48 12.14 11.64 11.72 no
1350+316 0.50 13.02 12.52 13.00 12.50 12.48 no
1422+268 0.50 13.57 13.07 13.16 1 2 . 6 6 13.15 no
1452+072 0.50 1 2 . 8 8 12.38 12.58 12.08 12.76 no
1514+072 0.50 12.51 1 2 . 0 1 13.46 12.96 13.84 no
1652+398 0.50 1 1 . 8 6 11.36 11.15 10.65 10.15 yes 10.58
1842+455 0.50 13.89 13.39 14.02 13.52 12.72 yes 13.57
Cygnus A 0.50 13.67 13.17 13.84 13.34 12.07 yes 12.56
2221-023 0.50 13.31 12.81 <  11.36 <  1 0 . 8 6 9.02 ĵ es <9.05
2229-086 0.45 13.23 12.78 13.02 12.57 12.99 no
2243+394 0.48 13.96 13.48 13.59 13.11 12.69 yes 13.41
2308+073 0.49 12.59 1 2 . 1 0 12.50 1 2 . 0 1 1 2 . 0 2 no
2320+203 0.50 12.79 12.29 12.59 12.09 1 2 . 1 1 no
Table 5.20: Comparison of estimated and observed L' magnitudes. The first 
column gives the name of the object, the second the predicted A — L' colour used 
to turn the stellar 3" A magnitudes in columns three and five into estimates of 
the stellar 3" L' magnitudes in columns four and six. The stellar K  band flux 
has been estimated in two ways: from the A band model fits (AT*); and from 
photometry ol the observed image (A 0 bs). Column seven gives the observed L' 
magnitude from table 2.7 for ease of comparison. The errors on the A magnitudes 
are <  0.01 and those for the L' magnitudes are just the photometry errors with 
values between 0.07 and 0.28, shown in table 2.7. Column 8  shows whether a 
secure excess can be claimed and the final column gives the magnitude o f this 
excess if detected.
wavelengths. It has been assumed that the nuclear excess can again be attributed 
to a reddened quasar with an intrinsic (A  — L') colour of 1.68. The possibility of
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a starburst nucleus is questioned in the next section.
210 5: Line strength measurements
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5.7.1 Nuclear starburst connection
Nuclear starbursts are intricately connected with AGN activity (Heckman 1999), 
therefore it is still plausible that the nuclear excesses are just heavily reddened 
young stellar populations. Or more plausibly a circumnuclear starburst surround­
ing an even more buried AGN nucleus, such as are found in ULIRGs. To inves­
tigate this possibility, the K  — L' colours o f various metallicity bursts o f star- 
formation at different ages are plotted in figure 5.11, for a population at a redshift 
o f 0.03. It can be seen that the intrinsic colour o f a stellar population at any age 
(K  — IJ <  0.73) is much bluer than that of a quasar ( K  — L' — 1.68).
0.01 0.10 1.00 10.00
Age [G yrs ]
Figure 5.11: The (K  — L') colour of bursts of star-formation at different ages at 
z  =  0.03, calculated from the stellar population models o f Jimenez et al. (1999). 
The solid line is for a Zq metallicity burst, the dotted line is for 2.5 Z© burst and 
the dashed line is for a 5 Z© burst.
Table 5.22 gives the expected extinction towards an extremely m etal-rich nuclear 
starburst (Z =  5 Z0 ) with an intrinsic K —L' colour o f 0.73. The nuclei o f elliptical 
galaxies are found to be more metal-rich than the outer regions and are therefore 
expected to have super-solar metallicities. The most m etal-rich starbursts will
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have the reddest colours and will suffer the least extinction for a given nuclear 
K  — IJ colour. This will therefore imply a minimum possible luminosity for a 
starburst nucleus. It can be seen from table 5.22 that the implied luminosity in 
all cases is greater than 1 x 109 L0 . Whilst this not completely implausible for a 
nearby starburst (L 10 um =  1 X 109 L0  in M82, Joseph 1987), it is unlikely that all 
these sources contain only metal-rich, highly luminous starburst nuclei without 
the existence of some AGN activity. A more realistic intrinsic K  — L' colour 
of 0 . 2  for a solar metallicity starburst, would increase the implied luminosities 
of the starburst by around lO10 L0 . This is still within the limits of a plausible 
luminosity for a starburst nucleus, therefore other observations would be needed 
to distinguish beyond doubt between an AGN and a starburst. AGN emission 
would be highly polarized and variable as they arise from much smaller regions 
than starbursts.
Object E(A ' -  L') d= An i logjo (yL „) ±
[mag] [mag] [mag] [mag] [l 9 ]
0106+130 1.93 0 . 2 2 33.7 3.8 10.59 0.18
0325+023 1.15 0.25 2 0 . 8 4.5 9.18 0 . 2 1
0356+102 1.31 0.16 23.7 2.9 9.49 0.13
0431-134 > 1.57 >  19.7 >  9.07
0502-103 > 1.99 >  35.6 >  10.16
1652+398 0.43 0.08 7.7 1.4 10.09 0.07
1842+455 >  3.15 >  52.9 >  10.93
Cygnus A >  3.89 >  6 8 . 1 >  11.23
2243+394 0.67 0.25 11.4 4.3 9.81 0 . 2 1
Table 5.22: Extinction estimates for a possible starburst nucleus. The second 
column gives the reddening towards the nucleus assuming am intrinsic K  — L' 
colour of 0.73. The fourth column gives the extinction estimate and the sixth 
column gives the intrinsic power o f the nuclear source in solar luminosities.
Chapter 6 
Conclusions of the census
As a result o f the work presented so far, non-therm al infrared excesses have been 
detected in ten out of the twenty-eight radio galaxies for which both K  and L' 
data were obtained. O f these twenty-eight objects, eighteen objects had known 
radio morphologies obtained from literature: seven were classified as FRII radio 
sources, one as a core dominated radio source and the rest as FRI sources. The 
remaining unclassified sources were taken to be FRI sources in chapter 2  from 
both their 1.4GHz radio luminosity and I band magnitude. All seven o f the FRII 
sources and the core-dom inated BL Lac were found to contain infrared excesses. 
The BL Lac is the most likely candidate in unified schemes for a FRI source 
observed along the radio jet axis. Only two of the FRI sources were found to 
contain an infrared excess, with the observed L' magnitude o f the rest o f the 
objects being consistent with that expected from the stellar population.
It is now important to test how the estimated extinction values fit into the current 
unified schemes picture. For example, if tori were fairly similar from galaxy to 
galaxy, it is expected that less extinction will be observed if the line o f sight 
to the radio galaxy was closer to the radio axis. Section 6.1 examines various 
correlations between the observed properties o f the radio galaxies and compares 
these with these with unified schemes. Section 6.3 summarises the work presented 
in this thesis and discusses possible further tests to clarify the picture obtained 
of the nuclear regions of AGN.
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6.1 Tests o f the unified models for F R II radio 
sources
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Figure 6 .1 : Galaxy integrated absolute K  magnitude versus nuclear absolute 
magnitude. The nuclear and galaxy magnitudes have been K—corrected assuming 
a =  —i and O' =  0  spectral energy distributions respectively. The crosses show 
the magnitude o f the reddened nuclei of the objects in this sample whilst the 
filled circles and lower limits show the magnitude of the intrinsic nuclei, where 
present, lo r  comparison, the magnitudes of the reddened nuclei o f samples of 
radio galaxies from Taylor et al. (1996) and Simpson, Ward and Wall (1999) are 
also shown. These other samples are selected from brighter radio surveys than 
t he sample here and so are expected to contain intrinsically brighter nuclei. The 
horizontal dotted line shows the A band boundary for quasars. The morphology 
of the radio galaxies is also indicated.
It is first important to see if the buried nuclei could indeed be unified with radio- 
loud quasars. Surveys have shown that whilst the nuclei of radio-quiet quasars 
and Seyfert galaxies span the whole range of optical luminosities up to M y  =  —29.
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no radio-loud quasars are found with M y >  —23 (Peacock, Miller & Longair 
1986). The optical-to-infrared colour of a quasar is around B  — I\ =  2.5, so 
this translates to an infrared limit for potential buried radio-loud quasar sources 
o f M k  =  —20.5. Figure 6.1 plots the reddened and unreddened colours o f the 
nuclei against their absolute host galax)^ magnitude. The absolute magnitudes 
have been K -corrected assuming the nucleus and galaxy have spectral energy 
distributions in the infrared with a  =  — 1 and a  =  0 respectively. It can be seen 
that all the filled black circles and lower limits do indeed lie above the dotted 
line marking the quasar boundary, which is evidence in favour o f them being 
possible candidates for obscured radio-loud quasars. Also plotted on the same 
figure are upper limits, marking the absolute magnitude o f the K  band nuclei 
which do not appear to have infrared excesses. Marked on this same figure are 
samples o f radio galaxies from Taylor et ah (1996) and Simpson, Ward & Wall 
(1999) which have also had infrared nuclei detected from two-dimensional surface 
brightness modelling. These latter points represent the observed magnitude o f the 
reddened nucleus, so the intrinsic magnitude may be much brighter. The Taylor 
et al. (1996) radio galaxy sample has been selected so that it contains only FRII 
sources and is indistinguishable from their high luminosity radio-loucl quasar 
sample in both radio power, radio spectral index and redshift. It is therefore not 
surprising that the detected nuclei lie in a region above the objects in this sample 
as the nuclei are expected to be intrinsically much brighter. The Simpson, Ward 
& Wall (1999) sample has been taken from the 3CRR catalogue, selecting all the 
NELGs below a redshift of 0.43. As this catalogue consists o f some o f the most 
radio-luminous objects in the sky it is also expected that most o f these objects 
will contain more luminous nuclei than those seen in this sample.
In unified schemes the core and total radio power of the quasar are thought to be 
connected to the optical luminosity and hence the black hole mass (Franceschini, 
Vercellone & Fabian 1998). A plot o f the core radio power at 5 GHz against 
the absolute nuclear magnitude for the FRII sources is given in figure 6.2 and a 
similar plot, but this time with total radio power is given in figure 6.3. The dotted 
lines on these plots represent the least absolute deviation fit to the filled circle 
points. It can be seen that whilst a strong correlation is possibly not apparent 
between the nucleus and the core radio power there is substantial evidence for 
a trend between the strength of the nucleus and the total radio power. This 
is similar to the result found by Franceschini, Vercellone & Fabian (1998) who
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Figure 6.2: Core radio power versus absolute nuclear magnitude for the FRII 
radio galaxies. The filled circles are extinction estimates from this sample whilst 
the open circles are from Simpson, Ward & Wall (1999). Note that 1652+198 is 
unusually luminous, it is a BL Lac so the core flux is thought to be beamed and 
amplified along the line of sight. The core radio data are taken from Giovannini 
et al. (1988), Giovannini, Feretti & Comoretto (1990) and Morganti, Killeen & 
Tadhunter (1993). The dotted line corresponds to y =  —0.26a; +  17.57.
found a much stronger connection between total radio power and black hole mass 
than between core radio power and black hole mass. The fact that the total radio 
power does seem to be connected at all to the strength of the nucleus is further 
evidence (or the observed nucleus actually being an obscured quasar rather than 
a starburst nucleus. Any deviations in the relationship could then be attributed 
to differences in accretion rate onto the black hole.
L’he core radio flux may not be expected to correlate with the strength o f the nu­
clear source as core fluxes often suffer from beaming effects, whereby the strength 
of the core is enhanced along lines-of-sight close to the radio jet. Assuming this 
to be true, information can be gained on the viewing angle from the relative 
strength of the core to the total radio flux. For the BL Lac, 1652+398, which 
is a flat spectrum radio source, the core flux is definitely expected to be beamed
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Figure 6.3: Total radio power versus absolute nuclear magnitude for the FRII 
radio galaxies. The filled circles are extinction estimates from this sample whilst 
the open circles are from Simpson, Ward & Wall (1999). The total flux at 5 GHz 
is taken from Pauliny-Toth &; Kellermann (1968). The dotted line corresponds 
to y — —0.48.r +  14.07.
along the line-of-sight, it is now necessary to obtain information on the viewing 
angle o f the other radio galaxies.
6.1.2 Viewing angle dependence
As mentioned in chapter 1, the core dominance parameter, or core -to -lob e  ratio, 
R, is a widely used orientation indicator. Iiigh R  sources are thought to have 
the core component beamed along the line of sight, indicating a viewing angle 
closer to the radio jet than low R  sources. The viewing angle dependence of 
the extinction is investigated in figure 6.4 for the FRII objects where core and 
total radio fluxes at 5 GHz were available. The total flux at 5 GHz is taken 
from Pauliny-Toth & Kellermann (1968). The open circles in the plot are ex­
tinction estimates from Simpson, Ward & Wall (1999). For their sample alone 
they claim that the hypothesis that A y  is uncorrelated with R  can be rejected
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Figure 6.4: Radio core-to-lobe ratio, R  versus estimated extinction for the FRII 
radio galaxies. The total flux at 5 GHz is taken from Pauliny-Toth &; Kellermann 
(1968). The filled circles are extinction estimates from this sample whilst the 
open circles are from Simpson, Ward & Wall (1999). Dotted lines connect the 
differing extinction estimates lor the two objects common to both samples. An 
anti-correlation with R is expected from unified schemes.
at the 95% confidence level using a generalized Kendall’s rank correlation statis­
tic. This statistic is used as it allows a complete treatment of upper and lower 
limits. However, the implied correlation appears to rely heavily on one point in 
their plot, that of 3C 98 (0356+102), for which they predict >  74.3 magnitudes 
of extinction. As discussed in chapter 4 this object does appear to contain a. 
significant A band nucleus, but not quite centered on the galaxy centre, thereby 
causing this discrepancy in estimated extinction values. Shifting 3C 98 to a much 
lower extinction, results in the diagram becoming a scatter plot. The points in 
figure 6.4 do appear to lie within an envelope, such that there are no points with 
R > -1, although this may be a selection effect as 2221—023, the only BLRG has 
been excluded as it is saturated in all the images. The Simpson, Ward & Wall 
sample has been chosen to avoid objects with broad lines, which may be the ones 
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vary linearly with viewing angle. Simpson, Ward & Wall (1999) have estimated 
the a priori distribution o f viewing angles with R. This is shown graphically in 
figure 6.5.
log R
Figure 6.5: The probability density function (pdf) o f viewing angle, 0, as a func­
tion o f core-to-lobe ratio, R, taken from Simpson, Ward & Wall (1999). The 
solid line shows the maximum of the pdf with the dotted lines indicating the la  
limits. 6 is measured from the radio jet so that 0 =  0 ° is a view down the jet and 
0 =  90° is a view transverse to the jet.
Simpson, Ward & Wall have estimated the stellar component o f the L' data by 
comparing the K  — L' colours with the K  — LJ colour o f ¡3 Peg, a late-type star, 
rather than by modelling the whole stellar population. However, they do find the 
nuclear K  — L' colours o f both 3C 171 and 3C 192 to be consistent with late-type 
stellar populations, so these points should arguably also be removed from the 
plot. The lack of an anti-correlation can then be seen clearly in the combination 
of datasets shown in figure 6.4.
The lack of any clear correlation is a challenge to the most basic interpretations 
of unified schemes whereby the objects are intrinsically the same, but viewed at 
different angles to the line of sight, with extinction that varies sm oothly with 
viewing angle. This null result is important as it means that more com plicated 
scenarios need to be visualised to explain the dusty environments around AGN. 
A possible interpretation is that the obscuring material, whilst still being torus-
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shaped, may be lumpy within the torus, thereby leading to chance lines o f sight 
where the extinction is lower than along other lines o f sight. Another possibility 
is that whilst the extinction does depend smoothly on the viewing angle, the 
intrinsic dust content of the galaxy affects the thickness of the torus that is 
capable o f forming. The thickness o f the torus may then also depend on factors 
such as accretion rate and nuclear luminosity.
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Figure 6 .6 : Galaxy integrated absolute I\ magnitude versus estimated extinction 
for the FR.II rad io galaxies. The filled circles are extinction estimates from this 
sample whilst the open circles are from Simpson, Ward & Wall (1999). FR.I and 
FRII sources are plotted, the FR.I sources are 0431-134, 0502—103, 3C 84 and 
1652+398. Considering the K band magnitude to be representative of the size of 
the size, there is a definate trend for the larger galaxies to be more dusty.
Figure 6.1 gave a hint that the size of the galaxy may affect the thickness of 
the torus as the larger galaxies to the left of the plot were being reddened more 
than tl re smaller ones. To investigate this, the integrated galaxy luminosity was
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plotted against estimated extinction for both this sample and that o f Simpson, 
Ward & Wall; this plot is presented in figure 6 .6 . Interestingly, if 3C 192 and 3C 
171 are ignored, which is viable given their consistency with stellar populations, 
there is an obvious trend amongst the remaining objects for the bigger galaxies to 
show higher extinction and therefore to be more dusty. Although the number of 
objects in this plot is too small to assess the statistical significance o f the trend, 
il this were indeed found to be true it would have very interesting consequences 
for combined theories o f AGN and galaxy formation. Baum and O ’Dea (private 
communication) have recently found evidence for radio galaxies being more dusty 
than ‘norm al’ passive ellipticals. Since all ellipticals are thought to form by merg­
ers, this implies that the radio galaxies have merged more recently than ‘norm al’ 
ellipticals, and therefore that the AGN activity is then either triggered or en­
hanced by the merger. Hughes, Dunlop & Rawlings (1997) have also recently 
shown that radio galaxies are detected at sub-m illim etre wavelengths, which im­
plies that they have undergone huge, dusty, recent bursts o f star-formation.
6.2 Unified schemes for FR I sources
Looking at the sample o f FRI galaxies separately, buried nuclei are only detected 
in three out o f twenty-one objects. This could be for two reasons, either because 
the intrinsic luminosity of the nucleus is too faint to be detected, or the extinc­
tion is too great, or a combination of both reasons. The evidence for unifying 
FRIs with the beamed BL Lacs is quite convincing from relative number density 
and linear size arguments (Padovani & Urry 1990). However, there is a lack of 
unbeamed and unobscured objects. This could mean that the opening angle of 
the torus for FRIs is much smaller than it is in FRIIs. Barthel (1989) estimated 
the opening angle to be around 45° in a sample o f £ =  0.5 -  1.0 FRIIs. The 
number o f non-detections of obscured nuclei in FRIs adds weight to this argu­
ment, a rough calculation would put the opening angle at ~  8 ° (sin 9 ~  3 /21 ), 
which would explain the lack o f low luminosity counterparts to broad-line radio 
galaxies or reddened quasars. This would then add weight to the argument that 
the opening angle o f the torus and therefore the morphology o f the radio emis­
sion depends upon the luminosity o f the central source, i.e. the receding torus 
m odel (see figure 1.6). This could also qualitatively explain the large numbers 
of low lum inosity AGN (NLXGs) seen in X-ra.y surveys, but not seen in optical
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BL Lac
Figure 6.7: Possible unification scheme for FR.I radio galaxies and BL Lacs. 
Either the edges of the torus are less thick than in the centre allowing for the 
buried nuclei to be detected in the regions of lower extinction, or the radiation 
is beamed along these directions enhancing the luminosity above the detection 
limits and allowing the nucleus to be detected.
surveys. In these objects the ‘torus’ may be completely closed up around the 
AGN and be more spherical in shape. Figure 6.7 shows a cartoon of a possible 
unification scheme for FR.I radio galaxies, where the torus ‘thins out’ around the 
poles allowing the nucleus to be seen with modest reddening.
Another serious possibility is that in FRIs both the optical and radio flux may be 
beamed, causing non-isotropic emission o f optical/infrared radiation. This means 
that even without the postulated obscuring torus very little optical light would 
be seen along lines of sight perpendicular to the radio jets. A test of this scenario 
would be to see if the infrared excess in FRIs is highly polarized and variable, 
implying the presence of blazar-type emission. If the excess were not found to 
be variable, then it is more likely that it is probably due to a circumnuclear 
starburst.
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6.3 Summary and discussion
This thesis has presented infrared images and optical spectra for a sample of 
low-redshift radio galaxies, with the aim of carrying out a unique census o f the 
extinction towards the nuclei of these objects. Two-dim ensional surface bright­
ness profiles were fitted to K  band images to deconvolve the stellar and nuclear 
light. The results o f the model fits provided evidence that these galaxies were 
indeed ‘norm al’ elliptical galaxies as they followed the same Kormendy relation as 
the general population of elliptical galaxies. The range o f observed scale-lengths 
provided evidence for most o f the radio galaxies being amongst the biggest and 
brightest types galaxies known. The successful comparison o f the predicted veloc­
ity dispersions from the fundamental plane relation with those measured from the 
spectra or found in the literature, adds further weight to the argument that the 
radio galaxies are indeed ‘normal’ elliptical galaxies. Combining the measured 
excess nuclear component at K  with the observed IJ data has allowed an initial 
estimate o f the extinction towards the nucleus to be made.
Optical spectra o f the nuclear regions of all the objects were then analysed to 
compare both absorption line indices and the overall continuum with stellar pop­
ulation models. The best fit age and metallicity model was taken to be that 
from the overall continuum analysis of Jimenez’s models. This m odel was then 
examined in the infrared where broad-band K  — L' colours were calculated by 
integrating the spectral energy distribution under the UKIRT filter profiles. This 
enabled a prediction o f the infrared colour of the stellar component o f the nu­
cleus to be made. Two estimates of the stellar component of the L' flux were 
then made by combining the K  — L' colour taken from the model fits with two es­
timates of the K  band stellar nuclear flux. The first estimate was taken from the 
surface brightness fits and the second from the observed K  magnitude, treated 
as a maximum value, which would give a model independent upper limit on the 
stellar L' value. Any significant excess of the observed nuclear L' flux over the 
stellar value was taken to be an observation o f the non-thermal AGN component 
shining through. This revised estimate o f the nuclear non-therm al L' component 
combined with the excess K  band flux from the surface brightness m odel fits al­
lowed a more accurate estimate of the observed K  — L' colour o f the quasar to be 
made. Assuming the intrinsic shape of the quasar’s spectral energy distribution 
to follow power-law shape with exponent a  =  —1 , the reddening towards this
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quasar could then be estimated. The extinction A y, towards the object at opti­
cal wavelengths was then calculated. The possibility of the excess being clue to 
a dusty nuclear starburst was also considered but dismissed as the required high 
luminosity and high metallicity of a starburst to fit the observations is extremely 
unlikely, especially without some form of AGN activity.
Most of the objects were found to have nuclear colours which were consistent 
with old stellar populations. Considering the number of predictions and estimates 
made in this analysis, the consistency of the results with stellar populations was 
very pleasing. This meant that the the argument for the ten out o f the twenty- 
eight galaxies which were shown to contain infrared excesses to contain AGN 
nuclei was strengthened.
Finally the objects for which a nuclear excess was detected have been examined 
in detail, under the assumption that the excess can be attributed to a buried 
quasar. The inferred nuclear K  band absolute magnitudes would put the objects 
into the quasar category of M y  <  —2-3 as was shown in figure 6.1.
All the FRII radio galaxies in the sample were found to contain infrared excesses. 
For these the inferred nuclear K  magnitudes were then correlated with both core 
radio power and total radio power. A tentative correlation was found between 
intrinsic nuclear luminosity and total radio emission which adds weight to the 
argument that the infrared excesses can be attributed to buried quasars, as the 
radio emission is thought to be correlated with the strength of the nuclear source. 
The viewing angle of the FRII sources was then calculated from the core-to-lobe 
ratio, which assumes that the core radio emission is boosted when viewed close 
to the line o f sight. Unexpectedly, the inferred extinction of the FR.II objects 
does not seem to correlate with core-to-lobe ratio. This could be either because 
the core dominance parameter is not actually a good orientation indicator, or 
because the extinction actually does not change smoothly with viewing angle. 
The estimated extinction was then compared with absolute total K  magnitude 
taken from the model galaxy fits, integrated to infinity as shown in figure 6 .6 . 
There is a hint from this plot that the extinction does seem to increase with 
increasing galaxy size.
Examining the FRI radio galaxies separately, only three out o f a total o f twenty - 
one objects were found to contain infrared excesses, which could be because the 
nucleus is fainter or the extinction greater in FR.Is than FRIIs, or a combination
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of both reasons. If this were the case then the relative numbers o f obscured and 
unobscured FRIs and FRIIs could then be explained by a receding torus m odel 
whereby the torus has a smaller opening angle in lower luminousity objects.
It would be very interesting if the correlation between extinction and galaxy size 
was found to be true. However, we must still consider the possibility that the 
infrared excesses are not caused by buried quasars at all and the correlation is just 
intrinsic to the galaxy interstellar medium. Cygnus A was found by Tadhunter 
ct al. (1999) to have a K  band excess which was highly polarised (Packham 
et al. 1998). This implied that the observed excess is probably a near-nuclear 
reflection nebula rather than the actual obscured nucleus itself. The X -ray  data 
also implied an obscuring column of nearer 170 magnitudes o f extinction which is 
much higher than the inferred infrared extinction. This difference may be resolved 
by using a higher dust/gas ratios in the nucleus than used previously to calculate 
the X -ray  extinction. To settle this debate finally, would require hard X -ray  and 
infrared imaging polarimetry observations o f the entire sample, which are not 
currently available. Accurate core radio positions would enable a proper estimate 
o f the infared excess at the exact position o f the radio core, which should be the 
expected position o f the black hole. This would then resolve controversies such as 
the differing estimates of the extinction towards the nucleus o f 3C 98. Variability 
and polarimetry studies would help to finally distinguish between buried quasars 
and /or buried nuclear starbursts as the infrared sources.
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